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Bed News - This Is the bridge on the old Cenci:ors!
ROMS which you cross lust before you get to the "rattlin
bridge". As the picture indicates the bridge Is not usable
since the break extends over halfway across. A pile of logs





since they apparently fell from a truck breaking the bridge
In. The heavy sleepers lust below the bridge decking were
broken also. By late yesterday use warning signs were placed
at the bridge t. show that It Is net usable.




A roadsr calls taaky---folks
should get to the doctor right
away if they are bitten by the
Brown Recluse Spider. Of course
they should. When we say there
is no cause for alarm, we only
mean that a person should stay
out of corners and cob-webby
places unless properly protect-
ed against the spider.
The spider does live here in
Calloway County, as does the
Black Widow. Also the Rattle
Snake, the Copperhead, and the
Cotton Mouth. All dif these
things are dangerous, but if you
stay away from them you won't
get hurt.
Hood for the doctor if you get
bitten by any of these varm-
ints.
Hibiscus in full bloom. It is a-
bout twelve feet high and has
enersious red blooms that bit
for one day--
With the addition of a gold
crown on a tooth, our intrinsic
value has risen considerably.
'Tle• Boy Scout meeting is set for
tonight at 8:30 at the Holiday
Inn. We got mixed up and went
to the meeting last night. We
were only 24 hours ahead of
time.
Chocking through the special
16 page tabloid section in to-
day's Ledger and Times. This
will be a good section to save
since it wraps up the moon
flight in a good package. Espec-
ially you students who plan to
do a paper or theme on the
subject. Here's all the informa-
tion you'll need.
Holding our new granddaughter
the other night, we fairly trem-
bled at this miracle of birth.
Have you heard Johnny Cash
sing the song "A Boy Named
Sue". Johnny Cash is racking
up about two million a year
with such songs.
How typo of jokes going around.
For instance "what's orange and
goes click" The obvious answ-
er is "a ball point carrot".
Mrs. Jackson Will
Be At Art Guild
Mrs. Mildred Jackson of ten-
ton Route One, a gifted artist,
will be at the Murray Art Giuld
each Friday from 11 am, to
foivr p.m. during the month of
July.
The Marshall County woman
has just received prints of one
of her oil pai'hts, "The Old Sot-
'hum Mill". The prints were
done by Willard Evans of Ash-
land and he holds the copy'
right on the print
148 American Soldiers Die
In Vietnam War Last Week
By WALTER WHITEHEAD the
SAIGON (UPI) - American
headquarters today reported 148
GIs killed in Vietnam last week,
the fewest since the first week
of the year when a cease-fire
was in effect
The drop in U.S. deaths was
attributed directly to the lull in
Viet Cong and North Vietna-
mese attacks, now in its fourth
week. Another 1,612 Americans
were wounded.
Gen. Earle G. Wheeler,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
got his investigation ofStaff,
WEATHER REPORT1.1)
ititod Press Intermit Waal„
Generally fair with little
change in temperatures through
Friday. High today 98 with
southeasterly winds 8 to 12
miles an hour. Low 77. Zero
per cent probability of measur-
able precipitation.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.7,
up 0.2; below dam 311.1, up
0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.7,
up 0.2; below dam 311.9, up
Oct. '
Sunrise 5:50: sunset 8:15.





Africa '1711 - "Suddenly I'm
young again," smiled 58-
year-old Mrs. Joanna du
Pleassis.
Mrs. Du Pleersis, who dis•
covered she was pregnant
only three hours before giv-
ing Birth to a five-pound
girl Wednesday, said today
she had to borrow dolls'
clothes from one of her 10
grandchildren to dreas the
unexpected baby.
Mrs. Du Pleasis became the
oldest woman on record to
give birth to a child. Doc-
tors have been treating her
for eight months for stom-
ach paina. -
One specialist recommend.
'ed radium treatment for su-
spected stomach cancer. But
she refused, probably saving
the baby's life.
"I had pains again yester-
day after my humband left
for work Eventually I decid-
ed I must be having a baisy
and called the doctor," she
said.
Mrs. Du Plessis has eight
other children, three of them
adopted. The oldest is 39.
lull under way today for
President Nixon, trying to de-
termine if the withdrawal of
more U.S. troops was feasible.
U.S. headquarters reported
750 more GIs would be sent
home Friday - all of them U.S.
9th Division troops whose base
camp was shelled overnight. No
one was killed.
The command's weekly casu-
alty report said the 148 GIs kill-
ed was the fewest since 101
died the first full week of the
year, partially covered by a
standdown for New Year's.
Viet Cong and North Vietna-
mese losses were put at 2,051
dead, also lowest since the first
week of 1969, while South Viet-





While the level of combat re-
mained low, with 201 guerril-
las reported killed in scattered
fights Wednesday. Communist
gunners shelled 13 Allied tar-
(Continued en Page
wounded - an in-




All members of the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society are
being asked to help write the
history of West Kentucky. In
announcing plans for Joe Crea-
son's address to the group on
July 24, L. J. Hortin, Society
president, said members were
urged to bring historical mat-
erials to the dinner. Joe Crea-
son, famed columnist for the
Louisville Courier-Journal, and
native of Benton, will be the
principal speaker for the meet-
ing, scheduled at the Colonial
_House Smorgasbord, Murray, at
7:00 p.m.
Lon Carter Barton, Mayfield
businessman, has agreed to be
"editor" of the special issue of
the Mayfield Messenger, cele-
brating 150 years of Jackson
Purchase development. Mr. Bar-
ton is hoping that the members
will bring to the dinner, arti-
cles, letters, photographs, maps,
and any printable materials
that could be used in this spec-
ial edition.
Eight Kentucky counties of
ihurchase have been assign-
ed contributing editors who will
collect and write materials for
Use edition. These editors are:
Ballard, Charles Geveden; Cal-
lcway, Brown Tucker and Dan-
ny Hatcher; Carlisle, Ralph
Graves; Fulton, Bill Burnette;
('raves, Lon Carter Barton;
Hickman, Virginia Jewell; Mar-
shall, Spencer Solomon Jr.; Mc-
Cracken, Hall Allen. Mr. Bur-
rette it also coordinator of Mat-
erials.
Miss Margaret Heath,-secre-
tary of the organization, 1202
Maple Street, Benton, is in





Several cases were disposed
of in the Calloway County Court
of Judge Hall IdcCuiston dur-
ing the past week. Records show
the following occurred:
Delbert L. Mulcahy, Fulton,
fishing commercial line untagg
ed, fined $15.00 costs $18.00;
Department of Fish and Wild-
life.
Judy R. Lowry, Cape Girar-
deau, Mo., no fishing license,
fined $15.00 costs $18.00, De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
William R. Dickten, Central
City, driving while intoxicated,
fined $100.00 costs $13.00; State
Police.
Beltran V. Darnell, Caronde-
let, 111. fishing commercial line.
fined $15.00 costs $18.00; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife
Russell B. Palmer, Benton
Route One, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
William E. Hodge, New Con-
cord, public drunkenness, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Lindsay Weaver, Metropolii,
Ill., improper license, fined
$15.00 costs $18.00; Department
Fish and Wildlife.
Bernard C. Calhoun, Lynn
Grove Route One, public drun-
kenness, fined $10.00 costs $18.-
00; State Police.
Steve A. Jackson, 301 Pine
Street, Murray, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Lanny J. Turner, 811 North
20th Street, Murray, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Jerry Thompson, Murray, dis-
orderly conduct, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; Sheriff,
William H. Downs, Murroy
Route Six, fishing commercial
line untagged, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
John M Harrison, Farming
ton Route One, speeding, fined




The winners in the first di,-
of the 38 hole Ladies' Medal
Play golf tournament at the
Calloway • County Country Club
have been announced.
Betty Lowry was the winncr
in the championship flight with
Xenela Sexton as the runnerup.
'First flight winner was Jere-
lene Sullivan with the runner-
up being Inuit Orr.
Nancy Fandrich was second
flight winner with Frances
Parker as nannerup.
Medalist for the day in the
first round of medal play was
Veneta Sexton
NOW YOU KNOW
WHOLE WORLD WATCHES AS
APOLLO 11 RACES TO MOON
ft
vomomormswewisprisimwevammaga
Special Section Of The Ledger
Marks History's Milestone
"A thousand years from now, when World War II
rates just a paragraph in the history books and names like
Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin are merely footnotes,
school children will be memorizing the date of July 21,
1969, when Nail A. Armstrong of Wapakoneta, Ohio, first
sat foot on the moon."
So said Walter Cronkite of CBS in a television special
on the eve of the Apollo 1) launch.
To help our readers follow the historic moon landing
mission, Lodger & Times today publishes a special 16. „
page "Apollo Moon Landing Guide." Special articles, pic-
tures and charts compiled by the Ledger & Times news
staff from the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, United Press International and other sources will
fill the tabiti4mction. West Kentucky Rural Electric Cor-
porative Corporation is the sole advertiser.
Johnnie Carroll




The funeral for Johnnie M.
Carroll of Murray Route Six
was held today at three p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. John-
son Easley officiating.
- Pallbearers were Jerry Grif-
fith, Sedric Hubbard, Dwight
Jones, Harry Burton, Sidney
Easley, and Courtney Ragsdale.
- Burial was in the Friendship
Cemetery with the arrange.
ments by the J. H. Churchill
-runeral Home.
Carroll, age 57, died Wednes-
day a! the Murray-Calloway
Counts Hospital. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Dora Tommie
Carroll; two daughters, Mrs.
'Joan Cole and Miss Peggy Car-
roll; one sister, Mrs. Walter
Veal; two grandchildren, How-




Revival services will be held
at the Bethel United Methodist
Church starting Sunday, July
20, and continuing through the
week.
1MB. Dane HillLtraVrarir
tble First United Methodist
Church, Dyer, Tenn., will be
tbe visiting evangelist for the
services to be held each even-
ing at 7:30.
The pastor, Rev. John Brad-





Five young men from Callo-
way County were inducted into
the United States Army in the
The fRe men were James S.
Cochran. 011ie T. Easley. James
M. _Myatt, Hugh T. Raspberry,
and Donnie W. Underhill.
Mrs. Adams said the men
were sworn in at Nashville,
Tenn., and have been sent to
Fart Campbell for basic train-
ing.
Twenty registrants from Cal-
loway County were sent for pre-
induction examinations on July
14.
The August draft call for Cal-
loway County will be six for in-
duction and thirty for pre-in-
duction examinations, accord-
ing to Mrs. kdams.
FOUR CITED
Four persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Wednesday. They were two
for speeding, one for reckless
driving, and one for driving
on revoked license
by United Press International
The computer complex deve-
loped for the Apollo spacecraft






MOCSNBEAMED - The giro Saturn roars Moon ward
from launch at Cap* Kennedy as the three Apollo 11 astro.
Accuracy Of Launch Gains
Crew Extra Two Hours Sleep
By EDWARD K. DELONG
UPI Space Writer
- SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) - Apollo 11's astronauts
raced unerringly on a space
odyssey toward the moon today
and their rendezvous with his-
tory Sunday in the Sea of Tran
auillity
Neil A. Armstrong, Edwin E
"Buzz" Aldrin Jr., and Michael
Collins were more than a third
of the way to the moon - the
"Eagle" lunar module now
perched on the nose of the
-Columbia" command ship and
:he whole world watching their
progress.
At 2:30 a.m. EDT, 19 hours
after leaving earth at Cape Ken-
nedy, they were more than 88,-
000 miles from earth, speeding
on their quarter-million-mile
adventure at 4,358 miles aJ
hour.
Their launch atop a 36-story
Saturn rocket was so accurate
'hat they skipped a scheduled
course adjustment Wednesday
night, giving them an extra two
hours of rest.
Begin Rest Period
Their tasks completed, they
began their rest about 9 p.m.
EDT after a bedtime snack. Col-
lins was asleep 30 minutes or
an hour before Armstrong andJury 14th drift call from Cal- Aldrin  - the men who arlowav County. according to Mrs.• scheduled to land the Eagle luGussie Adams, executive se re- nar module on the southwes
Icy of Local Board No. 10 of edge of the Sea of Tranquillitthe Selective Service. Sunday
They are the ones who will
take man's first steps on the
moon starting at 2:21 am. ED




NEW YORK (UPI) - The
New York Times today correct-
ed an error made in 1920.
In "Topic of the Times" on
Jan. 13, 1920, the Times scoffed
at Professor Robert H. Goddard
for believing a rocket could
function in a vacuum. "He only
seems to lack the knowledge
ladled out daily in high
schools," the Times wrote of the
father of space exploration.
The Times today said, "It is
now definitely established that
a rocket can function in a va-
cuum. . .




flight of Apollo 11 continues as
smoothly as it started.
Before retiring, Armstrong,
Aldrin and Collins beamed an
unscheduled 184 minutes of
television back to earth. The
pictures, taken nearly 60,000
miles deep in space, showed a
olue, green and white-swirled
earth receding in the blackness




A book by Dr. Herbert Lee
Williams of Memphis, a former
Paris resident, has been revised
and published in a new edition.
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Williams of 111 Greenacres
Drive, Paris, Tenn., is co-author
with Frank W. Rucker of News-
naper Organization and Manage-
ment. The book was originally
published a number of years
ago.
Dr. Williams is now head of the
journalism department at
Memphis State University.
A wholly new chapter is
devoted to the modern use of
computers and photo-electronic
requipment in all departments of
a modern newspaper plant. The
authors point out that while sound
management principles seldom
require revision, improvements
in printing equipment and
technique are continuous.
The book is available from




Miss Evelyn Cole of 1703
Ryan was treated at the emer-
gency room of the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital on Wed-
nesday at 7:15 p. m., accord-
ing to hospital official'.
The Murray woman' VAS re-
ported injured in a wirer ac-
cident. She had a partial am-
putation of the left index fing-
er and suture of the second
finger on the left hand, ac-
cording to officials at the hos-
pital.




nauts lift off for man's first landing on another planet. Part
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• Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
SPACE CENTER, Houston- Astronaut Edwin E. "Buz" Mdrin,
joking with Apollo 11 project technicians about television pictures
taken from the spacecraft:
"Do you suppose you could turn the earth a little bit so we could
get something besides water?"
ABOARD THE USS HORNET - Capt. Carl J. Seiberlich, skipper
of the Apollo 11 recovery ship, talking about his vessel's role and
capability in the space mission:
"We can put our big deck right under the command module when
the comes back, if we have to."
WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew discussing the
country's future space goals:
"We should, in my judgement, put a man on Mars by the end of
this century."
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Mrs. Joanna Du Plessis, who
at 58 became the oldest person on record to bear a child after
being treated for eight months for stomach pains.
"I had pains again yesterday after my husband left for work.
Eventually I decided I must behaving a baby and called the doctor.'
Bible Thought for Today
Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do evil. — Exodus 23:2.
We must have the courage of our convictions to decide honestly
and not run with the crowd.
WING CRACKS
WASHINGTON BPI — The
right wing of a giant C-5-A jet
transport cracked when it was
subjected to 28 per cent more
weight than it was designed to
bear. The wing cracked during
statk hoed tests at the Lock-
heed plant at Marietta, Ga.,
Sunday. The C-5-A contract calls
for a demonstration of 150 per













• SUGGESTED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES •
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director





Day in and out, who sees the
largest numbers of people with
mental and emotional prob-
lems?
Professional help for most
people comes from general and
psychiatric physicians, psychol-
ogists, social workers, nurses.
clergymen, and various kinds-of
counsellors, such as marital
counsellors.
Often overlooked is another
kind of person who deals with
millions of the mentally trou-
bled day in and out and around
the clock.
This is the policeman.
As much criticized as praised
these days, the policeman is
nevertheless extremely impor-
tant in the fight against mental
illness. He can be an invaluable
aid to the mental health profes-
sional team.
This is being proved in ex-
perimental programs, of special
training in mental health prob-
lems for policemen.
"Police Talk Youth Off Bridge
To Safety" . . . "Police Fear
For Wife, Children Held Hos-
tage By Husband" . . . "Police
Called in Apartment Row."
Headlines like these highlight
dramatic police confrontations
with the mentally ill. But the
vast majority of cases in which
the policeman daily _contacts.
emotionally disturbed persons
go unreported.
About 90 percent of the calls
for police service, it is esti-
mated, are from citizens who
need help with problems of
everyday living or with behavior
difficulties which do not involve
violations of criminal laws.
Sometimes, however, these
problems, say in a family quar-
rel, expjode into a major trag-
edy—pHysical assault and injury
or even death.
To help policemen prevent in-
cidents from developing further
and to make them better able
to recognize and cope with emo-
tionally disturbed persons, pro-
grams are underway through
Institute experimental training
and community mental health
center grants designed to in-
crease mental health manpower.
Supported as part of a com-
munity mental health center
staffing grant from NIMN, one
such program, in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, shows an en-
couraging beginning.
It provides policemen with
four training sessions of two
hours each. Different aspects of
mental illness are covered and
experiences in managing dis-
turbed persons are discussed.
The program emphasizes de-
velopment of skills which can
be applied practically to on-the-
street situations. Its goal is to
make it easier for police offi-
cers to recognize and handle
disturbed people, to understand
their own feelings about these
people, and to spot problems
that need professional help
MERCI Y Leads The Way
Model Year Close Out SALE
Prices Reduced On All
'69 Models
New Mercury. As Low As
$2295.00
Take A Demonstration Drive
AT
HATCHER AUTO SALES





1975: The Nuclear Engine
By JOHN C. KRANER
Central Press Science Writer
THE MOST significant contribution to the advancement of
rocket technology in the next decade will undoubtedly be the
first flight of a nuclear-propelled space vehicle. We are well on
the way toward achieving that first historic flight targeted for
1976.
By 1975, demands for more
sophisticated rockets capable of
lifting large payloads to space
stations and for planetary mis-
sions into deep space will be-
come immediate.
NERVA (Nuclear Engine for
Rocket Vehicle Application)
has been the goal of a joinUy-
sponsored program by NASA
and the Atomic Energy Com-
mission since 1958, based on re-
search started by the Air Force
and AEC in 1955.
Basic technology tests are
now complete. To date it has
coat ;1.1 billion. Development
of the flight engine to become
the third stage of the Saturn 5
will cost another $1.1 billion.
What's so great about a
nuclear rocket, aside from the
$2.2 billion coat?
The answer is a giant step
into the solar system.
NERVA will provide high
thrust, faster flights with
greater payloads and operate at
a fraction of the cost of present
chemical rockets.
Development tests for the
NERVA flight engine will be-
gin in 1972 with hot test runs
on specially shielded test stands
in 1974 progressing to a live
launch early in 1976.
The decision to permanently
replace the big Saturn's 200,-
000-pound third stage with a
'75,000-pound nuclear rocket 18
a major advance for space pro-
pulsion technology. It will be
called NUSAT (Nuclear-Sa-
turn) .
T h e n e w configuration
changes the profile of the
Saturn 5 to a 30-foot diameter
shaft with a blunt point.
Liquid chemical rockets such
as the S-4B use two chemicals
(liquid hydrogen and oxygen)
that ignite and burn spontane-
ously when mixed. The NERVA
has a reusable graphite reactor
core imbedded with Uranium-
235 that becomes white hot on
activation.
Liquid hydrogen at -300° F.
is pumped through the core at
seven tons per minute, heating
to 4,000° F. As a !tameless gas
it expands and exhausts at
19,000 mile per hour.
It will be a variable-thrust.,
restartable engine having more
than one hour of burn time
compared to eight minutes
available on the present Saturn-
4B. .
Variable-thrust engines are
not standard. We have flown
only two in space—on the Sur-
veyor Moon lender and the
Apollo LM descent stage.
The Titan trans-stage and
The NERVA and the
Saturn's new profile.
the Saturn 48 are the only
large restartable rockets now in
use.
Large unmanned payloads to
the planets could greatly in-
crease the return rate of infor-
mation on future missions
through the use of complex
sensors, larger cameras and
real-time TV broadcasts direct
from the spacecraft
Present estimates of the best
trip time of a Saturn 5 third
stage to Jupiter and the outer
planets on a "Grand Tour" is
more than three and a half
years. A NUSAT stage could
cut this time to two and a half
years and increase the payload
to 10 tons—four times greater
than the chemical rocket.
NUSAT would fly directly to
the Moon (and back) with pay-
loads of up to 80 tons, extend-
ing Apollo missions to 60 days
and have ample fuel for Earth
orbit rendezvous, docking and
cargo transfer on its return
trip.
When the first NUSAT fires
in space the U.S.A. will have
compounded two of this
century's greatest scientific
achievements — the successful
flight of Robert Goddard's
liquid rocket engine and Enrico
Ferrnra first sustained nuclear





WASHINGTog* ON — Prune
dent Nixon.  has eGided his Ira-
tograph to those di on other
presidents on a baseball from
the Balaban Hall of Fame In
Iceoperekeen, N. y. Rep. Rem as Andrew Johnson w the far,t
usi g. stream, D.N. y., bre. president whose early background
ught the baseball wound for was not miiitirrv or legal.
Nixon, an &WI DESEREll Lan woo
has visited the Waahington Sen-
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WKMU. Channel 21, Murray
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Week of July 21-25, 1969
MONDAY --July 21





6:30 French Chef: Veal Stew
7:00 Conversation with Eric Hoff-
er: Man's Struggle for Uni-
queness
7:30 Beginning Folk Guitar
8:00 NET Playhouse: The Seek-
ers
9:30 Cineposium: Animated His-
tory
TUESDAY -July 22







'7:30 Astronomy: Star Gazing
8:00 Book Beat: Bill Sands
8:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
9:00 Conversation: Jack Weller
9:30 French Chef: Veal Stew
WEDNESDAY July 23
BUS CRASH
MANILA Ix — A bus plung-
ed off a 120-foot cliff north of
Manila Sunday, killing 20 per-
sons, police said today. Police
said the bus was packed with
passengers The fate of the
other passengers was not re-
ported.
ATHLETE'S FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT—
Apply quick-drying T-4-L. Fold it
take bold to clock itch. lestrnbeg is
MINUTES. In 3 to 5 days infected
skin sloughs off. Watch 14EALTHY
skin replace Hi If not delighted 04ONE HOUR, your 59, back at •no
drug counter. NOW at
HOLLAND DRUG CO
Youths Certified To
Grand Jury As Adults
William Mash, 14, and Carl
Burns, 16, both of Paducah,
Wednesday were certified to the
McCracken Circuit Court grand
jury as adults on charges stem-
mini; from an incident in which
the two allegedly raped a 15-
year-old Livingston County girl.
Mash was committed to the
Kentucky Department of Child
Welfare on three other charges:
operating a motor vehicle with-
out the consent of the owner,
two counts" of unlawful arrest
and imprisonment, and two
counts of armed robbery.
Burns was certified as an adult
to answer similar charges in
Circuit Court.
- County Judge Pelham McMur-
ry denied two motions for bail
for the two boys. He said the
motion should be made in Cir-
cuit Court.
McMurry certified the boys to
grand jury and committed Mash
to the Child Welfare Department
following a hearing in McCrack-
en County Court.
A third suspect in the case,
James Arthur Smith, 20 was held
to the grand jury following a
hearing in Paducah City Court
Monday night.
The girl and her 17-year-old
boyfriend testified in County
Court that Burns and Mash
forced their way into the boy's
automobile as the two were
—watching a movie at the South—
Twin Drive-In.
During the next few hours, the
girl was assaulted several times,
the boy was locked in the trunk
of the car while Mash drove, and
their watches, money, a ring and
a cigarette lighter were stolen
from them, the couple testified.
The boy testified he was "ab-
solutely positive" Burns and
Mash were the two boys involv-
ed
During the evening, another
youth was picked up and the
three assaulted the girl again,
they testified.
McMurry said a juvenile under
16 can be held to the action of
the Circuit Court only in the
case of a rare or murder.
The attorneys for Mash and
Burns did not offer any defense
testimony at the examining trial
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G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW and USED
SALER SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL_











5:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
6:00 NET Festival: Mozart Con-
certo (90 min.)
7:30 Antiques: German Porcelain
8:00 To Be Announced
8:30' Spectrum: Exercise Show
9:00 NET Journal: A Plague on
Your Children
THURSDAY —July 24
4:00 Astronomy: Star Gazing
4:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
5:00 What's New?
5:30 Investigator: Science Ablat-
ed
6:00 Focus
6:30 Conversation: Jack Weller
7:00 Book Beat: Bill Sands
7:30 Smart Sewing: Party Clothes
8:00 Kentuckians Who Care:
Home Health Services
9:00 Critique: Light Seven
FRIDAY July 25








7:00 Cineposium: Animated His-
tory
7:30 Let's Take Pictures
8:00 Sounds of Summer (2 hrs.)
13 NioFR^ N K L.I N
Store Hours: 8:30-5:00: Friday till 9:00 p.m. —
4th & Main Murray, Kentucky
_ --.T-Irrign
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NEW YORK UPI - Bright and
early every morning, a guy mak-
es sure Roger Mans is kept
posted.
Not about Reggie Jackson, but
about Marls' old club, the St.
.ucitus Larcaries.
Roger Mans is like a lot of
people you know. He has to have
his cup of coffee in the morning
before he gets going. Baseball's
all-time home run king operates
the Budweiser beer distributor-
ship in the Gainesville - Ocala
area now, and every morning
without fail he has that cup of
coffee in the place next door
to his plant.
By this time, the guy behind
the counter knows how Marts
likes it. Black. No cream, no
sugar. And while the 34-year-
old ex-outfielder is drinking the
coffee the guy who served it is
likely to say to him:
"Well, our boys did it again
Last night."
"Good for them," Marts will
answer, immediately recogniz-
ing the man is talking about the
Cards, "That's nine out of the
last ll now, isn't it?"
The guy in the coffee shop
never bothers keeping Marts in-
formed about the New York Yan-
kees, the club with which Rogerr
jolted his record 61 homers in
1961, because he knows Mans
thinks of himself as an ex-Card-
inal, not an ex Yankee.
"They got a shot at it if they
keep going the way they have
been," Marts said today from
his private office in his plant.
He was talking about the Card-
inals.
Did he miss being with them?
'Frankly, I haven't had too much
time," he said. "I've been too
busy."
What about the beer business?
Did he like it?
"I love it," he said. Marts
makes his living now in a general
area where there usuallyis more
interest in horses than in home
run hitters. That's because there
are many breeding farms in the
Ocala vicinity. It also could be
the reason Mans hasn't been
button-holed much for his impre-
ssions of Oakiaeres Reggie Jack-
son, who is running neck - and-
neck with his record home run
timetable and 20 games ahead of
Babe Ruth's pace.
"I haven't been following him
too much but I know he must
be a helluva hitter," Marts said.
"I never played against him and
I can't ever remember seeing
him unless maybe it was in an
exhibition game. How cki I feel
about his chances of breaking
my record? Let's face it, you
always want to keep your record.
But if he does it, he does it. I've
always said records are made
to be broken and I still say so."
Marts, of course, would be
the last one to be surprised at
all the attention Jackson is gett-
ing now with his 35 home runs.
Nobody is a better authority on
that particular subject than the
Gainesville - Ocala beer distrib-
utor.
"Playing the ball games isn't
the toughest part," he said, the
same way he did in1961. "Neither
is hitting the home runs. The
toughest part is before and after
the games. All those questions."
And the closer Marts got to
the record eight years ago, the
tougher it became.
"If he gets that close," Marts
said referring to the 23-year-
old Oakland fence-buster, "I wou-
ld imagine he'll feel all those
outside pressures the same way
I did."
Either way. Roger Marts is
going to keep having that cup
of coffee every morning. And
when he gets around to checking
the boxscores, Reggie Jackson
isn't the first one he'll look for.
Marts will keep watching a
guy with only nine homers, At-
lanta's Clete Boyer, his buddy.
"The only ones I follow are
him and the Cardinals," Mans
said.
Reggie Jackson can swing away
now. At least he knows the guy
e has to beat isn't looking over
is shoulder.
To ATTEND GAME
WASHLNGTON UPI - President
and Mrs. Nixon announced a chan-
ge of plans and will attend the All-
Star baseball game here Tuesday
night. All-Star players and Hall
of Fame members were invited
for an afternoon visit to the
White House before the game.
Buchanan Wins HCLL
Pennant On Final Day
It went down to the final day of
the season, but Buchanan hung
in to win the Henry County Little
League pennant as Cottage
;rove fell to India.
Trailing by one game with one
to play, Cottage Grove saw its
last chance fade as India
scored early to hang a 6-2 defeat
on the Cardinals. Ricky Carter
and Kim Baker slammed run-
scoring singles to highlight a X-
run India first, with the third run
coming in on an error. India
added 3 more in the third for a 6-0
lead.
Cottage Grove threatened
continuously, but couldn't score
until the last inning as winning
pitcher Chuck Jones pitched a
fine game. In the fifth, Jack
Fuqua and Williams singled and
losing pitcher Bruce Wilson
walked to load the bases for CG,
but they couldn't score.
Fuqua finally broke Jones'
shutout when he doubled in the
sixth when Cottage Grove scored
tneir two runs. India, although
finishing last, pulled within 2
games of first-place Buchanan in
the final standings in the very
balanced league.
Buchanan lost its fifth straight
game in the second game, 8-5 to
Puryear almost allowing Cottage
rove to catch up. Terry Cald-
ell pitched Puryear to victory in
he game.
Losing pitcher Brad Wyatt's
got Puryear off to a 6-0
d which they held, although
uchanan scored 4 runs in the
bird to narrow it to 6-4. Puryear
in a second place tie with
Cottage Grove, only one game
behind Buchanan.
The HCLL All-Star team held
its first workout at Ogburn Park
following the minor league game
Monday night.
Don Wyatt Buchanan coach is
the manager of the All-Star team
d Keith Chilcutt of Cottage








Chicago 57 36 313
New York 51 3,7 .580
St. Louis 48 46 .511
Pitts. 45 47 .4139
Phila. 38 51 .447
Montreal 28 63 .303
West
W. L Pct. GB
Los Ang. 52 38 .578
Atlanta 50 41 .559 14
San Fran. 51 41 .554 2
Cincinnati 47 39 .547 3
Houston 47 47 .500 7
San Diego 32 46 .340 22
Wednesday's Results
New York 9 Chicago 5
San Fran 4 San Diego 3
Los Ang 3 Houston 0
St. Louis 5 Phi ra 0 .
Pittsburgh 8 Montreal 7
Cincinnati 10 Atlanta 7
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times (EDT)
Los Angeles, Singer 1-7 at
San Francisco, Herbel 4-1, 4
p. in.
Pittsburgh, Bunning 8-6 at
Montreal, Reed 4-2, 8 p.
Philadelphia, Wise 6-7 at St.
Louis, Torrez 3-4, 9 p. in.
Atlanta, Niekro 14-7 at Cin-
cinnati, Merritt 9-3, 8 p. in.
Friday's Games
New York at Montreal, night
Chicago at Phila., night
St. Louis at Pitts., night
San Diego at Atla., twi-night
Houston at Cincinnati, night









W. L. Pct. GB
Baltimore 64 28 .696 -
Boston 51 42 .548 1334
Detroit 48 40 .545 14
Wash 50 46 .521 16
New York 43 51 .457 22
Cleveland 37 55 .402 27
West
W. L Pct. GB
Minn. 56 35 .615 -
Oakland 49 38 .563 5
Kan City 39 53 .424 17%.
Seattle 38 51 .422 17%
Chicago 38 53 .418 18
California 35 55 .389 20%
Wednosdays Results
Cleve 6 Baltimore 4, 1st
Balt 6 Cleveland 5, 2nd
Minn 9 Chicago 8, lit
Minn 6 Chicago 3, 2nd
Oakland 6 Seattle 1
Detroit 3 Washington 0
California 4 Kan City 2
Boston 6 New York 2
Today's Probable PItchen
All Times (EDT)
Oakland, Hunter 7-7 at Se-
attle, Pattin 7-8, 11 p. in.
Chicago, Horien 6-10 at Min-
nesota, Kaat 9-6 or Miller 2-
2, 9 p.
Cleveland, Tient 7-10 at Bal-
timore, McNally 13-0, 8 p. In.
Detroit, WiLeon 7-7 or Dobson
47 at Washington, Hannan 3-5,
7:30 p.
Boston, Lonborg 6-3 at New
York, Peterson 9-10, 8 p.
Only games scheduled
Fridays Games
Oakland at Calif., night
Minn at Seattle, 2, twi-night
Kan City at Chicago, night
Detroit at Cleveland, night
Wash at New York, night
Bait at Boston, night
Ernie Banks had hit 474
honie runs in a 16-year Nations/
Baseball League career going in-
to the start of the 1969 sea-
son.
4ErtitY cotrirtY txtTLE LEAGUE CHAMPS-Are 'these boys on pennant winning
Buchanan's team. Front row left to right: Jimmy Hoggard, Brad Wyatt, Jerry Hinson, Johnny
Cross and Greg Hinson. Back, row left to right: Kenny Scarbrough, Jimmy McClure, Gary
Mason, Larry Martin and Bobby Pace. Not pictured arilrMike Bond, Terry Williams and Dennis
Ropes. Paco McClure, Wyatt, Mason and Martin are on the All-Star team. Don Wyatt is the
coach.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY





While the Mets and Cubs battl-
ed each other, the Cardinals
started a rush that could make
the National League's Eastern
Division a three-team race.
Cal Koonce sweated out his
fterrth win of the season in 90-
degree weather at Chicago Wed-
nesday as he pitched five sew e-
less innings to protect the Mets'
9-5 victory over the Cubs and
move second-place New York Wi-
thin 31)2, games of the division
leaders.
Steve Carlton struck out 12
and shut out the Philadelphia
Phillies, 5-0, on a five-hitter in
boosting St. Louis to its llth
victory in the Cards' last 13
games. St. Louis now is 91a
games back of first, but Red
Schoendienst's crew is noted for
late season surges.
Other Action
In other action, San Francisco
edged San Diego, 4-3, Los Angel-
es nipped Houston 3-2, Cincinnati
topPea Atlanta, 10-7, and Pitts-
burgh beat Montreal, 8-7.
Tommie Agee calls Wrigley
Field his "kind of park" and
responded with two hits in New
York's 14-hit assault. Koonce is
a former Cub whose knowledge
of Chicago weaknesses came in
handy,
Bobby Bonds' three-run homer
in the fourth inning was the key
to Gaylord Perry's Ilth victory.
Perry ran into trouble in the
eighth when San Diego scored
three runs. Van Kelly's two-run
homer accounted for most of the
damage. San Francisco scored
Its other run on four walks in the
'first inning by loser Dave Rober-
ts.
1/2 Games In Front
. Los Angeles moved 11/2 games
In front of Atlanta and remained
two ahead of San Francisco in
the Western Division as Willie
Davis powered the Dodgers to
victory over Houston with an
inside-the-park homer and a run-
scoring triple. Claude Osteen,
winning his 12th, gave up a two-
run homer to Jim Wynn, which
wasn't enough for Larry Dierker
to avoid his seventh loss_against
12 wins.
Roberto Clemente's two -run
bases loaded single in the ninth
inning carried Pittsburgh over
Montreal. Willie Stargell homer-
ed for the Pirates, while the
Expos featured homers by Bob
Bailey, Coco Laboy, RustyStaub,
and Adolfo Phillips.
Cincinnati edged Atlanta as
Jimmy Stewart drove in five
runs with a pair of homers and
a single. Bobby Tolan hit his
16th homer for the Reds and
Tony Cloninger gained his 10th.





Cleveland after the Indians had
taken the opener with a five-run
sixth inning, highlightedby Chuck
Hinton's two-run single,
Tony Horton hit two homers
in the second game for the In-
dians, who scored five runs in
the sixth inning of the opener
on Hinton's two-run single, a
bases loaded walk, Cap Peter-
son's single and Jose Cardenaks
sacrifice fly.
Pitches Four-Hitter
Dick Green, Rick Monday and
Sal Bando each hit two-run hom-
ers and Lew Krausse pitched
a four-hitter as the Athletics
handed the Pilots their seventh
successive loss.
Willie Horton drove in three
runs with a bases loaded double
in the eighth inning and Mickey
Lolich pitched a four-hitter as
the Tigers blanked the Senators,
Lolich, who recorded his 13th
victory in 15 decisions, started
the game-winning outburst with a
single. An error and a walk filled
the bases before Horton doubled.
Andy Messersmith pitched a
six-hitter and drove in a run
and Jim ,Spencer drove in two
to pace the Angels over the
Royals.' Messersmith, who stru-
ck out 10 batters, doubled in a
run in the third and Spencer drove
in the decisive run in the fifth
on a fielder's choice.
Carl Yastrzemski and George
Scott homered and drove In five
runs between them to power the
Red Sox over the Yankees. Scott,
who had three hits, hit a two-run
homer in the second and Yes-
trzemslci, who went 4-for-5, had
a bases empty homer in the fifth.
ACCEPTS BID
•••••••••
NEW YORK UPI - British Open
Champion Tony Jacklln has acde.
ted an invitation te compete in
the $250,000 Westchester Golf
lassie July 30-August 3. Jack..
in, a Briton, has been on the
S, tour two years.
446.14041111111111111r 1111111.).t
70TH BIRTHDAY - A. Ray
Smith of Frankfort, Ind., an
avid water skier, celebrates
his 70th birthday at Monti-
cello, Ind. He said he hopes
to continue the sport for
many years.
Flowers One Of Two Fastest Rookies
By CARL A. VINES
KNOXVILLE (UPI) - Rich-
mond Flowers, who Saturday
was clocked as one of the two
fastest rookies in the Dallas
Cowboys' summer camp, left
behind eight individual and four
relay team track records at the
University of Tennessee.
Five of those records the
Montgomery, Ala., athlete
scored as a freshman and they
have stood up since his 1966
season. n
The U-T Athletic Department
Saturday released a list of cur-
rent Vol track records, the old-
Pro Football
est dating back to 1950 when
All Holmberg ran .1,320 milers
in 3:15.0. Only one other record
dates back to the 50s, a 1,500
meter time of 3:52.2 set by Ed
Murpney in abb.
Flowers' freshman marks
were set mostly in the shorter
distances, the 50 and 60-yard
dashes, and the 60 and 70-yard
hurdles. He also established the
school's 220 - yard low hurdle
mark as a freshman, with a time
will try him both at oetense
and as a flanker-receiver, de-
ciding on the basis of training
camp performance where to
place him.
Flowers and Rene Manson of
New Mexico were both clocked
at 4-5 seconds in the 40-yar
dash Saturday at Thousand
Oaks, Calif., the Cowboy sum-
mer camp site.
of 23.2.
Flowers reached his peak as Murphy Willa Tennessee football player two,
seasons ago, when he ran at]
Confereece c
flanker on the 1967 Southeastern
team. 'Play Himself
In football Flowers leaves no
individual marks. The 1968 Vol
brochure mentioned him only in
Spring Training passing. When it was published,he was still trying for the U. S.
.Olympic team, an opportunity
he lost early last summer when
' he pulled a hamstring muscleUnderway
By JEAN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer
Veterans of pro football camps
call it The Night of the Squeaky
Shoes, but the rookies who exper-
ienced it Wednesday never had
time to learn any fancy names
for it.
Thirteen Philadelphia Eagles'
free agents and five Atlanta Fal-
cons' rookies heard footsteps
from the front office, bidding
them farewell after less than
a week-long acquaintance.
The heaviest work was on the_
West Coast, where the San Fran-
cisco Forty Niners and San Diego
Chargers matched rookies, as
did the Los Angeles Rams and
Dallas Cowboys, in contact scra-
rrimages which lasted just under
two hours.
San Francisco quarterback Pa-
ul Waite, a free agent from
Weber State, accounted for' the
only touchipwn in the Forty NM"-
er-Charger match with a 60-
yard scoring pass to Jim Thom-
as, a rookie back from Arlington
State. But Waite shared time
with third-year man Steve Spurr-
ier. The former Florida star,
Heisman winner in 1966, impre-
ssed Coach Dick Nolan.
The Ram rookies also were
red --b-k -a- veteran, quarterback
Karl Sweetan, obtained from New
Orleans. Sweetan completed ei-
ght of 17 passes for 64 yards
and a touchdown and received
adequate running power from Un-
iversity of Washington's Jeff Jor-
dan and Pat Curran of Lakeland
College, Wis.
Tennessee free safety Rich-
mond Flowers an Weber State
defensive tackle Halvor Hagen
were the only rookies who im-
pressed Cowboy Coach Tom Lan-
dry.
The action at the New York
Jets' camp continued off the field
as quarterback Joe Namath show-
ed up to talk to his teammates
and afterwards "officially" re-
ported to Coach Weeb Evrbank.
He was then "officially" given
additional time to talk with Co-
mmissioner Pete Rozelle.
Elsewhere, veterans began re-
porting while the rookies were
limited to conditioning and tech-
nique drills, but that didn't stop
Miami Dolphins rookie Gary Gra-
dy ferom getting hurt.
Grady, a halfback from East-
ern Michigan, twisted an ankle
during a dummy drill, but should
be ready for the Dolphins' intra-
squad rookie scrimmage Satur-
day.
in workouts.
Coach Doug Dickey tried
Flowers at tailback last season,
looking for help in ghe running
'
game. It was, at best a spotty
season for Alabama speedster.
He was shooting for a come-
back in his senior track season,
but did not do as well as had
hoped.
Dallas spokesmen say they
Naliath Has
Come Out ...Of
Retire= 77-nt- a •
NEW YORK UPI - When is
a Jet not a Jet?
When he's Joe Namath.
The Super Bowl hero of the
world champion New York team
has come out of "retirement"
by being officially accepted at
the Jet training season, but whe-
ther he is now "suspended" by
Commissioner Pete Roz,elle is
another question.
Namath made a cloak- and-
dagger appearance before his
Jet teammates in the early even-
ing of Wednesday, and that night,
accompanied by his attorney, Ja-
mesWalsh, met with Coach Weeb
Ewbank.
At the first meeting, Namath
told the team that he had a
series of meetings with Rozelle,
but ihat the situation was still
unresolved. Hopefully, the mat-
ter would be cleared up by Fri-
day or Saturday, he said.
In the meeting with Ewbank,
the Jets' coach agreed that Joe
had "reported" to camp, but
that his physical appearance was
not necessary immediately, be
• of personal business.
The personal business natura-
lly was the continuation of his
talks with Rozelle, who admitted
only that he had had "private
conversations with Namath the
last couple of days. Beyond that,
I can't say anything more."
CHICAGO UPI - National Leag-
ue President Warren Giles noti-
fied Mets outfielder Cleon Jones
of a $150 fine for cursing Umpire
Frank Dezelan in the second
game of Sunday's Mets. Mon-
treal doubleheader.
At Philly
PHILADELPHIA UPI - Defend-
ing champion Bob Murphy claim-
ed he won't be looking forward,
backwards or sideways, but he
will have a lot of people watch-
ing him today as the $150,000
Philadelphia Golf Classic opens
at the suburban Whitemarsh Val-
ley Country Club.
Murphy, who won here in his
rookie year as a pro inaciramat-
ic three-hole sudden death playoff
with Labron Harris, vowed he
was only going to "play him-
self" in the quest for the $S0,-
000 first prize at the par-72,
6,708-yard course.
"I play different than most
golfers," Murphy said. "I don't
play the man I'm playing with,
the leader_ or the guy in back
of me."
Harris will be back in quest
of the title that eluded him last
year by the length of a foot and
a half putt. Other contenders in
the field of 14'7 for the 72-hole
tourney included U. S. Open cha-
mpion Orville Moody, the past
Open champion Lee Trevino, Bil-
ly Casper, Arnold Palmer, Frank
Beard and Dave Hill, who is
ranked second in the current
money winning list.
The field also included current
PGA champion Julius Soros, who
lamented he was "playing terr-
ible." Among those who did not
make the stop on the pro tour
were Jack Nicklaus, leading moo-
ey winner Gene Littler, and Mas-
ters champion George Archer.
OSPR WITHDRAW
PHILADELPHIA UPI-Masters
champion George Archer and vet-
eran pro Mason Rudolph have
withdrawn from this week's
$150,000 Philadelphia Golf Class-
ic. Archer is suffering the same
stomach ailment that forced his
\withdrawal from the recent Bri-
tish Open. Rudolph withdrew be-







Porter White - Manager
111 Maple St. 753-2512
Rod Carew may "steal- the
American League's Western Div-
ision title for the Minnesota Twi-
ns this season,
Carew, the league's All-Star
second baseman, tied a major
league record when he stole home
for the seventh time this season
as the Twins swept the Chicago
White Sox, 9-8 and 6-3, Wednes-
day :light. .
The bases were loaded in the
second inning when Carew dashed
home to tie the mark get by Pete
Reiser of the Brooklyn Dodgers
in 1946. Trailing Carew on the
triple steal was Harmon Kille-
brew, the lumbering slugger
turned thief this season. The stol-
en base was the fifth this seasqe,
for Killebrew, who had only seven
thefts in his previous 15 years in
the majors.
Elsewhere, Baltimore beat
Cleveland, 6-5, after dropping, a
6-4 decision, Detroit blanked Wa-
shington, 3-0, Boston downed New
York, 6-2, Oakland whipped Sea-
ttle, 6-1 and California defeated
Kansas City, 4-2.
Rich Reese slammed two hom-
ers and drove in five runs in the
opener as reliever Al Worthing-
ton posted his fourth victory
without defeat:- Ted Uhlaender
lashed three singles and drove
in three runs in the Twins' sec-
ond-game triumph.
Brooks Robinson's two - out,
bases loaded single in The ninth
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Paul J erry Lee Won T he
1969 Chevy 11 Wednesday. -
To Be Given Away Saturday
'69 Javelin purchased From














By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. I am a faithful reader of your column and
always enjoy it when you make a reference to your husband.
Does he help you with your work? And if he does, I would
like to ask a favor of you. Would you mind very much if I
wrote a letter to him seeking some advice on my problem?
I do so need the help of a kind, gentle, intelligent man.
With your permission of course, I could have a box number
so we could correspond. I would appreciate this so much_
NEEDS A MAN'S ADVICE
DEAR NEEDS: Occasionally I'll consult my husband for
a man's viewpoint, but I'm careful not to overdo It lest I kill
the goose that lays the golden eggs. Sorry, I can't offer you
his services, but I'll be glad to serve as "Mrs. In-Betweea."
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is 19, and Gloria is beautiful;
but not just because she is mine. She was Homecoming
Queen and got several other honors because of her looks.
Well, Gloria got an engagement ring from Rick in May and
they plan to be married, although no date has been set.
Gloria has been hearing that Rick has been running
around with other girls, so she has been crying her eyes
out. When she asked him if it was true, he said, "Sure, I
just want to get it all out of my system before I get married."
Do you think Gloria should let him get away with this,
or is this what men do nowadays. BIRMINGHAM
DEAR BIRMINGHAM: A man who is serious about
marrying a girl gets everything "oat of his system"
BEFORE be becomes engaged. Gloria should give Rick the
gate, and tell him not te come back until his system is
drained.
DEAR ABBY: I received two identical, lighted make-up
mirrors as graduation gifts, but I didn't need even one, as
I received one for Christmas last year.
A friend of my mother's KNEW I had a lighted makeup
mirror because my mother has a big mouth, but she sent me
one anyway. Now I am wondering what I should say to this
lady in my "thank you" letter? I would feel so insincere and
fakey saying, "Thank you very much for the lovely gift. I
will certainly enjoy using it, etc. . ." knowing all the time
that I will take it back and exchange it for something else
the first chance I get. Also, this lady will probably know that
I exchanged her gift. Can you help me?
GIRL GRADUATE
. DEAR GIRL: Simply thank the lady warmly for remem-
bering you so generously at graduation time, and make as
mention of your plans for exchanging her gift.
DEAR ABBY: This might help that newly wed woman
whose husband keeps making remarks about how pretty
other women are, and what terrific figures they have.
I am a husband who used to do the same thing, and much
as I hate to help out the other sex, I'll tell you how my wife
cured me.
Whenever I made remarks about the desirable qualities
of other girls, she would ignore them. But as soon as a good-
looking, well-built man would pass us on the street, she would
rave an and on about how handsome he was. She'd do the
same thing when she saw a good-looking man on television.
Sign me . . . "CURED"
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? Fee a porseas1
re* write:se Abby, Box OM Los Angeles, Cal. ISO, and
oasis" a otansped, self-addreased eavelopo.
peskiet, "How to Have a.,Lovely wedding,"
mad el le Wily. Bea woe, Los Angeles, Cal. WM11.
(MESSAGE CHANGED DAILY)
DIAL-A-DEVOTI ON
— 7 53 - 4 4 I I

















Miss Carolyn Jean Colley,
daughter of Mr. end Mrs. John
Colley of Fulton Route Five,
completed plans for her wedd-
ing to Edwin Leon Grogan II,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gro-
gan of Murray Route Five.
The ceremony will be per-
formed at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ on Saturday,
July 19, at two o'ciock in the af-
ternoon.
Thomas Cook, Dean of Stu-
dents at David Lipscomb Col-
lege, and minister of the Brent-
wood Hills Church of Christ,
Nashville, Tenn., will perform
the double ring ceremony.
Mrs. Kenny Wade of More-
head will attend her sister as
matron of honor. Bridesmaids
will be Mrs. Woodrow Herndon
of Murray, sister of the groom-
elect, and Mrs. Charles Colley
of Morehead, sister-in-law of
the bride-elect.
The flower girl will be Pene-
lope Wade, niece of the bride-
elect, and the ringbearer will
be Robert Wade, nephew of the
bride-elect.
The best man for Mr. Grogan
will be Mac Anderson of Mur-
ray. David Winslow of May-
field and Lanny Anderson of
Nashville, Tenn., will be the
groomsmen.
Ushers will be Woodrow/
Herndon of Murray, brother-in-
law of the groom-elect, Charles
Colley of Morehead, brother of
the bride-elect, and Kenny
Wade of Morehead, brother-in-
law of the bride-elect.
No invitations are being sent,
but all friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception to -be held- at





The Mettle Bell Hays Circle
of the Women's Society of Chris-
tian Service of the First United
Methodist Church met in the
social hall of the church on
Monday, July 14, at seven-thir-
ty o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Murl Robertson and Mrs.
Harry Sparks presented the de-
votion and the program.
For her devotional open-
ing Mrs. Robertson asked
Mrs. Celia Crawford to light a
candle at a beautiful and most
impressive worship center. The
group sang "My Faith Looks
lip To Thee" with Mrs. Mary
Farmer at the piano.
Mrs. Robertson closed h er
meditation with an article,
"Come As You Are" by 0. IL
Austin. She closed with a pray-
er "that God might help each
one to walk in His light".
"Varieties Of Christian Ex
periences" was the subject of
the program by Mrs. Sparks.
She used as examples experi-
ences of St. Augustine, John
Wesley, Zaccheus, Saul of Tar-
sus, Lydia, and Timothy.
Mrs. Sparks said everyone's
Christian experience is simply
a life of God in one's soul. She
read a chapter from the book,
"The Garden of Prophet" by
Kahlil Gibran.
The circle chairman, Mrs.
Rue Beale, presided. Mrs. Wil-
liam Jeffrey read the mintdel.
Reports were made by Mrs.
Mary Farmer, local treasurer,
Mrs. T. Sledd, conference trea-
surer, and Mrs. Bun Crawford
from the general WSCS meet-
ing.
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the
hostesses, Miss Ruth Lassiter,
Miss Mary Lassiter, Mrs. Bun
Crawford, and Miss Kathleen
Patterson.
• • •
The Nebraska National For-
is the largest completely
man-planted forest in the world,
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
FR
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Thursday, July 17
The general meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
will be held at the church at
two p.m.
• • •
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have its
founders day banquet at the
Woman's Club House at 6 30
p.m. Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester
will be honored.
• • •
Men's Stag Night will be held
at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Country Club. Hosts are
Galen Thurman, Phil Mitchell,
Frank Ryan, and L. K. Pinkley.
• • •
Miss Marsha Robertson Moo-
dy, bride-elect of Samuel R.
Dodson 11I, will be honored
with a tea from three to five
p.m. at social. hall of the First
United Methodist Church. All
ladies of the church are invited.
Hostesses are Mesdames Mau-
rice Humphrey, John 'man,
Maruice Ryan, William Britton,
Harold Eversmeyer, Nat Ryan
Hughes, and James Weatherly.
• • •
The Cumberland Presbyter-
ian Women of the North Plea-
sant Grove Church will meet at
home of Mrs. Merritt law
n at seven p.m.
A swim party for fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade children of the
Oaks Country Club will be held
from ten a.m. to one p.m. Each
member is to pay twenty-five
cents, bring a sack lunch, and
may invite one non-member
guest. Mesdames Joe R. Coop-
er, Gene Steely, J. P. Parker,
Joe outland, George Powell,




The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride at seven p.m. at the
ring located on Highway 94
East. Special events will be
held and the public is invited
to attend.
Se.
A picnic honoring Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Taylor will be he'd
by the Woman's Missionary So-
ciety of the Sinking Springs
Baptist Church at the City
Park at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
- Stag Night will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
p.m. Hosts are Paul Dailey, Jr.,




An Hawaiian Luau will be
held at the Calloway County
Country Club at 7:30 p.m. with
Polynesian food by House of
Grace and music by Jack Stal-
cup. Make reservations by noon
on July 17 with Messrs and
Mesdounes Gaylord Forrest,
James C. Hart, John Irvan, Eu-




Open house will be held st
the old Calloway County Court




By United Press International
Match a watch dial with
your costume. It's possible with
a new one in gold, with a set
of six Interchangeable dials in
various colors. The many-faced
watch was introduced at Swit-





A new all-purpose bulletin
board has adhesive backing, so
that It can be attached to any
wall or surface. The board,
measuring t12 by 18 inches, Is
of plastic, kicky on both sides,
and goes on--and peels off—
without tacks, strings, pegs or
magnets. Its surface will not
mar walls and it can be renew-
ed with the swipe or a damp
cloth. It comes in a seller of




A new see-through package
for meats eliminates the need
for unwrapping and rewrap-
ping before storing them In re-
frigerator or freezer. The firm
eliminates freezer '.;burn" even
after lengthly storage, says the
maker. Often it is used with a
clear plastic tray so that the
consumer sees all' sidhs of the
meat.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-41M7
Till ilIMl)i\'i'---, JULY 17. 1 Mil
...I PERSONALS
Edwin Wade Greenfield of
Murray Route Three has been
aismiseed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
Glen N. Reeder of Murray
has been a patient at the West-
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Irvin and
son, Bruce, have returned to
their home in Scottsdale, Ari-
zona, after visiting Mr. Irvan's
sister, Mrs. Virginia Towery,
and aunts, Mrs. Bob Farrell and
Mrs. Lilburn Rayburn, all of
Murray.
Mr.. and Mrs. John W. Sturdivant
Paris Couple To Observe Golden
Wedding Anniversary Next Sunday
Mr. and Mn. John W. Sturdivant of Paris, Tenn. will
observe their golden wedding anniversary with a reception at
their home on 201 S. Highland Street, Sunday, July 33.
No invitations, are being sent, but a cordial invitation is
extended to all friends and realtives who wish to attend
between the hours of 2 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Mrs. Sturdivant is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
George Sinclair of Paris.
Mr. SturIlvant is gae son of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Sturdivant of Paris, Tenn.
The couple was united in marriage July 24, 1919 at the home
of the bride's parents with the Rev. C. D. Clayton, officiating.
Sturdivatn is retired from the L and N. Railroad Co.
They are the parents of two children, Mrs. Virginia Hendrix,
Paris, Tenn. and Mrs. Myra Nanny, Murray, Ky.
They have two grandchildren, Glenn Nanney of Murray,




For Miss Jan Jones
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Jan Jones,
whose marriage to Billy Wilson
will be an event of August, was...
the breakfast held at the Red
Room of the Holiday Inn on
Saturday morning, July 12.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett and Mrs
Dennis Taylor were the grac-
ious hostesses for the lovely
occasion.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear from
her trousseau a plum linen
dress accented with pink ac-
cessories. She was presented a
yellow daisy corsage decorated
with miniature kitchen utensils
by the boateases•
The table was centered witn
a beautiful arrangement of or-
ange and yellow day lilies and
daisies in a black pottery bowl.
The placecards carried out the
kitchen motif with miniature
utensils on each one.
Places were marked for four-
teen guests.
Min Jones was presented




NEW YORK 'UPI) —Make
Christmas stockings from mesh
bags used for packaging onions
and grapefruit.
Cut out double, over-size
stockings: sew together and
trim with' a name, using
brightly colored yarn. Pull
yarn through top to form a
drawstring so that stocking
can be closed when filled. Dec-
orate with felt, cut in the form
of toys. The holiday idea is
from National Family Opinion
Inc., a market research firm.
Holiday Cookie
Ftaglach is a favorite holi-
day cookie with Eastern Euro-
peans. Grind 1/2 cup of toasted
filberts and mix % cup of firm-
ly packed brown sugar. 1/2 tea-
spoon of cinnamon and a aash
of salt. Set aside. Beat togeth
er 314 cup of solid all-vegeta-
ble shortening, 1 (8-ounce)
package cream cheese and 1/2
teaspoon of salt. Stir in 2 d111311
of sifted all-purpose flour.
Shape into 15 balls: wrap and
chill several hours or over
night. Roll each ball into .a 6-
Inch circle on board sprinkled
with confectioners sugar.
Quarter each circle. Sprinkle
some of filbert mixture on each
wedge and roll up, starting
with wide end. Place on un-
greased baking sheet and shape
into crescenta. Brush with a
little cream and bake in pre-
heated 350-degree oven 12 to
15 minutes. Remove immedi-
ately and rool on racks. Makes
5 dozen
CLEVELAND,UPI - The Cle-
veland Indians restored second
baseman Dave Nelson to their
roster Monday and assigned pit-
cher Gary Kroll outright to their
Portland, Ore, farm club.
• • •
Make your own handsome
vest for the holidays—to wear
over skirt or pants. Choose a
simple pattern and a rich fab-
ric like cotton suede or cotton
velvet. Then apply trimmings.
Trim with soutache braid or
embroidery — it that's your
thing. Add sparkles. Just keep





Miss Jan Jones, August bride-
elect of Billy Wilson, was com-
plimented with a brunch M the
lovely home of Mr. and Mrs.
Gingles Wallis, 810 Olive Street,
on Friday, July 11, at ten at-
clock in the morning.
The gracious hostesses for
occasion were Mrs. Gingl
Wallis, Mrs. Laverne W
Mrs. A. C. Sanders, and M
H. J. Bryan.
Miss Jones chow to well
from her trousseau a fellow Mi-
en dress with white accessories
and a hostesses' gift corsage of
deep pink rosebuds.
The dining table and card
tables were overlaid with white
linen cloths and centered with
arrangements of pink zinnim
mixed with *haste daisies. The
bridal motif was used on the
placeeards.
Covers were laid for twenty
guests.
The honoree was presented
lovely wedding gift by the hoe-
teases.







Swimsuits - Swim Trunks
Boys Long Pants
Boys Shorts
Girls & Boys Pajamas
IShipley Youth S"We Major In Minors"._._. 
,floimmemmomannasemy




"Wavte quality eau& I/ 2 Registered
Pharmacists
/9/10.4i:753-1462 to serve you . . .
Pe11PPAY KENTUCKY * Roy English
* Byron Forbus
























CLAIROL REG. 8 or SUPER 8
UNCURL 33 It EELPERMANENT S ' and








09 $ 591Bites, Sunburn 12-oz.Reg. 1.49 ,I
FREE FILM INSTANT CALLOUS RELIEF
120, 820, 127, and 128-1Z PAIN
with each roll developed and
printed with 8 'good prints or
more.. .
Bring ?our Film To Holland's!
C
Reg. 129
























































THE LEDGER & TIMER — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
".. . WHAT SO PROUDLY WE HAIL . . ." -U.S. Apollo 11 astronaut Neil Armstrong will
plant this United States flag on the surface of the Moon. It is shown folded on the
right, and will be stowed in two 4-foot sections strapped to the Lunar Module ladder.
Made of nylon, the flag is 3 x 5 feet and is strapped to an 8-foot staff.
'1'11 1 11SD.11 —J1- 1.N 17.
I household members who• ,Author Explores Victoria4 The dislike for Brown ran notdisliked him.. only through Victoria's children
but her grandchildren. When the
Relationship with Manservant
age to which she lent her name.
LONDON (LIPI) — Queen
Victoria hardly presents t9Cliy
the image of a sovereign who
scandalized society because of
her friendship with a Scottish
manservant.
• But Victoria, a stickler for
rank who never permitted
rheumaticky prime ministers to
sit in her presence, allowed this
servant to address her
peremptorily as "wumman," in
public.
-She turned a Wind eye to his
drunkenness and took to
sampling whisky herself. She had
him relay her orders. Hence her
assembled guests were treated to
this unlikely royal invitation
"All what's here dines with the
queen."
In her widowhood, libel
sheets accused her of contracting
a morganatic marriage witn tins
John Brown and having his child
secretly in Switzerland.
Scarcely was she in her grave
before her so, King Edward
VII, not an impetuous youth but
a man of 59, ordered every trace
qf Brown destroyed. Busts were
smashed and photographs
burned. Brown's apartment at
Windsor Castle, preserved by the
queen on his death 18 years
before her own, was converted
into a billiard room.
What was the truth of the
royal scandal?
Writer Tom Cullen, In a new
book "The Empress Brown"
(The Bodley Head: London),
concludes that the queen had an
innocent relationship with the
man and. had only herself to
blame for this nickname that the
gossips gave her.
"There would have been no
'empress Brown' scandal had she
not, after Prince Albert's death,
shut herself off from the rest of
her duties and deprived society ,
of its figurehead," said Cullen. •
"At the opening of
Parliament each year, the sight!
of , the vacant throne with the)
sovereign's purpre robes draped
over it like a discarded grapeskin
was an affront to all those
brought up in the tradition that
the royal show must go on.
"Overlooked by those who
insist that ,pueen Victoria and
John Brown were lovers is the
fact that from the moment o
his death the queen honored1
Prince Albert's memory until her!.
own death intervened.
"Either her grief for Albertl
was sincere, or it made al
mockery of death, and made oli
Victoria the arch-humbug of thei
11
Albert's death left Victoria a
lonely widow of 42 who went
into a decline that John Brown
broke, providing the friendship
she was unable to make
elsewhere. =
The strong, handsome
farmer's son chosen by her,'
husband to lead her pony on ,
their treks in the Scottish,
Highlands in earlier years
,became the close attendant who
,
head as Brown pinned a shawl
chided and protected her.
When the queen jerked her
around her shoulders, he said,'
"Hoots, viumman, canna ye hold
yer head still."
Although cartoons of the day
depicted Brown as the power
behind the throne, there is no
sign he used his position to do
more than find fairly lowly jobs
for a few , relatives and thwart
queen told the princess eoyal's
daughtev to "say how de do to
Brown, M'dear," the child said,
"How de do." But when the
queen added, "Now go and
shake hands with Brown," the
child replied: "No, that I won't
do. Mama says I ought not to be
too familiar with servants."
Queen Victoria tried to
give him greater standing by
ordering research to connect his
family tree with the great clans
of Scotland, by reviving the
ancient title of "Esquire" for
him and creating the Devoted
Service Medal for his bravery in
protecting her from an armed
assailant.
As he grew older, Brown's
temper and drunken fits
worsened from overwork and
recurring ill health. But by his
death, his standing in the public
eye had changed from hated
figure to hero. - ,
Cool-It De-g-serts
To Whip Up When You're On Vacation
-: ..
GELATIN lends wild cherry
dessert molded with chopped
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
-rWO-HOME families are on
1 the move this month, tak-
ing off to an A-frame at the
shore, a cottage by the lake
or maybe boarding a trailer
and heading West.
It's vacation living and you\e
bet that the summer kit-
ch lt 
. will be nothing like the
more deluxe job at home.
Equipment may be minimal,
storage space limited. It helps
if a homemaker has easy-do
recipes at hand for cool cook-
ing on hot evenings. '
_Teito-o Ge1.01..
flavor to a creamy, crunchy
nuts, pineapple and cherries.
Today's desserts star in this
category. They are summer
delights. Two of them, Church
Supper Special and Pineapple
Cheese Squares, come to the
rescue when you're entertain-
ing a- crowd, as a summer hos-
tess so ofteh'does. They also
serve when it's your turn to
help with refreshments for a
social at your church, garden
or beach club.
CREAMY CHERRY CRUN('H
1 package 13 ounces)
wild cherry or wild
SQUARES of raspberry gelatin and melted Marshmallows
.molded on a crumb criqit are served with whipped topping.
strawberry flavor
gelatin -
1 cup boiling water
1 can t 834 ounces)
crushed pineapple
1 can 18% ounces) dark
sweet cherries
1. package 3 ounces)
cream cheese
I,. cup chopped nuts
Dissolve gelatin ih boiling
water: ,Drain fruits, reserving
syrup. Add syrup to dissolved
gelatin.
Stir- Cditiii cheese tint,
smooth. 'Blend in gelatin Mix-
ture. Chill until thickened.
Stir in fruit and nuts.
Pour into 8x4-inch loaf pan
or individual molds. Chill un-
til firm. Unrnold.
Makes about 31/2 cups or 7
servings.
CHURCH SUPPER SPECIAL




1 package (3 ounces) wild
raspberry or wild straw-
berry flavor gelatin
1 cup boiling water e
1 cup cold water
)i pound (about 2 cups)
marshmallows
cup milk
- 1 banana. sliced
1 emielope whipped
topping mix
  ti cup chopped maraschino.
cherries
Mix crtimbs. sugar and but:
ter, press Into the by uin
9-inch square pan. Chill.
Dissolve gelatin in boiling
water. Add cold water. Chill
until thickened.
Melt marshmallows in milk
over low heat in saucepan,
stirring constantly. cool thor-
oughly.
Arrange banana slices in a
single layer On the crumb
crust. -- —
Prepare whipped topping
mix as direeted on package;
fold 1 cup into the melted
marshmallows with the cher-
ries; swirl into the gelatin for
marbled effect.
Pour over banana slices in
pan Chill until lifin at least
3 hours.
Cut into squares and gar-
nish each serving with remain-
ing prepared whipped topping
and additional fruit, if. desireit
Serves ' ---- • -
PINEAPPLE CREAM
CHEESE SQUARES ,
" 1 package graham crack-





1 envelope whipped top-
ping mix or cup .tti
pint) heavy cream,
whipped
I can (1314 ounces) pine-
apple tidbits
1 package 13 ounceawild,
strawberry flavor
gelatin
1 cup boiling water"'
Mix crumb crualieas directed
on package. Press into 8-inCh
square bnkidg dish. Bake at
.375 E....for about minutes.
Blend 'sugar --end' cream
together.
• • Preterit - topping
mix a* directed on package;
blend into cream cheese mix-
ture. Spread over crumb
crust. Chill.
Meanwhile, drain pineapple,
measuring lyrup. Add water
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The winner of the 1969 Ctwnry II given away by the Menem Jaycees at the Murray-
Calloway County Fair last night was Paul Jerry Lee selssi le employed by this Murray
Firs Dapartmont. Pictured with him •re (left to right) Van Waugh and John Youngerrnan
of the Mairrav Jaycees, Lee, 1969 Fair Ouassirt Cindy AlaxAnder And James Johnson of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce' who was *TOM of last night's battle of the bands show.
(Moto by Tubbs)
148 American Hospital
(Cortinuod From Paws Ono)
gets including the 9th Division
base camp in the Mekong Del-
ta.
It was the fewest number of
overnight shellings since the
night of July 4, military spokes-
men said.
Wheeler. chairman of t h e
Joint Chiefs of Staff, huddled
with Gen. Creighton W. Ab-
rams, the camrnander of U.S.
troops in Vietnasn, this morn-
ing and then met with Presi-
dent Nguyen Van Thieu of
South Vietnam.
The five-star general was dis-
patched from Witehington Tues-
day with orders to determine
whether the lull in activity by
the Communists could allow the
United States to pull out more
troops from the war zone.
Raymond Causey
Rites Held Today
Final rites for Raymond Cau-
sey of Kirksey Route Two were
held today at one p. in. at the
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene with Rev. Robert Rob-
inson and Rev. John Shepherd
officiating.
Pallbearers were Fred Wim-
berly, Elroy Wimberly, Car 1
Howard, Will Ed Dunnaway,
0. T. Causey, and Paul Causey.
Interment was in the Wof-
ford Cemetery in Stewart Co-
unts, Teem., with the arrange-
ments by the Max 11, Churchill
Funeral Home.
Causey, age 56, passed away
Tuesday at the Murray-Callo-
way County Hospital. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Lottie
Dunawey Causey; two daught-
ers, Mrs. Jake Hayes and Mrs.
Max Wimberly; one son, John
D. Cauaey; four grandchildren,
Rodney and Scotty Hayes,
Shane and Tammy Causey.
Mrs. Jewell Adams
Rites Held Today
Mrs. Betty Orten, 629 Broad
Ere, Deurffy; Charles S. Leach,
3 Hill Crest Circle, Paris, Tenn.;
Jesse J. Canady, Box 454, Mur-
ray; Randy D. Lassiter, Box 87,
Hazel; Mrs. Louise Bray, 306
So. 3rd, Murray; Mrs. Gracie
A. Orr, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs.
Maudye A. Hale, 114 N. 12th,
Murray; John Homer Hart, Rte.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Daily
D. Waters, 501 Chestnut, Mur-
ray:
DISMISSALS'
Mrs. -Juanita Perry, Rte. 1,
Dover, Tenn.; Miss Barbara Sex-
ton, 103 N. 12th St., Murray; Mrs.
Rena Kirk, Rte. 5, Benton; Mrs.
Charlene Westerman, Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. June Banks, 308
Woodlawn, Dr., Murray; Miss
Tammy Latimer, Rte. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Deborah Williams, & Baby
Girl, 812 So. 9th, Murray; Arthur
Btahnod, Rte. 3, Puryear,
Tense; Lesuiis Ward, 214 Wood-
lawn Dr., Murray; William Dil-
day, Rte. 6, Murray; Ota Stalls,
Rte. 2, Hazel; Norton Foster,
Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Freda Blan-
ton, 511 N. 2nd St., Murray; Mrs.
Erie Ellis, 1606 Calloway Ave.,
Murray; Howard Thorn, Dexter;
Mrs. Allie Hughes (to convales-
cent) 1004 W. Main St., Murray;
Bethel Orr (to convalescent), 1114
Poplar, Murray; Walter Key, 414
. 8th, Murray; Raymond Caus-
ey (Expired), Rte. 2, Kirksey;
Robert Morton (Expired), Rte. I,
Farmington:
ss,
The funeral services for Mrs.
Jewell Parks Adams were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the J. H. Chia.
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
Herman E. Choate officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Carmon Parks, Leslie Boggees,
Isaac Ford, Hafford Adams, Jr.,
Mason Powell, and Dewey Parks
Burial was in the Murray Ceme-
tery with the arrangements by
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Adams, age 81, died
Tuesday at the Fulton Hospital.
Survivors are one son, Wims
Adams; two sisters, Mrs. Har-
vey Ford and Mrs. Laura Wil-
liams; two brothers, Olive and
Raymond Parks; one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Richard N. Arm-'
strong; two great grandchildren.
Swedes Like Wine
STOCKHOLM (UPI) - Since
World War II, Swedes have drunk
twice as much wine as spirits.
making the country one of the
largest wine-consuming nations
in the world. During 1968 Swedes
drank 25 million gallons of wine,












Miss Tina Marie Weatherbee, aniesoun. mow that a benefitRte. 1, Farmington; Johnie Carr- period does not end until thereoll, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Thelma has been a period of 60 oonsec-L. Thomas, 413 W. 8th, Benton; utive days during which I amMrs. Mary E. Hosford, 1621 W. not a patient in a hospital orOlive, Murray; Mrs. Ruberta extended care tacilitx. Will thisHutchens, Rte. 5, 'Murray; John
H. Arnold, Jr., Rte. 6, Murray;.
benefit period end if I spend
this 60-clay period in a nursingMrs. Mary D. Crum Si Babyl home which is not an extendedGirl 813 College Crt. Murray;1 care facility?
AnsWer: If the nursing home
provides simply custodial care
and not skilled nursing services,
yes, the benefit period will end
after the patient spends 60 con-
secutive days in this facility.
But as long as a person remains
a patient in a nursing home
which does provide skilled nurs-
ing services-whether or not the
nursing home is participating in
Medicare as an extended care
facility-the benefit period does
not end.
Note that the law does not
speak of 60 days during which
a person was not an inpatient
of a hospital or extended care
facility participating in Medi-
care. It's just a question whether
there was a period of 60 days
during which he was not an in-
patient of any hospital or extend-
ed care facility, whether or not
such institution is participating
in the Medicare program. Basi-
cally, the definition of an extend-
ed care facility for tilis purpose
rests on whether the institution
is primarily engaged in providing
skilled nursing care and related
services. When a beneficiary has
used all his extended care bene-
fits in one benefit period and
continues to be an inpatient in
any skilled nursing home, he
cannot, so long as he remains
in the institution, qualify for a
new benefit period.
Question: My father was placed
In a nursing home following a 10-
day stay in a hospital. He was
discharged tceour home after a
week's stay in the nursing home.
Now the doctor says that he will
have to return to the nursing
home for further care:Will Medi-
care continue to pay extended
care benefits?
Answer: A beneficiary may
continue to receive extended care
benefits if he is readmittedto the
same extended care facility or
any other participating facility
within a period of 14 days after
his discharge. In fact, a Medi-
care beneficiary is deemed not
to have been discharged from
the extended care facility in ttiis
Purchase Area -
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 7-17-69 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Rep3rt
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1049 Head, Barrows
and Gilts Steady Sows Steady
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25 75-26.25,
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.25-25.75;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs *24.75-25.25;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $24.25-24.75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21.00-21.75;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20 25-21 110;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs 519.25-2025
Fire Loss
MANILA (UPI) More
than 32 Million pesos ($8 million)
worth of property was lost in
fires in the Philippines in 1968,
according to the Safety Organi-
zation of the Philippine*. -
The organization said that in
Manila alone there were 1,264
figss reported last year, an average








901 /4 79 2517
A complete line America's quer
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic.dolding telescopic and
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However, u me beneficiary
Is out of the extended care fac-
ility for more than 14 days, a
return directly to the extended
care facility is not covered by
Medicare. This benefit would be
payable again only if it became
medically necessary for the
beneficiary to go into a hospital
for at least 3 days.
As you may recall , the ex-
tended care benefit is payable
for Medicare beneficiaries who:
-have been in the hospital
for at least 3 days;
-no longer need intensive
care, but their medical needs
require full-time skilled nursing
care for the same condition for
which they were hospitalized or
for a condition that developed
during their hospital stay; and
- are transferred, on their
doctor's order, to the extended
care facility within 14 days of
their hospital discharge.
The extended care benefit is
not a general nursing home bene-
fit. It does not pay for purely
custodial or residential nursing
home care. For examplev if your
father's condition improved eno-
ugh for him to return home, but
he decided -to continue living
in a nursing home, Medicare
would stop paying for his care
there.
  More than .400 pounds of
gold gild the stairs and halls
of Hungary's Parliament Build.
ing at Budapeittitays the Nation-
al Geographic.
"Do you read us Apollo IA?"
the Houston Space Center asked
repeatedly. After seven calls,
Collins answered and explained
he maneuvered -a little further
away than he planned from the
third stage where the lunar mo-
dule was stored and got his
radio antenna out of alignment
with earth.
The astronauts also had a
dripping water dispenser and
late in the evening, they were
told their spacecraft cabin
gauges showed the artificial at-
mosphere in the Apollo was not
reaching the 100 per cent oxy-
gen content as quickly as ex-
pected
Was "Vary Excited"
Armstrong's wife, Jan, perty
and black bailed, went to Cape
Kennedy to watch the liftoff of
the 3,242 ton moon rocket from
Launch Pad 39A. She returned
home late Wednesday very tir-
ed, but said "I was very ex-
cited." She was aboard a pri-
vate boat in the Banana River
when Armstrong took off.
Mrs. Joan Aldrin and Pat Col-
lins remained at home but both
watched the liftoff on televis-
WHOLE WORLD ...
(Continued Pram Page 1)
of space behind the spacecraft.
Armstrong said he could see
the West Coast of North Amer-
ica, all of the United States,
Mexico end the northern top of
South America from his 13 by
13 inch window.
Jokes With Controllers
But Aldrin joked with ground
controllers, "Do you suppose
you could turn the earth a lit-
tle bit so we could get some-
thing besides water?"
It was Armstrong's idea to
provide the unscheduled televi-
sion broadcast. The first sched-
uled one is set for 7:32 par.
EDT Thursday 150,000 miles
from earth. -
The big TV show will be dur-
ing the scheduled 2 hours and
41 minutes Armstrong and Ald-
rin spend on the moon Monday
although it will be restricted
to black and white pictures on-
ly.
President Nixon, who told the
astronauts before the flight they
would "lift the spirits of the
American people and the whole
world," ordered government of-
fices closed Monday, declaring a
"national day of participation."
Houston Follows Load
Houston, the home area of
the astronauts, quickly followed
Nixon's lead
The astronauts encountered a
few minor hitches - a flight
controller called them "fun-
nies" - on their first day of
flight, but none was considered
serious.
When the Apollo command
ship cut loose from the Saturn's
third stage and turned around
Funeral Is Today
For Robert Morten
Futons] services for Robed
Morten of Bell City were bold
today at 2:30 p. in. at the dis-
pel of the Max H. Churehill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jahn
W. Penny and Rev. John Yib-
bons officiating.
Active pallbearers were Sam
Motheral, Charles J o rd a a,
James Nance, Gerald Nance,
Hafford McReynolds, Sylvester
Reaves. Bill Poyner, and Matt-
in Jettob.
Honorary pallbearers were
Burie Reaves, Atwood Schroed-
er, Fred Burt, Charlie Parham,
EditNance, Verge West, Mar-
shall Cook, and Audrey Reav-
es.
Interment was in the High-
land Park Cemetery at Mayfield
with the arrangements by the
Max H. Churchill 
FuneralHome.
Morten, age 65, died Tues-
day at the AlurrajoCellovray
County Hospital He owned and
operated the general store at
Bell City:
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rupane WiLson Morten; son,
James R. Morten; two sisters,
Mrs. Louise Edwards and Mrs.
Marelle Alexander; three bro-
thers, Paul, J. T., and Dick
Morten; three grandchildren,




STOCKHOLM (UPI) - The
Swedish parliament has passed a
a bill creating a special fund to
help newspapers in financial dif-
ficulties.
to nose up against the bug-like Newspapers faced with beinglunar module, communicatio. 
with the ground was lost for 
forced to close down because of
several minutes. 
financial losses can borrow from
the 125 million kroner ($25 mil-
lion) fund to enable them to
continue publishing.
Man's .earliest known shelters
were patterned after the crude
nests built by gorillas and-chim-
panzees, sari the Encyclopedia
IIritunnica.
THURSDAY - JULY 17, 1989
Pictured hors is me IN* Mists, the band that was crowned winner of this Betio of theSena it the Murray-Caliewey County fair last night. Members of the band are JohnnyColvareal, Eddie Adams, Tom Harrigan, Gary Milton, Mika Johnson and Mikis Harrell.
(Photo by Tubbs)
ion. Both their homes flew
American flags - as did many
ethers in the community around
the Space Center.
Capt. Carl J. Seiberlich, skip-
per -of the recoe-ery ship USS
Hornet that will pick up the re-
turning astronauts from the Pa-
cific, eas enthralled by the
successful liftoff, which launch
Director Rocco Petrone conced-
ed was 724 milliseconds behind
its 9:32 a.m. EDT schedule.
"She belongs to us now," Sei-
oerlich grinned. "We can put
our big deck right under the
command module when she
comes back, if we have to."
"Let's don't try," quipped Dr.
Donald E. Stullken, the space
agency's chief recovery officer
who was beside Seiberlich on
:he Hornet's bridge.
ALMANAC
by United Press International
Today is Thursday, July 17.
the 196th day of 1989 with 187
to •follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Mer-
cury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1938, the Spanish Civil War
began with Gen. Francisco




from 13 states organized a
States' Rights party to oppose
the regular Truman - Barkley
ticket. They wrote a presiden-
tial ticket headed by Strom
Thurmond.
In 1955, Arco, Idaho, a town
of some 1,300 people, became
the first community in t h e
world to receive all its light and
power from atomic energy.
In 1968, a National Airlines
jetliner with 64 aboard was hi-
jacked to Cuba.
A thought for the day
Marcus Tullius Cicero said: "If
you aspire to the highest place
it is no disgrace to stop at the
second or even the third"
No Sightseeing
likitlitaLVER, England (UP1)---
Comicilmarf Dennis Peters says
riders will have to sit downstairs
in local doubledeck buses when
the vehicles pass a housing devel-
opment where second floor ten-
ants complain the are watched
too closely from the buses' up-
stairs windows.
"It has been very embarras-
sing," said one tenant. Alan
Bowkett.




HOUSTON SETUP- Thii is the Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Tex. The Lunar Re-
cetving Laboratory for quarantining the Apollo 11 astronauts Is in the foreground.






Today's Biggest 295 sq. in. picture comes alive with
spectacular realism ... and music becomes magic! Truly
the all-inclusive famity entertainment center! Advanced
color TV features include: Brilliant Color for the most
natural color ever; Quick-On pictures that flash-to-life
without annoying "warm-up" delay; exclusive Chroma-
tone for added depth and dimension to color, pleasing
warmth to black and white; plus space-age Bonded
Circuitry for famous Magnavox lasting reliability.
only '750
Jets you enjoy the full beauty of music
from Stereo FM/AM radio or records!
All-inclusive family entertainment center -
with 15-Watts undistorted music power, two
12" Bass Woofers. two 1000 cycle Horns, and
highest-reliability scrlidstate components. Fab-
ulous Micromatic Record Player tracks and
traces at a featherlight touch-banishes dis-
cernible record and Diamond Stylus wear. Your
records can last a lifetime! Contemporary mod-








Wherever you go-this- ruggedly-built portable willbring you all the thrills of your favorite shows and sum-mer sports events in vivid color! Its 117 sq in screen is15 sq in. larger than most other portables. Model 6000,with telescoping dipole antenna; many otherektualityfeatures. IdealAtor tables, too-the perfect second set.
• LEA CHS
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SOME PEOPLE WILL GO A
LONG, LONG WAY TO
SHOP FOR THINGS THAT
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SPECIALS
GET WARD & ELKINS LOW PRICES






I Year FREE SERVICE 
Mt 1969 MODELS
AT CLOSE OUT PRICES
We have two service men with a combination of 30 yews





















R.C.A. 1%9 MODELS 20% OFF
I ONLY - R.C.A. COMB. RADIO,
COLOR TV, STEREO  $713.95
R.C.A. FLOOR MODEL B/11   $149.95
Complete Service On All TVs
R.C.A. STEREO  $49.99
2 USED COLOR TVS









A YOUNGSTER'S "MOON LANDING" -- Visiting Kennedy
Space Center, Fla., a youngster makes an unorthodox "Moon




Q — The exemption I claim-
ed for my wife's sister is being
disallowed. Is there anyone else
at IRS I can talk to about this
besides the agent that examin-
ed my return?
A — Notify the examiner that
you do not agree with his dis-
allowance of the exemption you
ekaimed and request that a dis-
trict conference be arranged. At
this conference, your side of
the story as well as the agent's
will be reviewed on the basis
of the facts and law involved.
if the tax in question does
not exceed $2,500 for any year,
no written protest is needed to
obtain such a conference. The
people who handle these con-
ferences are specially trained
POOR PEOPLE'S LEADER Ar-
riving to organize a poor
people's demonstration at
Kennedy Space Center, Fla.,
Hosea Williams, an official
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, steps
from a private airplane.
and act independently of those
examining your return. This
helps assure an impartial re-
view.
Q — I want to buy my s3n a
shotgun so he can go hunting
with me this fall. Is it against
the law to give him the gun
since he's 16!
A — Since your smi is un-
der 1% be is not old enough to
buy a rifle or shotgun under
the Federal gen statutes. How-
ever, you can buy the gun for
Q— When I sold my house
I had to pay a penalty on my
mortgage because it was paid
off early. Is there any deduct-
ion for that?
A — The penalty for payin
off a mortgage before the due
date is considered an interes
charge. Include it with you
other interest payments if you
itemize deductions.
Q — Why did you raise the
rate on the highway use tax?
A — The rate on this tax has
not been raised, it is still $3
per WOO pounds for trucks with
a tatable gross weight of over
26,000 pounds.
The weight schedule, how-
ever, was revised effective July
1, 1969 to reflect the fact that
trucks are now larger and car-
ry heavier loads than previous-
ly.
September 1 is the filing
deadline for trucks being used
on public highways during July.
Form 2290 is used to file and
pay the tax.
Q — I want to get rid of
some old checks and bills. What
ones should I keep for tax pur-
poses?
A — Records that support
items on an income tax return
should be kept at least until
the statute of limitations ex-
pires. Ordinarily this is 3 years
from the date the return was
due.
Other records such ,as thou)
on property acquisitions, capi-
tal improvements and the like
should be kept much longer.
For example, if you sell a
house you bought in the 1940's,
you should have the records to
establish what it cost when you
acquired it, and the cost of any
improvements you made.
Q — Where can I get forms
and information on the Social
Security tax on household help?
A — Contact your IRS district
ffice and ask for Form 942,
ployer's Quarterly Return
for Household Employees.
Returns covering the second
















Membero-of the 1%8 world
champion Detroit Tigers received
individual series shares of
110,936 and the losing St. Louis
Cardinals players each got
$7,078. Plans for the 1969w
series call for arS15,0.00-310,000




TOKYO UPI - North Vietna-
mese armed forces shot down
two pilotless American recon-
naissance planes over North Vi-
etnam Tuesday, the North Viet-
nam News -Agency said today.
The agency said it brought to
3,304 U. S. planes downed over
North Vietnam.
Apnea is the medical term
for suspension of breathing.
•
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so' Sizes 6 tto 18
to $2.97
• x.











• Our Reg. Low '2.88 to '3.88
• Sizes 28 to 42
















Store Flours: Monday-Saturday   9 a. m. - 9 
p. m.
Sunday  12:30 to 6:30 p. m.
SALE PRICES GOOD THAULle  JyL Y 27 
BUY EARLY FOR FALL!! 
us t Arrived
LADIES



















4,‘ 6 to 20- 141 to 24i
$588 to $788
ONLY $3.48 YD. 
Our Everyday Low
Price






























* Most Sizes, 3 to 18




NCH JEFF GUARANTEES QUALITY
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1. I I!inn PAGE NIKE
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Tame ear corn de-
livered to Co-op Store NHL
$1.60 per bushel. Needed at
once. Calloway County Soil Im-
provement Association. Indus-
trial Road, Phone 753-2934.
TFC
POE SALO
A NEW Courier CB radio. Call
753-8134 before 5:00 p. m, or
can be seen at Thomas Honda
Sales.
IT'S terrific the way we're mill-
ing Blue Lustre for cleaning
rugs and upholstery. Rent elec-
tric shampooer $1. BIg Z.
.7-19-C
Siamese kittens, $15.00. Phone
753-8041. J-17-C
ELECTRIC STOVE, $40.00. See
at 509 South 8th. 3-17-C
MOTOROLA console stereo with
built-in eight track tape cart-
ridge and AM-FM stereo radio
In Anderra pecan cabinet, Med-
iterranean styling, five months









washer, deluxe model, used six
months, $150.00.00. Phone 753-
8981. 3-22-C
FIVE MONTHS OLD male Eng-
lish Shepherd dog. Will make
a good pet or work dog. Has
had all puppy shots. All I want
is part of my investment back
and good home for this dog.
Phone 753-7292. J-18-C
LARGE USED TENT, 9' a 18'.
Phone 438-2489.
ONE BLACK and white enter-
tainment center. Call 753-1795
after 5:30 p. m. J-19-C
UPRIGHT PIANO in excellent
condition, $150.00. 502 South
16th Street. 3-19-C
ItlIAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot. 4.11
electric, central air and beat.
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
753-7525. August-6-C
NEW DUPLEX west of college
by owner. I bedrooms, living
room, dining-kitchen on both
side*. Also one side has 12
25' den, carport, utility and 25'
x 26' patio. Opportunity to r
rental property, live in one side
and rent the other, 753-8825..
TFC
WOKING FOR something dif-
ferent in a medium price and
size home In one of Murray's
choice locations? Drive by 1719
Keeneluid Drive or phone 753-
7424 for appointment. 3-21-0 
BARGAIN for the week, 2-bed-
room brick, carport, central
beat and air-conditioning with
lot size 130' a 130', one extra
lot 106' x 130' valued at $2400.00
in Westwood Subdivision. Price
$18,000.00.
3-BEDROOM brick, 1618 Park-
lane Drive, wall-to-wall carpet-
ing, baseboard heat and air-con-
ditioning, reduced from $21,500
to $20,500.
3-BEDROOM brick, 1635 Cata-
lina Drive, central heat and air-
conditioning, wall-to-wall car
peting, 2 full ceramic tile baths,
built-in range and oven, car-
port, price reduced $21,500 to
$20,500.
ONE-BEDROOM brick with cen-
tral heat and air on Cataline
Drive, priced $15,000.00.
2-BEDROOM lake type cottage
in Kenniana Shores, partly fin-
ished, $6500.00.
97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east
of Murray with 3-bedroom
frame and a extra basement
with living quarters, priced $18,.
000.00.
FOR ANY OR ALL your real
estate needs call or see FREE-
MAN JOHNSON, Realtor, South-
side Shopping Center, Murray,
Ky., Phone 753-2731. 3-17-C
TR1 LEDGER Ils TIKES -- MURRAY, IZKTUOIY
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 3112-31711,
Lynnville, Hy. August-MC
BLACK TOP PAYBC,






Illoween 8:00 a. is. end
SAO es. in.
TEACHER wants ride to Padu-
cah Tilghman High School, must
arrive by 8:00 a. m. Call 753-
4846 after 8:00 p. m. 3-18-NC
THE HAIRDRESSER Beauty
Salon wants to take this op-
portunity to announce a new
stylist has joined our capable
staff. Janice Barrett invites her
friends to come by or call for
an appointment, also to remind
you of our permanent wave
special. Our permanent waves
will be drastically reduced un-
til the end of July. Call 753-
3530 for your appointment.
Stylists; Wanda Nolin, P a in




A business building is available for purchase. It is one-half
block from the court square and measures 68 feet a 106 feet.
Lest la three feet deeper than building.
This building lends itself to .either retail business or may
be remodeled into business or professional offices Buyer
may remodel front half of building and rent out liack half
for storage.
Building is now occupied.
See or Call
Guy Spann Real Estate Agency
at 510 West Main (National Hotel Building)
Business Phone 753-7724
Guy Spurn, home phone 753-2587; Louise Baker, 753-2409;
Glayx Ray 753-8019; Gary Young, 753-8109
HELP WANTED
WANTED: someone to stay with
elderly lady and do light house-
work. Room and board plus sal-
ary. Phone 753-3608. 3-18-C
THREE-BEDROOM house with
two baths, den, central heat
and air. Phone 753-3043.
H-3-19-C
AUTOS 1101 SALE
1965 CHEVROLET Impala 4.
weed, 396 Cubic inches with
posi-traction. Two door hardtop.




Not Just A House and Lot,
But A HOME!
* 3 large Bedrooms.
* Den, Study or Office •
* Country Kitchen with Dining Area. Gas or
Electric Cooking.
* Urge Seperate Dining Room with Picture
Window.
* Large set-aside Living Room with Picture
Window and Fireplace. 
* Tiled Bath.. Utility with Shower and Sink.
* Well Arranged with No "Through Traf-




31e. Gas Furnace with Ducts (easy to add air).
* City Water.
* A Good Well for Supplemental Water.
* New Septic Tank and Lines.
* New. Paint, etc., inside.
2,000. SQ. FT. OF LIVING SPACE AT
451 DM PER SQ. FOOT
(ask your builder about that)
1 Full Acre Lot
Room for. Another House
Drains in all directions. Many trees, shrubs,
flowers, etc., including 3 giant maples.
MARKET VALUE FOR LOT IN THIS AREA
$4,000. to $5,000. WE WILL-GIVE IT TO
THE HOUSE BUYER AS -A BONUS
Ask Your Developer About That!
OWNER WIL ',FINANCE UP TO 40%
AT 6% INTEREST.
Ask Your Banker About That!
- Will Consider Taking Lots In Trade -
Buy This Month From Owner





FOR $ALE OR TRADE
BY OWNER, priced right, small
cabon on Kentucky Lake. Nice
shady lot, ele-Aricity, water and
air-conditioning. Furnished if
desired. Phone 753-8629 after
6:00 p. m. or between 6:00 and
7:00 a. m. J-19-P
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED: Storage space for
furniture, minimum 9' x 12'.
Phone 762-4789. 3-19-P
LOST & POUND
LOST: large yellow tom cat
in between Williams Ave. and
Dodson. Answers to name of
Pooh. Phone 753-7550. 3-16-C
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express our
appreciation to all who contri-
buted to the fund for Susan
and Tommy Oliver and to the
Murray Jaycees and others who
had a part in sponsoring the
fund. Your kindness and con-
cern has made the loss of our




10' WIDE aireonditioned trail-
er. Phone 753-2930 after 4:00
p. in. Will accept girls. Bran-
don Dill. ITC
NICE two-bedroom duplex with
range, disposal, carpet and dish-
washer. Phone 753-7550. 3-19-C
HOUSE on Kentucky Lake, ful-
ly furnished. Beautiful view
with lots of shade trees. Phone
438-5679. 3-17-C
50' x 10 HOUSE Trailer. Air-
conditioning. 2% miles from
Murray. $70 a month rent.
Phone 753-8231. 3-21-C
THREE-ROOM furnished apart-
ment, private entrance, air-con-
ditioned, lady preferred. See










Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.









Located 100 So. lath St.
SERVICES OFFERED
LIGHT HAULING, general re-
pair and odd job wort. Phone
433-4482. J-17-P
WILL DO bush-hogging, no tall
weeds. Phone Gene Steeley 753-
7850. 3-17-P
WANTED: Yards to mow.
Phone 753-7530 any time after
8:00 p. m. 3-19-C
WATKINS GLEN, N.Y, UPI .
New Zealanders Bruce McLaren
and Dents Hulme, driving identic-
al McLaren 8B-Chevrolets, easi-
ly captured the 2.00-mile Can-Am
event here Sunday,
Urges Wine for Pigs
MANII.A (I VP) The
Agricultural Productivity Coni•
mission here is encouraging Fil-
ipino hog raisers to gni': a pint a
wine to their pigs daily. The
commiupion says, witic-drinking




TULSA, Okla. (UPI) A ban-
dit who robbed a chain stort,.. in
Tulsa didn't overlook en Ile h.
Officers said leis loot included a




























































































30 Male sheep 43 H ghlander
35 Barters 44 Domesticate



















Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. i7
eanuts®
THERE'S TILL A 5TATI0N WACON
IN THE DRIVELLAW,., RUN OVER
THERE, CHARLIE f3R04IN !TELL THAT
LITTLE RED-HAIRED 6IRL THAT
VVE ALLOAti5 UKEP  
FINP OUT WERE "THEY'RE MOVING .„
ASK HER IF YOU CAN WRITE TO
HER..TELL HER G000t3q.. TELL HER
HELLO ANDINEN TELL f-IER Gcomr...
by Charles M. Schulz






I'M GLAD TO SEE YOU WITH






TN, los U S P.; Off -Allnbbftrwerved




WHAT'D I TELL 10U, SLATS :
FOLKS ARE AVOIDING
THAT OLD ROCKER
LIKE IT WAS A
CASE 0' ASLES!
WELL, WE CAN'T
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SMIDGEN
' THAT.
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I WILL NOT be responsible
for any debts other than my
own, or any disorderly conduct
made by others. Signed: Elzie
Simmons. J-1241
WANTED, country home -for
dog, part Shepherd, spayed Si-
mile. Phone 753-6005. 11?
HELP WAPCrlID
VACANCIES at Comstock High
School, Comstock, Michigan.
1. Chemistry, physics, electric
ity, combination teacher. 2.
General math and science teach-
er. 3. Speech, English, Journal
ism combination teacher. 4. As-
sistant Band director. Salary
scheduled: BA Degree, $7,200.-
00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree,
$7,776.00 to $13,248.00. If in-
terested, contact Mr. Howard
J. Ewles, Principal, Comstock,
Michigan 49041. 3-22-C
WANTED--Saleslady with ex-
perience . in lathes' ready-to-
wear. Age 25 and up. Write





this area to service and col-
lect from new high quality
type vending machines. No
experience needed. We es-
tabliah accounts for you.
Car, references and $1,260-
00 to $4,750.00 cash capital
necessary. 8 to 12 hours
washy. Nets excellent mon-
thly income. Full time more.
For local interview write:
Greenbelt Distributors, Inc.,




EARN $10,000 to $12,000 your
first year in $3.5 billion market.
This exceptional earning op-
portunity can be yours if you're
the right woman. Requirements
Include a sincere interest in
helping people help themselves,
a pleasing personality, and a
desire to earn a great deal of
money. Car furnished. Call Re-
gion Manager, Mr. Hyde, col-
lect anytime for interview, 502-
443-7363. 3-18-P
WANTED: Man to trim shrubs
and trees In yard. Call 753-2561
J-19-C
WANTED: Fern0e, part time
office girl, resident of Murray.
Apply in person at Bunny Bread
on Saturday after 11:00 a. m.
J-19-C
EVENING FREE??? No exper-
ience needed to earn 25% cow
mission demonstrating toys. No
Investment. Car necessary
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa 15002
AVON: If you need a good ste-
ady income, but can only work
part-time, sell Avon cosmetics.
Experience unnecessary. Call
753-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
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Youth Killed Whert
AntennG Hits We
METROPOLIS, Ill., July 16 —
John Pierce Dawson, 19, of
Metropolis Rt. 1, died instantly
Tuesday about 5 p.m. when a
Citizen's Band antenna he was
aelping to install cerne in con-
tact with an electrk power line.
Dawson and his brother, Joe
Dawson, were working on the
intermit at the home of David
Mumford, Metropolis Star
Route, when the tragedy oc-
curred.
David Mumford was burned
in the mishap but Joe Dawson
was unharmed.
The accident victim is sur-
vived by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Hill Dawson a
sister, Mrs. Randall Grohler of
Ada, Ohio; two brothers, Joel-
!red Dawson and Jettre Dawson,
both at home; a paternal grand-
mother, Mrs. Pierce Dawson of
West Frankfort, Ill, and his
maternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Huth, also of West
Frankfort
Funeral services are schedul-
ed for Friday at 11 a.m. at Mil-
ler Funeral Home with Ray
Bryant and the Rev. Louis
Brinker in charge.
Graveside services will be
held at 2 p.m. at Denning
Cemetery in West Frankfort.
Friends may call at the





MAYFIELD, Ky., July 16 —
Robert D. Forrest, Lynnville,
tiled suit in Graves Circuit Court
today seeking damages totaling
982,500 as the result of an auto
tractor collision last Sept. 10.
Defendant in the action is Ray-
mond A. McDonald, Erin, Term.
The accident occui-red Just
west of Lynnville on KY 94.
Forrest charges that his farm
tractor was struck from the rear
as a result of careless and reck-
less driving by McDonald.
As a result of the accident,
Forrest claims he is permanent-
ly and totally disabled .
The plaintiff says his medical
expenses to date total $12,000.




CADIZ, Ky., July 16—A 35-
year-old Tennessee m a n was
killed Tuesday when his car
crashed off the roadway about
five miles west of here.
State Police identified the vie-
km as Charles E. Nelson of
Woodland. They said he was
driving on Ky. 272 when the ac-
cident occurred.
Inc oeatn raisea me state
fatality toll to 528 for the year,
compared with 520 on July 16
last year.
VO-AG TEACHERS MEET—Ratliffe Paschall of Piiryear (left) talks with Ralph Moffatt of
Millington (center) and Lloyd N. Kuykendall of Jackson, West Tennessee aipervisor of
vocational agriculture education, at a state conference of vo-ag teachers. Some 300 teachers and
administrators from across the state attended the conference July 7-10 at the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
TIRED BURGLAR
RAMSGATE, England UPI -Ian
Trickett, 25, broke into thehome
of Mrs. Ethel Hardy several wee-
ks ago and ttp-toed upstairs to her
bedroom. As he set about to bur-
glar, Mrs. Hardy stirredand Tri-
ckett quickly laid down on the
floor.
The soft carpet was too invit-
ing and within minutes Trickett
was asleep. Mrs. Hardy stepped
over him and telephoned police.
Trickett awoke to two policemen
shining a flashlight in his eyes.
Trickett pleaded guilty Mon-
day to illegal entry with intent
to steal and was fined $60.
If You Want to Stop
Smoking, Learn to
Hypnotize Yourself
NEW YORK (UPI): A New York psy-
chiatrist reports he has cured more than
100 hard core cigaret smokers of their
habit with a technique of self hypnosis
that takes only 45 minutes to teach.
In those 45 minutes the doctor hyp-
notizes the smoker and teaches him how
to hypnotize himself. Thereafter the
smoker is required to hypnotize himself
for 10 to 20 secdnds at least 10 times
a day until he no longer has any desire
to smoke a cigaret.
The method has been completely suc-
cessful on a long-term basis in one out of
five profoundly habituated smokers, its
inventor, Dr. Herbert Spiegel, told a scien-
tific session of the American Medical
Assn's annual convention.
THE PERCENTAGE sounds small but
it is larger than reported for "aversion
therapy" and other stop-smoking tech-
niques. Furthermore, Spiegel said, hypnosis
"influenced" some 90 per cent of its sub-
jects either to stop smoking for a short
time or to cut down.
Spiegel described -the hypnotized state
as one of "intense concentration" rather
than one of sleep or trance. When in this
concentrated state, the smoker is required
to confront himself with these three facts:
• For my body, smoking is a poison.
• I need my body to live.
• I owe my body this respect and
protection.
The doctor so indoctrinates the smok-
er in only one thereapeutic session, hav-
ing induced the hypnotized state by sug-
gestion ooupled with a lifting by the
patient of his right arm.
WHEN ON HIS OWN the smoker can
then hypnotize himself by lifting his right
hand to his face and concentrating on
the three points for 10 to 20 seconds. He
can do it in a sneaky way. Spiegel said,
so people who might be vrith him at the
time would think he was merely tired
ir engaged in deep thought.
Spiegel is assistant professor of psy-
:•hiatry at Columbia University's College




NEW YORK (UPI): Add to shortages on the con-
temporary American scene: An apparent dearth of folks
between 60 and 80, broke or nearly broke, once of means,
capable of passing a physical—and wanting to live free,
If they must, in a grand mansion.
According to the will of
a turn-of-the-century ty-
coon, there are places for
such persons in a Georgian
mansion of tray limestone
surrounded by landscaped
lawns in front and a rock
garden in back.
THIS PLACE, the An-
drew Freedman home, is in
the Bronx section of New
York, and once was sur-
rounded by millionaires'
homes. And this place, the
point of this story, has va-
:ant rooms.
Not having all -rooms oc-
cupied in this place that's
all mansion, from marble
fire places to grand pianos,
Is a source of concern to
Pat Aynes, administrator.
"Right now we're looking
for couples," Miss Aynes
said in an Interview. ''And
please don't call it an old
peoples' home."
WHEN MISS AYNES, a
retired officer from the
Army Nurse Corps., came
on the scene several years
ago, the home had 89
guests. Today it has 105 —
per cent of whom pay
nothing and the rest, mod-
est amounts, if they can af-
ford it. The capacity is 120.
At present, 17 countries
and '11 states are represent-
-4 in the home's popula-
ion. The only si.ecification
made by . -Trianon ' in his
sill was that tbere should
etee-"neritisertminsitien eith-
er than that the beneficiar-
ies shall be limited to
such persons as shall at one
time have been in good cir-
cumstances but who, by
reason of adverse fortune,
have become poor and de-
pendent."
THIS' HOME, where
there's '''free room, board
and laundry service for the
once well-to-do, was opened
in 1924. It cost $1.5 million
to build and $80,000 to
equip.
Ffeedman was instru-
mental in building the first
subway In New York, was
in politics, active in the
American Society for Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals. From 1894 to 1902 he
owned the New York base-
ball club of the National
League the Giants.
The bachelor and mil-
lionairadied in 1915.
TO ASSURE homelike
comfort, guests may fur-
nish their own rooms. Re-
cently passed for admission
was a retired school princi-
pal who had no savings but
a modest income. He will
pay nothing, according to
Miss Aynes.
-- "What WE try tq assure
people here," Miss Aynes
said" "is an environment
full of the peace of mind
and security proclaimed in
song and story as desirable
for men and women ap-,
proaching The golden years
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Sneakers for gym, fashion styles for class.
All with long wearing canVas uppers, full 
sponge
cushioned innersole and arch.





*Smooth vinyl uppers for fast wipe-clean care.
*Styled with moc-stitched vamp,extension sole.
*Combination-Last (Imported) - - --
*Sizes to 10
*In Brown & Black
Special Purchase
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Iron and Nickel MARIA TOPSOIL
Cohesive glualt powder end ash
This special section was edited by the news staff of the Ledger It Times. Material used is
from United Press International, the National Aeronautics and pace Administration, and
other sources. Our readers should find this special section helpful as they follow the
Apollo 11 astronauts on their incredible trip to the moon.
Page (2)
MOON GLASS, SMALL — Tektites, blasted out of the
moon as the result, scientists speculate, of a meteor im-
pact, range in size from the marble-size objects shown
above to bread box size. Scientists have located the source
as the crater Tycho.
MOON GLASS, LARGE — National Aeronautics and
Space Administration scientists speculate that these large
glass objects, called tektites, that are found widely scat-
tered over the Earth originated from a meteor impact on
the moon at the site of the crater Tycho.
Space_ Scientists Pinpoint Origin
Of Tektites, Glass Moon Fragments
Glass objects called tek-
tites have long fascinated
scientists as possible sources
of information about the or-
igin of the Moon and the
solar system.
They have speculated that
the objects came from the
Moon, blasted out of the lun-
ar surface by the impact of
a giant meteorite. Some tek-
tites are small, some large.
They are found widely scat-
tered-Orer the globe.
Using facilities designed
to,. study the problems of
craft returning from space,
scientists at the National
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration's Ames Re-
search Center in Mountain
View, Calif., helped solve
part of the tektite mystery.
When small glass spheres
were subjected to reeqtry,
speeds and heat, they melted,.
forming the familiar ring
waves of. tektites found in
Australia. It was these testa
that determined their incom-
ing speed from the Moon.
Widely Scattered
Dr. Dean Chapman of
Ames, working with comput-
ers programmed to analyze
Vital Apollo Mission Tests Passed
By Manned Space Flight Network
The Manned Space Flight
Network (MSFN) met all its
vital tests in the Apollo 10
flight, so the "traffic con-
trol system of space" is
ready for the historic lunar
landing to come soon in the
Apollo flight series.
For the National Aero-
nautics and Space Adminis-
tration's tracking system,
Apollo 10 was a final dress
rehearsal, complete with
flight many times around the
moon and an approach with-
in 10 miles of the lunar sur-
face. All Earth stations of
the network, including twin
antennas for tracking the
two separated spacecraft at
once, served together on a
real manned flight from
launch t at Cape KenneiLflii
splashdown in the mid-Pa-
cific.
The world-wide array of
tracking, communications,
data and relay stations in-
cluded "wing-sites" at Mad-
rid, Spain; Honeysuckle
Creek, (Canberra) Australia,
and Goldstone, Cal. This
flight, time, involved track-
ing Apollo 10's command
module and lunar module in
different orbits while both
were flying around the
moon a quarter-million miles
away.
Previous Apollo Support
All Apollo missions have
been supported by the net-
work of Wracking and data
stations designed to transmit
and receive information es-
sential to the success of the
flights from liftoff to land-
ing on -the Moon and on
Earth.
During 1968, the MSFN,
managed by NASA's Office
of Tracking and Data Ac-
quisition, was called on to
•
support four flights. The
first flight, Apollo 5,
launched Jan. 22, showed the
necessity for a reliable net-
work staffed by skilled per-
sonnel when the network's
realtime—as it happened—
command and control capa-
bility was of critical import-
ance.
Apollos 6 and 7, launched
in April and October respec-
tively, increased NASA of-
ficials' confidence as the net-
work continued to perform
flawlessly. Apollo 7 was the
first manned flight and, in
addition to providing excel-
lent support, the MSFN
handled, almost in a routine
manner, a requirement for
reception and relay of tele-
inastr millions of
persons around the world.
This required installation of
specialized equipment at two
stations, Corpul Christi, Tex.
and Merritt Island, Fla.
With this experience, sim-
ilar equipment was installed
at Madrid, Canberra, and
Goldstone, so that TV could
be received from the succeed-
ing Apollo.
Lunar-Distance Tracking
Aside from the fact that
the awe-inspiring television
received from man's first
lunar-orbit on Apollo 8 was
received with clarity on
Earth, the same mission
clearly demonstrated the
ability of the MSFN to ac-
complish accurate tracking
and communications at lunar
distances.
The success of a lunar
landing is critically depen-
dent on precision measure-
ment of the spacecraft's ve-
locity and position in space.
SOch precision has ben
demonstrated many times
in the Apollo flights to date.
The network makes use of
't variety of communications,
radar and tracking equip-
ment, and an array of steer-
able antennas from 30 to 210
feet in diameter. The largest
antenna is located at Gold-
stone; a second 210 will be
used at Parkes, Australia, in
Apollo 11, under contract to
the Australian government.
The network makes full
use of NASA's NASCOM
communications ne t w or k,
which spans the globe with
all forms of communications.
MSFN stations are strategi-
cally placed around the earth
so as to maintain contact
with the spacecraft at all
times in flight,while the
Earth turns on Its axis. In
addition to Madrid, Honey-
suckle Creek, Goldstone,
Corpus Christi and Cape
Kennedy, the stations are lo-
cated at Bermuda, Grand
Bahama, Antigua, Ascension
and Canary Islands; Carrier-
von, Australia; Tananarive,
Malagasy; Guaymas, Mexico,
and in the U.S., Guam and
Kokee Park, Hawaii. Spe-
cially equipped jet aircraft
and four tracking ships are
placed in various areas, de-
pending on the flight plan




Md., manages the network.
The stations in Australia are
operated by Australian per-
sonnel under an agreement
with their country's Depart-
ment of Supply. The Madrid
and Canary Islands stations
are operated under agree-
ment with Spain's Institute
National de Tecnica Aero-
spacial.
the tektite landing patterns,
has been most closely associ-
Sed with these studies.
Tektites have been found
in widely scattered parts of
the Earth is a series of
streaks and arcs that identi-
fied the moon crater from
which they came. Trajector-
ies from many lunar craters
were studied, but only one—
Tycho—matched perfectly.
"About 700,000 years ago,"
Dr. Chapman said, "an iron
meteorite the size of a small
mountain, some three miles
across, came hurtling toward
the moan. When it struck, a
crater, now known as Tycho,




"melted the crust, and
splashed liquid droplets out
into space. As the Moon
droplets cooled they were
transformed into billions of
tektites. Chunks of the iron
meteorite were also thrown
clear of the Moon's gravita-
tional field and moved along
on a collision course toward
the Earth."









A rugged, tiny device that
may eventually be implanted
in the human body to meas-
ure blood pressure has been
developed as a result of
space agency basic research
on electronic materials.
A simple semiconductor
transducer, it is believed to
be the smallest of its kind
ever made. (A transducer is
a device that transforms one
form of energy into another.
Pressure, in this case, is
changed into electrical ener-
gy and amplified. A micro-
phone is a common type of
transducer, transforming
sound waves into electrical
energy.)
Has Space Applications
Only about two 100ths of
an inch thick, it uses less
than 50 millionths of a watt
of electrical power. (Com-
pare this with 3 watts used
to power a two-cell flash-
light.) The transducer trans-
mits pressure variations to
provide the medical research-
er with information about
blood circulation.
The properties of the de-




Cambridge, Mass. The prop-
erties that make the instru-
ment potentially valuable in
medicine are also important
in such apace applications as
sensing acceleration.
A similar device, a minia-
ture diaphragm-type trans-
ducer, has been developed at
NASA's Ames Research
Center, Mountain View
• Calif. The Ames transducer
has been used successfully
on heart patients at the
Stanford University Medical
Center. It was originally de-
signed to measure pressure
on wind tunnel models and to




THE CRATER TYCFIO — This is the lunar crater be-
lieved created by a giant meteor impact that also threw
out the tektites, glans objects found on Earth. Tycho is
located in the Moon's southern hemisphere, This photo was






















From Liftoff To Splashdown _
Minute By Minute With Apollo 11
The preliminary flight plan for the Apollo 11 lunar
landing mission calls for touchdown on the Moon at
3:23 p.m. CDT Sunday, July 20.
Nine hours and 54 minutes' later-at 1:17 a.m.
Monday—Apollo 11 Commander Neil A. Armstrong,
38, is to step onto the Moon's surface.
Subject to change, the tentative time line for
Apollo 11 has been announced by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. While the
Command Module Pilot, USAF Lt. Col. Michael
Collins, 38, orbits the Moon, Armstrong and USAF
Col. Edwin E. Aldrin Jr.„ 39, Lunar Module Pilot, will
gather up to 50 pounds of samples of lunar surface
materials for return to Earth.
Here are the estimated times for the sequence of
events from liftoff to splashdown, as provided by
NASA. All times are Central Daylight Time and are
subject to change.
"''T (CDT) EVENT
WEDNESDAY, ,July 16, 1969 
8:32 a.m. Liftoff, Complex 39A, )SC.
11:16 a.m. Tramslunar Injection.
11443. a.m. Command/Service Modules (CSM)
- Separate from third-stage (S-11113)
of Saturn V Launch Vehicle.
CSM docks with Lunar Module (LM).
12:42 p.m. LM ejection from S-IVB.
1:11 p.m. Spacecraft evasive maneuver.
8:16 p.m. Midcourse Correction No. 1.
10:02 p.m. Crew begins nine-hour rest.
11:53 a.m.
THURSDAY July 17, 1969 
11:16 a.m. Midcourse Correction No. 2.
O:2 p.m. Begin 10-hour rest.
2:27 a.m. Midcourse Correction No. 3.
FRIDAY, July 18, 1969 
4:40 p.m. 124 Pilot (Aldrin) opens tunnel





p.m. Commander (Armstrong) enters LM.
p.m. Aldrin returns to CSM.
n.m. Armstrong returns to CSM, closes
hatch
p.m. Begin nine-hour rest.
SATURDAY, July 19, 1969 
7:27 a.m. Midcourse Correction No. 4.
1 2:26 p.m. Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI)
No. 1.
4:41 P.m. Circa/aria. orbit; LOI No. 2.
—6:14 o.m. Aldrin opens .tunnel hatch,
enters LM.
0:21 D.-. Aldrin returns to CSII, closes
hatch.




SUNDAY, July 20, 1969 
6:57 9.111. Aldrin enters LM.
:7:7? man, Armstrong enters LM.
• .-
0:15 s.m. LM landing gear deployed.
SUNDAY, JULY 20 (Cont.)
12:50 p.m. L/4 undocks from CSM.
1:15 D.'. CSM separates from LM.
2:14 p.m. Descent Orbit Insertion.
3:11 P.m. Powered descent to Moon begins.








Armstrong, Aldrin eat: j5
minutes.
Armstrong, Aldrin begin four-
hour rest.
P:423 p.m. CSM fires Service Propulsion
System engine 1 sec. for plane
change.
0 0
D.M. CM Pilot (Collins) in CSM
begins four-hour rest.
•C1 p.m. Armstrong, Aldrin in LM eat:
one hour.
MONDAY. July 21, 1969 
r"'.m.  IX depressurized, hatch opened,
start Extravehicular Activity.
1:17 a.m. Armstrong emerges from LM to
surface as Aldrin operates
camera and TV.
1:27 a.m. Armstrong collects contingency
sample.
1:39 s.c. Aldrin emerges from U4, photo-
graphed by Armstrong.
1:45 sae. Armstrong deploys TV on surface.
1:52 s.c. Aldrin deploys solar wind
collector.
















Both collect documented sample.
Aldrin returns to LM.
Armstrong returns to LC
•
1:47 a.m. Hach closed, enitINA •
4:49 A.m. Open 124 hatch, jettison equip-
ment.
5:12 a.m. Armstrong, Aldrin in LK eat.
5.14 a.m. Collins in CSM begins four-hour
rest.
5:42
KONDAT , JULY 21 (Cont.)
a.m. Armstrong, Aldrin in 124 begin
four-hour 40-minute rest.
10:70 P.m. Armstrong, Aldrin in U4 eat.
10:52 P.M. Collins in CSM eats.
1 2:50 D.M. LM Ascent Stage lifts off from
Noon.
LM insertion in rendezvous
orbit.
12:57 p.m.
1:50 n.m. LK Reaction Control System (RCS)




LI4 RCS burn: Plane change.
LM RCS burn: Constant Delta
Height.
1:34 p.m. LM RCS burn: Terminal phase
initiation (TPI)
1:49 p."'.
4:04 D.M. LM RCS burn: Midcourse 2.
4:14 to Five LK IS braking burns.
40440- p.m.
















TUESDAY, July 22, 1969 
3:50 P.m. Aldrin begins seven-hour rest.
7:20 A.M. Collins begins seven-hour rest.
0:00,P.m. Midcourse Correction No. 5.
1:12 tor. Armstrong begins seven-hour
rest.
11:02 p.m. Aldrin begins seven-hour root.
WEDNESDAY, July 23, 1969 
2:32 a.m. Collins begins seven-hour rest.
2:10 n.m. Midcourse Correction No. 6.
4:32 p.m. Armstrong begins seven-hour
rest.
7;32 p.m. Aldrin begins seven-hour rest.
11:,2- P01...Collins begins seven-hour rest.







Midcourse CorrectIon No. 7.
CM/SM separate.
Reenter Earth atmosphere at





11:45 eam• SIKIn chute deployment.
11:10:1 s.c. Splashdown.
TESTING PLANT LIFE—Behind a "biological barrier" at the
Lunar Receiving Lab in Houston, Forest Service scientists




Apollo 11 astronauts drill their
augers into the lunar surface
intent on obtaining "moon
samples," they could be reach-
ing into a storehouse of
unknown organisms. This
maneuver is scheduled for July
21. _
What, if any, dangers de
moon's micro-organisms may The chances?
hold for man is not known. —The probability is low that
Space scientists have spent anything will be found living
nearly four years studying the there," said Bagby. "But it's
possibilities of the first moon- not ruled down to zero. It's
walkers bringing back strange worth every effort to avoid the
contaminating diseases, slightest chance of catas-
Most of this research has trophe."
gone through the 12-man The result of that philosophy
interagency committee on back is an elaborate system for
contamination. One conclusion protecting the earth against
reached is that no living germs contamination from the astro-
exist on the moon's surface. nauts, and the astronauts from
Even in its spore, or the germs that could follow
dormant, stage—the experts them into lunar module.
believe—a microorganism could According to Bagby, the
hardly make it on a vast, organisms travel by clinging to
exposed tundra seared by dust particles, which will
radiation, pounded by a con- undoubtedly cling to the astro-
stant fusillade of meteors, nauts as they walk near their
alternately frozen and baked by landing site. The landing itself
extreme temperatures and ut- may kick up a cloud of dust
terly lacking an atmosphere. which could cause problems.
But deep inside the lunar soil, Carried By Dust
no one knows. One of those who They will leave their gloves
believes something may be and boots behind with the
living there is Dr. John __E4, --American flag, but when they
Bagby Jr., deputy director of slam down the module hatch,
the National Communicable the dust will be there, each
particle a potential carrier.
"Unfortunately, that's the
best test," Bagby said. "The
astronauts will be the first
guinea pigs. They will breath.
whatever comes into the
spacecraft with them, and their
lungs will be the most moist,
nutritious medium a spore
could want."
From that point, the moon-
walkers begin their painstaking
program of vacuuriAng, brush-
ing, filter-breathing, washing,
travelling through plastic tun-
nels, donning special biochemi-
cal suits, and finally—on their
return to earth—waiting out 21
days in isolation during whicti a
dormant germ could be revived
and begin to grow.
Bagby, and most space
officials, believe strongly en-
ough in their sterilization
program to have approved the
moon voyage without further
additional study. But every
word they utter about possible
"diseases" from the moon is
said with caution. The certain
Proof must come from the
moon itself.
Disease Center in Atlanta and a
member of the "Back Conta-
mination" team.
"Some scientists have theo-
rized," Bagby said, "that they
(the astronauts) might find
water there, frozen of course.
They might find frozen gases,
such as oxygen or hydrogen.
Or, the temperatures might
even be constant.
"Radiation only penetrates a
fraction of an inch," he said.
"You can see what this
suggests. The subterranean
layer of the moon could be an
exact reproduction of the deep
freezes where we store living




On earth, germ spores have
proven their ability to live in
minimal life-supporting condi-
tions—exactly those thought to
exist inside the moon.
"In the spores state, require-
ments for nutrients are zero, or
oxygen almost zero. They can
live indefinitely without the
usual life-support system,"
Bagby said.
In their resistant state, there
is also the possibility the
spores, if they are there, could
seek out the cliffs and crevices
buckled up from the surface by
meteorites. There, too, they
may find safe hiding places
from the life-hazards that
scourge the lunar plains.
Oak Ridge Scientists Predict Dramatic
Differences In Moon, Earth Minerals
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (UPI)—
Scientists, examining materials
brought back later this month
from the moon, expect to find
some dramatic structural dif-
ferences in lunar matter com-
pared to earth minerals.
Robert A. Weeks, one of
three Oak Ridge scientists who
will have roles in examining
moon material brought back by
the astronauts from the Apollo
11 moonshot, said Wednesday
his study will be aimed mainly
at trying to trace the history of
the moon, possibly back through
remote ages of time.
The studies also hope to de-
termine something about the
past history of the sun's radia-
tion.
Others from the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory to take
part in aspects of the lunar
mission are Davis O'Kelley, who
will be concerned with radio-
activity studies, and Michael
G. Hanna, who will be looking
at the materials to see if there
are living organisms on the
moon which might be harful to
man.
Hanna and O'Kelley already
have gone to Houston, while
Weeks will not make the trip
until after the astronauts re-
turn. Another biologist here,
Caroline Gooch, will continue
studies she has been making on
blood sampue chromosomes
from the astronauts.
"We don't expect to find any
chemical differences between
moon materials and earth ma-
terials," said Weeks. "But we
definitely expect to find struc-
tural differences in the atoms
and molecules brought back."
Weeks said that his study is
a four-phase one, dealing with
the transition series of elements
—iron, cobalt, nickel, manga-






indicate the various tempera-
ture cycles through which the
materials have gone.
—Radiation damage effects
from bombardment of the lunar
surface by protons from the
sun.
—Nuclear characteristics of
magnetic resonance to gain
some knowledge of the crysta-
line structure of the materials.
"We hope to learn, among
other things, how many protons
have impacted on the lunar sur-
face from the sun," Weeks said.
Through this study, the scien-
tists expect to learn something
about the past history of radia-
tion from the sun.
"We know, from studies al-
ready made, how much radia-
tion the sun is putting out now,"
Weeks said. A comparison of
the proton bombardment of the
moon through the ages will say
something about whether the
rate of sun radiation has in-
creased or decreased.
Weeks said that the studies
will be made with the use of
vacuum containers, which will
maintain the minerals in rough-
ly the same environment as
they have on the moon surface
from which they will be taken.
Special containers have been
developed at Oak Ridge for the
purpose of gathering and stor-
ing the moon materials which
will be brought back.
One of the principal studies
will involve hydrogen atoms,
which will be examined for
traces of proton bombardment.
Some past studies have been
made using cyclotrons to deter-
mine the effects of protons on
hydrogen atoms.
"Actually, there has been lit-
tle such research even on earth
materials," Weeks said, so com-
parisons may be difficult to
make.
In any case, some 300 scien-
tists will have a hand in the
first study of what comes back
from the moon later this month.
And the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory will play a key role
in the studies.
EARLY ORDER OF BUSINESS — One of the first
chores the Apollo 11 astronauts will perform on the
Moon is the collection of lunar surface samples. Lunar
Module Pilot Edwin E. Aldrin (left) uses a scoop
while Spacecraft Commander Neil A. Armstrong
takes pictures. Picture was taken during practice ses-
sions at Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston.
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT—Astronauts Edwin Aldrin (left) and Neil Armstrong practice
photographing and picking up lunar ir with a special tool in a full-scale simulation of their 1'





















































































































Green Cheese Moon Saying Old As Time
By H. D. QUIGG
UPI Senior Editor
Twenty-four score less eleven
years ago ( the year was 1500)
Erasmus wrote, in Adagia• "He
made his friends believe the
moon to be made of green
cheese," Don't blame Eras-
mus. He didn't start this thing.
It was a proverb long before
he came along. Its origin is lost
in the mists of antiquity. But
the moon might as well have
been—until now—made of green
cheese: the whatnot spread
around about it by the human
race has smelled (including this
pun) to high heaven.
Man has wished upon the
moon eternally—well, certainly
for a rough million years
during which time he envi-
sioned a man-in-the-moon but
gave evidence, instead, of the
eternal moonshine in man.
Moonshine in its meaning of
"nonsense,"that is. Illegal
corn whisky is another matter.)
Footfall on Monday
• Even the first timid footfall
onto that old devil moon by
Astronaut Neil A. Armstrong—
if all goes to schedule—will hold
a harkening to the moon magic
of the Dark Ages. It's due to
happen on July 21, and that's a
Monday—literally moonday or
moon's day (translation of the
Latin lunae dies) in our
planetary week.
A day when in the Middle
Ages there was supposed to be
happiness and peace. However,
if Apollo 11 flubs, the dictionary
tells you there'll be:
"Monday (moonciay) morning
quarterbacking—criticism and
spurious solution of problems
through hindsight."
The Middle Ages have got to
be responsible for "Hey diddle
diddle, the ..." (in which
some varlet started the moon-
spoon rhyme syndrome). This
nursery activism first saw print
about 1765, but there are
references to it as early as
1569. Learned efforts to debrief
its meaning offer no real proof




The Medieval eye saw on the
moon's face a churl (peasant)
with a bundle of faggots on his
back — hence, the following
Chaucerian. man-in-the-moon
usage of an expression of
humorous contempt for far-
fetched and unnecessary fears:
"Quoth Pandarus, thou hast a
full great care lest that churl
may fall out of the moon!"
"The moon's a devil-jester.
"What is the news, good
neighbor, I pray?"
"They say a baloon has gone
up to the moon
And won't be back till a week
from today."
—Nursery rhyme 1305)
who makes himself too free,"
wrote Vachel Lindsay, "some-
times he is in my heart and
sometimes in the sea; then
tides are in my heart and tides
are in the sea ..."
Vessels were launched forth
to battle in ancient days
according to the tide. And
always the moon has crated a
tide in the affairs of men. Even
to coming between them and
the sun.
A solar eclipse was predicted
by the great Grecian astrono-
mer Tholes of Miletus for May
28, 585 B.C. He was right. It
happened that on this day the
Median army and the powerful
Lydian army under Alyattes
( Croesus's old man) were
locked in deadly embrace when
the eclipse scared the literal
daylights out of the battlefield.
They made peace apace, set up
a boundary, and went homel
Mark Twain made use of
shot-calling in total sun eclipses
in his "Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court" when the
Yankee, about to be done in by
the Arthurians, remembered—
without a computer—that an
eclipse was due within the hour.
He warned he was going to blot
out the sun. The moon came
through, and he became magi-
cian Merlin's chief of staff.
Vachel Lindsay's "he" moon
differs with the sex bestowed
by most all other literary
lights, including Shelley: "That
orbed maiden with white fire
laden, Whom mortals call the
moon." Or Sir Patrick Spens:
"Late late yestreen I saw the
new moone Wi the said moone
in her arme ..."
The Babylonians of 5000 years
ago, though, worshiped a very
male moon god, named Sin (no
connection with the mosern
usage of the word), as "lord of
wisdom," who wore a crescent
above his horned tiara and
flowing beard. The moon god
was most important in Arabia
and Western Asia.
By the time the Greeks got
wordy, the moon was all
female. Her name was Selen,
and she was worshiped at the
new and full phases. Selene
remains in the language.
"Selenic" is an adjective for
relating to the moon, and the
Apollo 11 twosome will be the
first on-scene selenologists,
gathering samplings.
The moon and romance are
one. It is inconceivable that the
young man could recount
without moon-help the night
when "on the banks the pale
moon shone, And it was from
Aunt Dinah's quilting party I
was seeing Nellie home ..."
launching himself midstream
into a hogwash of barbershop
harmony that once engulfed the
land.
Moon in Song
One genius of this genre got
into poetic perigee with a
. running start of "By the light
of the silvery moon," coasted
gloriously and without break
through "spoon," "croon,"
"tune," "honeymoori,' aM-
"June," and splashed down
with "silvery beams ... love's
dreams ... soon ... moon."
Shakespeare injected a cau-
tious note, among the first-
team bards: -"0, swear not by
the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly chingss in her
circled orb, Lest that thy love
prove likewise variable."
The jilted feeling was honed
to classic finality by Dorothy
Parker: "The sun's gone dim
and The moon's turned black,
For I loved him and He didn't
love back."
In the hands of literature, the
moon does various clidoes. She
ambles: "Slowly, silently now
the moon walks the night in her
silvery shoon." Even cavorts:
"... where danced the moon
on Monan's rill." For Poe, she
perspires: "An opiate vapor,
dewey, dim, Exhales from out
her golden rim."
She sails like a ship: "The
moon was a ghostly galleon
Tossed upon cloudy seas,"
(Alfred Noyes). dozes: "How
sweet the moonlight sleeps
upon this bank." (Shake-
speare).
And pretties up the place:
"Oh, the moonlight's fair
tonight along the Wabash ..."
This Paul Dresser ditty swept
the country and by 1913 had
become the state song of
Indiana. Another Indiana poet,
Cole Porter, sang of "A trip to
the moon on gossamer wings."
King Fails
Science fiction may start with
ancient Persian legends, undat-
ed, about a king who sought the
moon by capturing young
eagles, feeding them to lion
strength, and taking off by
fastening them to a throne with
legs of lamb hung above for
TO DISPEL A MYTH?—Is it really peen cheese? The moon
rose beckoningly above the Saturn rocket preparing to send
three earthmen up to find out. —UPI Telephoto
each to seek. He crashed.
The great man who stood
alone in fictive space travel for
centuries was Lucian of Samo-
sta, a Greek sophist, who in the
second century A.D. described
a sailing vessel that was wafted
skyward by a whirlwind,
reached the moon, explored it,
found dwellers called Hippogypi
who rode on three-headed
vultures with feathers bigger
than a ship mast.
It was Marcus Tullius Cicero
(106-43 B.C.), Roman states-
man, scholar, and writer, who
decided the moon plays bass in
the music of the spheres. In his
-Scipio's Dream" the dreamer
realizes the universe consists of
nine moving globes including
the planets, sun, and moon,
Tth the earth at the center:
"The motion creates a harmony
... and nature has given a bass
note to the lowest and slow-- orb
of the moon."
The classic idea always was
of the earth as a unique place
in the center of the universe.
Plutarch (A.D. 46-120) got to
mooning around about the
heavens and believed the moon
might jesemble the earth. Most
scientists of the day said he
was kind of a nut and should
stick to biography.
Anyhow, it was not till Apollo
that any eyes ever viewed the
moon's backside. Which evokes
the old lunar lament: "Whenev-
er I see you, I think in my




(UPI)—One of the first tasks
facing Apollo 11 astronaut Neil
A. Armstrong when he reaches
the surface of the moon on foot
will be to collect what the
space agency calls a "contigen-
cy sample."
The sample assures that
some lunar dirt and rock
fragments will come back to
earth in a pocket on the left leg
of Armstrong's space suit.
Astronauts Indebted To Jules Verne's Science-Fiction Of 100 Years Ago
By H. D. qUIGG
UPI Senior Editor
A century ago an amazing
white-bearded Frenchman
penned the final pages of a two-
volume saga, accurate almost
to a fault within the limits of
the scientific knowledge then
available, of an imaginary
voyage to the moon. Astronauts
today are deeply in his debt.
Near the end, in a spectacu-
lar of prescience, Jules Verne
wrote:
"Shall we ever live to see
direct communication esta-
blished with the moon? If
we only reflect a moment on
the audacious go-aheadiveness
of the Yankee ... we shal
easily conclude that the Ameri-
can people will never rest
quietly until they have pushed
to its last result and to every
logical consequence the as-
tounding step ..."
Verne's science-fiction, read
now, is hauntingly familiar
procedure. His launch was from
Florida, about 140 miles from
Cape Kennedy. The site was
selected after a roaring two-
state fight: Texas wanted it
near what is now the U.S.
Manned Spacecraft Center.
Not only did Verne send up,
like the Apollo program, three
astronauts. Not only did they on
a close pass find the lunar
surface "dreary, inhospital,
unearthly." But he brought
them to a safe splashdown, like
Apollo, in the Pacific and had
them pieked up by a U.S. naval
vessel.
"From the Earth to the
Moon," published in 1865, takes
the reader to launch and into
space. "All Ardlind the Moon"
resumes the story, and the
voyagers get within about 29
miles of the moon after having
been thrown off course by a big
meteor. Verne doesn't let them
land because he has shot them
from earth with a 900-foot-long
cannon doesn't know how to
land them gently or, chiefly,
htw to get them off again.
Scientifically, that is. Most of
his literary predecessors and
successors had no such com-
punctions. H. G. Wells, the
British historian and novelist,
excited the reading world in
1898 with "War of the Worlds, a
story of a Martian invasion of
earth. He followed it in 1901
with "First Men in the Moon."
This was the story of a moon
landing—which fictionists for
centuries had been schieving by
various dodges. Wells used an
antigravity substance to move
the spacecraft and found
insectlike creatures living un-
derground. Verne, unlike most
writers before him, presumed
the moon to be lifeless and
barren.
Early in his story, Verne says
"The Yankees, the best mecha-
nics on earth, are natural born
engineers" and had surpassed
Europeans in gunnery. This
was a fortunate postulate,
considering that 900-foot cannon
which Verne pointed straight up
on a hill just outside Tampa.
Verne's spaceship, named the
Colurnbiad, weighs about 20,000
pounds, has foot-thick alumin-
um walls—"It was the first
time aluminum had ever been
obtained in such an immense
mass"—is "lined with a thick
padding of leather," has a
circumferential seat, gas for
tight and heat and chemically
supplied air.
The Apollo vehicle is 13 by 33
feet—Verne's 9 by 15. The
Columbiad projectile is fired on
Dec. 1 at 10:46:40 p.m., and
Murphy, the engineer, does a
countdown on the last 40
seconds worthy of NASA's--
except that he does a countup,
ending at 40, and "Fire!"
And entirely familiar to
today's sophisticated space-
watchers—but calculated to
leave the 14—'4% reader agape
—is the Verne crew's discovery
"that their bodies were abso-
lutely without weight ... their
arms fully extended. Their feet
no longer on the floor ... they
looked like drunken men trying
to maintain the perpendicular."
One Verne achievement must
come as a shocker to NASA.
The Colurnbiad got off and back
without one previous test shot.
•
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The Moonshot And The Law —
By BRUCE W. MUNN
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)—
Astronauts Neil A. Armstrong
and Edwin E. ALdrin cannot
claim the moon for the United
States by planting the stars and
stripes on its surface.
The moon belongs to every-
one, under terms of a 1967
international treaty subscribed
to by the United States, the
Soviet Union and more than 80
other countries.
The Apollo 11 flight will be
the first application of major
provisions to the law, which
provides celestial bodies are for
the use of all mankind and
governs man's exploration of
space.
The treaty also bans use of
extraterrestrial bodies for mili-
tary purposes and imposes
some specific restrictions on
exploration which will become
applicable with later, more
ambitious, moon missions.
Monumental Foresight
Although there are many
questions of space law not yet
covered by any international
agreements, the ratification of
the Treaty on Outer Space on
Oct. 10, 1967, represented
monumental foresight: for the
first time international law was
in force by the time technology
created a problem.
The Outer Space Treaty
provides:
"Outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies,
is not subject to national
appropriation by claim of
sovereignty, by means of use or
occupation, or by any other
means.
-The exploration and we of
outer space, fiicluding the moon
and other celestial bodies, shall
be carried out for the benefit of
and .in The interests of all
countries, irrespective of their
degree of economic or scientific
development, and shall be the
province of all mankind.
"Outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies,
shall be free for exploration
and use by all states without
discrimination of any kind, on a
basis of equality and in
accordance with international
law, and there shall be free
access to all areas of celestial
bodies.
"There shall be freedom of
scientific investigation in outer
space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies, and
states shall facilitate and
encourage international cooper-
ation in such investigation."
U.S. Flag on Moen
Congress voted that only a
U.S. flag might be carried to
the moon by the Apollo 11
astronauts, but stipulated that
this would not constitute a
territorial claim.
Congress porhibited the car-
rying of a United Nations flag
to the moon, although four
years ago Col. James McDivitt
and Maj. Edward H. White, the
first American to walk in
space, carried a small U.N.
banner, which had survived the
Korean War, into orbit.
They presented the U.N. flag
to Secretary General Thant and
it now hangs in the living room
of his home.
The question of sovereignty
over the moon was raised 10
years ago, when a Soviet Lunik
fired a capsule from space and
hit the moon. The Soviets never
pressed a claim of ownership.
Actually, U.S. spacemen
doubt that the Soviet pennants
and space symbol ever could be
found. From the distance the
capsule was fired, they calcu-
late that it buried itself deep
into the lunar surface.
Moscow was a prime mover
in negotiating the moon pact,
which has the grandiloquent
title of "Treaty of Principles
Governing the Activities of
States in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space, the MOON
AND Other Celestial Bodies."
Proposal Approved
Sir Leslie Munro of New
Zealand, president of the
General Assembly in 1957,
probably was the first to
mention the need for a on
treaty, but no move toward
negotiating one was made until
May, 1966, when President
Lyndon B. Johnson proposed
such a pact. U.S. Ambassador
Arthur J. Goldberg put John-
son's proposal to,- Kurt Wald-
heim of Austria, chairman of
the U.N. Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space,
on May 9, 1966. Three weeks
later Soviet Ambassador Niko-
lai T. Fedorenko filed a similar
letter from his foreign minister,
Andrei Grothyko.
The next months, both
Moscow and Washington put
before the committee for
negotiation a list of points each
though( should be included in
the treaty, and the final pact
was approved by the General
Assembly unanimously on Dec.
19, 1966. Instruments of ratifi-
cation, putting it into effect,
were deposited in Washington,
Moscow and London the follow-
ing October.
Legal Problems
Despite the treaty's farsight-
ed provisions, legal problems
about space remain. Among
them:
The liability for damage
caused by objects launched into
space.
Utilization of space and its
resources, especially concerning
the various forms of communi-
cations.
Rules for navigation and
possibly control and registra-
tion of objects launched, and
so-called -space garbage"—
rocket stages and other objeCts
left in nonfunctional permanent
orbit — —
An appropriate definition of
outer space itself.
As of now, there is no
provision for establishing liabili-
ty and obtaining compensation
for death, injury or damage
caused by falling space objects
or the collision of them and
aircraft or other space craft,
or is there any rule or
enforcement mechanism to
cover exploitation or abuses in
the use of space communica-
tions by nations or commercial
interests—such matters as pir-
ate broadcasts or .damage
resulting from faulty naviga-
tional or meteorological trans-
missions.
These aspects of space law
are expected to evolve slowly.
Meanwhile, there is great
comfort to be taken from the
existence of laws guaranteeing
the international character of
celestial bodies.
The moon pact is a direct
diplomatic descendant of the
1959 treaty on Antarctica which
guaranteed the use of the great
southern continent for peaceful
purposes only, banned nuclear
tests there and encouraged
scientific cooperation.
Space science has come a
long way since the German
buzz bombs were launched
against Britain in World War
II. And law has kept pace with
technology, assuring that the
.fr
new worlds opened up by men
such as the Apollo 11 astronauts
will be used for the benefit of
all mankind, not a privileged
few.
DIAGRAM LOCATES the landing site on the Moon for the Apollo 11 in ,July. The _photo
was made from the Apollo 10 during its f19-mile circular orbit of .the lunar surface.
Will Man's Flight To The Moon Find
Reldtion Between God And Space?
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Relion Writer
Will man, in traveling to the
moon and beyond, find anything
that will confirm or discredit
belief in God?
That question has been asked
since the early days of the
space age and is sure to come
in for renewed discussion when
men land on the moon.
- Its persistence suggests that
Bishop John Robinson was right
in saying, in his best-selling
book "Honest to God," that
many people even in this
enlightened era have extremely
naive and anthropomorphic
conceptions of God.
In order to think that space
travel could furnish any
evidence for or against the
existence of God, a person must
conceive of God as an objective
entity located at some specific
point "out there" in space.
Total Misunderstanding
This total misunderstanding
of what the theistic religions
mean when they speak of God
is held not only by some
believers but also by many
atheists.
One of the first Soviet
cosmonauts, the late Yuri
Gagarin, returned from space
confirmed in his atheism
because he saw no physical
evidence of God while whirling
around 100 miles above the
earth.
Gagarin's public comments
on the matter prompted a
Christian theologian, the late C.
S. Lewis, to say:
-Looking for God by explor-
ing space is like reading all
Shakespeare's plays in the hope
that you will find Shakespeare
in one of them. Shaketi0eare in
one sense is present et every
moment in every play. But he
is never present in the same
way ai Falstaff or Lady
Macbeth.
God as Author
"If God does exist, he is
related to the universe more as
an author is related to a play
than as one object in the
universe is related to another.
"If God created the universe,
he created space-time, which is
to the universe as the meter is
to a poem or the key is to
music. To look for him as one
item within the framework
which he himself invented is
nonsensical."
The three great theistic
religions—Christianity, Judaism
and Islam—are united in the
affirmation that God transcends
space and time, and is equally
present in all parts of the
universe from the tiny planet
called earth to the remotest
galaxy.
Personal Spirit
They also teach that God is
not an objective entity to be
seen, touched, weighed or
measured, but a personal spirit
who communicates his reality
to men through personal
encounters with them in the
innermost depths of their minds
and spirits, through historical
events, and through the testi-
mony of a material universe in
whose ordered regularity scien-
tists discover something anala-
gous=although infinitely super-
ior to—human intelligence.
It was their awe at the
majesty and scope of the
universe that prompted three
American astronauts to read
the 1st Chapter of Genesis in
their broadcast from a lunar
orbit last Christmas Eve.
The immensity of the
universe, which moved the
astronauts to reverence, is
disturbing to others who would
like to believe in God but find it
hard to stretch their imagina-
tions to conceive of a deity who
is the ground of all being.
Ail Scottish theologian, the
Rev. Dr. Geddes MacGregor,
points out that the size of the
universe really has no bearing
on the question of God's
existence.
"What is astonishing about
the universe is not that it
should be as large as astrono-
mers have discovered it to be,"
he says. "'The puzzle is that
anything exists at all."
In other words, the fun-
damental philosophical question
is why there is something
instead of nothing.
God is religion's answer to
that question. And the answer
becomes more rather than less
meaningful as man ventures

















































Forest Service researchers go-
ing to the moon? Not yet. But
scientists from the Southern
Forest Experiment Station pre-
pare at the Lunar Receiving
Laboratory in Houston, Texas,
to perform vital tests when
earth's • first travellers return
from a lunar landing—possibly
later this year. The laboratory
is a -part of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administra-
tion's Manned Spacecraft Center
in Houston.
USDA's Forest Service scient-
ists must show that there is no
nonearth pathogen harmful to
plant life in powdered lunar
rock materials collected by the
astronauts And they will meas-
ure other effects of lunar ma-
terials on plants in a series of
tests now being set up in the-
botanical section of NASA's Lu-
nar Receiving Laboratory ILRLI.
Dr. Charles H. Walkinshaw, Jr.,
previously research plant path-
ologist from the Southern Sta-
tion's Gulfport, Mississippi, lab-
oratory, is stationed in the bo-
tanical section of thei LRL and
will conduct the tests. He is
being assisted by Dr. John A.
Vozzo from the Southern Sta-
tion's Stoneville, Mississippi,
laboratory. A USDA scientist
from Agricultural Research
Service will screenithe effects of
lunar rock materials on insects.
Not to be overlooked is the
danger of earthlings contazein-
sting the moon. There, in a vac..
uum under ultraviolet radiation,
it is coneeivable that an earthly
virus could find protection and
moisture under a rock and run
rampant.
What will a little moon dust
do to your tomato plants? Prob-
-ablr--nothingr But to find out,
four types of botanical tests will
be made to determine the Apollo
mission's goals concerning ef-
fects of lunar materials on
earth's plant life.
First, crushed or powdered
moon rock will be added to the
cultures of four species of algae
grown in sterile (free from other
forms of life) culture in liquid
Algae are considered important




of many animal species and are
important suppliers of oxygen in
the sea and on land. Sterilized
lunar materials will be added
to some, earth materials to oth-
ers, and nothing to some. Then
all will be studied for compara-
tive effects on growth and struc-
ture.
A second type of testing will
deal with germination of sur-
face-sterilized seeds known to be
free of internal pathogens and
organisms Seeds are first de-
hulled, washed carefully, sur-
face-sterilized by a variety of
disinfectants, and then re-
washed and placed on substrate
for germination. The seeds will
be directly exposed during their
germination to the powdered
materials from the moon. To
leave no doubts about the an-
swer, the list of plants for the
tests covers a vast variety in-
cluding potato, tomato, tobac-
co, cabbage, onion, beans, slash
pine, sugarcane, and fern. Most
of the plants are directly impor-
tant to man's survival or are
chosen because they are well
established as test plants.
A third type of testing is for
analyzing microbes that may at-
tack growing plants. In this
series plants of 13 species will be
exposed by rubbing the leaves
with the moon-rock powder in a
suspended form, then pouring
the excess at the base of the
plant. This will measure both
toxic and pathogenic effects.
The fourth test will be en-
pos in g plant tissue cultures—
masses of growing cells—to the
powdered materials fromth
moon. These cell masses provide
a useful system for reinforcing
findings of the three other tests.
They are sterile or free from
contamination, are sensitive to
toxins, and will detect pathogens
that invade the cell masses as
well as the media on which they
are grown.
Suspicious results from any of .
the tests will become grounds
for more detailed investigations.
Welcome Home
Elaborate plans are being
made to handle every detail of
MOON FORESTRY—Forest Service scientist Dr.
Charles H. Walkinshaw Jr. works within a sealed
cabinet preparing to test effects-of grotind particles 
of
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LUNAR RECEIVING LAB—That's the building in right foreground, a vital part of NASA's
Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston. Earth's first travellers to the moon will remain in
quarantine there behind a "biological barrier" for ri days.
the return of the Apollo crew.
A reception unlike any accorded
other astronauts will await their
splash down in the Pacific. They
will stay in their capsule while
an aircraft carrier cautiously
maneuvers alongside and hoists
the spacecraft to the flight deck.
Instead of stepping out on the
flight deck they will wait until
a clear plastic tunnel is extended
from the door of a special trailer-
like van on the flight deck and
attached over the exit of the
capsule.
In the tunnel, they will be
welcomed by just two men—an
engineer and a doctor. They
will enter the van, and the car-
rier will head for the nearest
port with a large airport. There
the van, with the three astro-
nauts and their companions in-
side, will be hitched to a truck
and pulled to the Manned Space-
craft Center. The truck will stop
at a low-lying building set slight-
ly apart from the others—the
Lunar Receiving Laboratory.
The astronauts, engineer, and
doctor will pass through another
plastic tunnel into a kind of
benevolerii prison where they
will remain for 21 days in quar-
antine.
The quarters that will house them are separated
from the rest of the world by what is known as a
"biological barrier." Nothing will be allowed to
escape into the atmosphere without being purified.
Even the air the astronauts have breathed will be
filtered and treated as it passes through the air-
conditioning system of the LRL. The pressure inside
quarters will be slightly lower than normal, so that
if there is a sudden rupture of some sort, such as a
broken window, the air will flow in, not out. Tech-
nicians and doctors may enter the quarters, but they
must stay until the 21-day quarantine is lifted.
Actually, tests will begin long before the astro-
nauts reach the laboratory. The men will be exam-
ined immediately in the van aboard ship. Blood
samples will be passed through an airlock and flown
to the laboratory for immediate analysis. In addi-
tion, the sealed suitcase size containers carrying
samples from the moon will be retrieved from the
capsule and flown to the moon lab immediately.
They will be flown in separate planes for thesame
reason that the President and Vice-President don't
fly in the same airplane.)
At the lab the outsides of the boxes will be puri-
fied by ultra-violet light and a disinfecting acid
bath, then rinsed in sterile water, dried by sterile
nitrogen, and movtd into a vacuum chamber. Reach-
ing inside, with arms and hands' encased in the
gloves of a modified space suit, the scientists will
open the containers.
Some of the samples will be passed down to the






COLLECTING MOON SAMPLES — Apollo 11
Spacecraft Commander Neil A. Armstrong places
lunar samples in the return container during a
lunar surface practice session at the Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston. Lunar Module Pilot
Edwin E. Aldrin is at right of the spacecraft:
feet in the earth and as additionally surrounded
by 5 feet of concrete and 3 feet of dunite, a mineral
with almost no radioactivity. The small work chani-
ber itself is shielded by 8 inches of lead.
Particles of moon rock will be ground up, di-
luted, and mixed in a centrifuge. Some of the ma-
terial will be tested on living cells, including those
taken from fish and mammals.
Others will be introduced to plant life—and
here the Forest Service comes into the action.
Plants for Moon Tests
The botanical program will be conducted within
three distinct facilities, Dr. Walkinshaw explains.
First is the cabinet system, a quarantine area within
the sample laboratory. In these sterile cabinets the
actual experiments will be performed—the plants
will be exposed to lunar samples.
Second is the support laboratory, where plants
are grown and prepared for the cabinets. Also, tests
will be conducted here on killed and fixed plant
materials that have been removed from the
cabinets.
Third is the plant holding colony, which
maintains a back-up supPly. of germ-free plants
for experiments in the cabinets. Here also a
selected number of plants that havz been ex-
posed to lunar materials will be hekl for ex-
tended periods and examined after the release
of moctn rock samples to universities around
the world. These will remain in quarantine




Flying Almost A Religion With
Commander Of Apollo 11 Flight
By H.D. QUIGG
SEABROOK, Tex. (UPI)—
'Neil worships flight. It's
almost a religion with him. He
grew up that way. He gets
reverential when we talk about
the Wright brothers. He carried
a piece from the Wright
Brothers Museum on Gemini 8,
which to him was a bit akin to
carrying a piece of the True
Cross.
"He's one of those kids who
rode his bicycle out to the little
grass airport of his little home
town every day—julst like in
the movies.
"And he's a great, great
pilot. He showed his tremen-
dous ability on Gemini 8 in 1966
as command pilot 'When the No.
8 thruster stuck open, and he
began rotating, tumbling out of
control, once a second. That's
pulling about six G's.
"He had one hell of a time
getting that thing stopped. I
thought sure we were going to
lose 'em. It was the first—and
only—space emergency. Pilots
have nine lives. Neil's used up
several of his.
"He bailed out of a shot-up
Navy jet in Korea when he was
21 years old. Another time, he
clipped a Chinese metal-cable
boobytrap between two hills
and lost a wingtip but babied
the plane safely to the aircraft
carrier. And he flew 78 combat
missions and tet Urea air
medals out there.
Intense Mood
-And that crash of the lunar
landing vehicle here a year ago
—he was 60 feet from death. He
ejected just right. He could
have ejected himself into the
ground. Once in a while he gets
into such an intense mood over
flying that he stutters. And he's
a driver on the crew. He will
not go out, to parties and such,
when he's training.
"But he can get in a lighter
frame of conduct—be a real
swinger."
This is an associate in the
manned space program talking
about Neil Alden Armstrong,
the small town boy who is man
of the hour—and century,
perhaps, as the long run of
history goes—as commander of
Apollo 11.
The whole life of this surface-
shy but iron-fist-bossy airman
seems to have been pointed by
personal bent plus the breaks of
fate toward skippering man's
landing on the moon.
This is the boy who, when he
was in the first grade in
Wapakoneta, Ohio, (Pop. 7,200—
and only 60 miles north of the
Wright brothers' Dayton) was
sitting on the kitchen floor and
asked "Mama, is there really a
Santa Claus?" His mother,
Viola, says she told him the
truth and that he pondered for
20 minutes and then said
sweetly:
"I guess it's that way with
the Easter bunny too, mom,
huh:"
Having thought it all out, he
turned to books and model
airplanes, rebuilt a real air-
plane, and got his pilot's license
on his 16th birthday—before he
had a driver's license. Since'
then he has flight-tested the
F100, F101, F102, F104, F5D,
B47, the Paraglider, the X-1
rocket plane, and he became
Nell A. Armstrong
In Love With Flight
famed piloting for NASA at
Edwards Air Force Base the X-
15 which on one flight he took
at 4,000 miles per hour to
262,000 feet, qualifying for
astronaut's wings before being
one.
Hobby's Flying
He has a hobby. It's flying.
He is co-owner of a light plane,
but his main delight is soaring
—piloting engineless sail planes,
which are like gliders except
that the sport is to maneuver
them up, not down—and he's in
the top 10 per cent in that
international sport.
A reporter asked if his wife
Jan had any hobbies or outside
interests and was told: "She
better have—her husband is in
the air all the time."
Janet Shearon Armstrong has
dark black hair cut short in a
flat, boyish style, has taught
synchronized (water ballet)
swimming to astronauts' daugh-
ters for years, and this year
she started taking pilot train-
this last sounds like the
can't-beat-'em-join-'em philoso-
phy, that's not right. Jan
Armstrong's father owned an
airplane, and she began riding
with him at age 6. She has
always said that when her
younger son, Mark, turned 6 she
was going to go out and learn
flying. He has and she is.
"Jan u literate, intelligent—
of all the astronaut's wives I've
known she's the smartest,"
says a woman technical space
writer. She knows more about
the NASA program technically
than I do. She cares passionate-
ly about the program. I think
she would even if Neil weren't
an astronaut. Any husband's
got to be flattered when a wife
asks him intelligent questions.
At the Edwards base in
California, the Arrnstrongs had
their great personal tragedy.
They lost a daughter, 5,
through illness.
"The tragedy seems to have
welded them once and for all,"
says a friend. "The daughter,
though, was close enough in age
to their son Ricky that they
were playmates, and Jan was
afraid it might have a long
effect on him. He really missed
her."
Ricky (Eric) now is 12, an
authority on baseball, and a
passionate Dodger fan from his
California years. He's a sturdy
towhead, with braces on his
teeth, who walks like his father
—shoulders back, body straight,
chin level. His science teachers
calls him a "sharpie," as was
his father in science.
Neil, Jan, their two boys and
their dog who is "definitely
part of the family" live in a
brick two-story home, fronted
by a tiny grove of narrow-
trunked pin oaks and elms, in
El Lego (pop. 1,011), one of the
communities around the space
center.
-A Little Shy
When you talk with Arm-
strong for the first time, he
strikes you as boyish, friendly,
and a little shy. In an interview
with UPI, he sat on a stool with
knees wide apart, grinning a
lot, lopsidedly to the right
corner of his mouth. His
generaous mouth has smile
lines running from its edges to
the base of his nose. He
watches his hands while he talks,
head tilted a bit to the left.
Q. Are you most cOncerned
about the lunar landing or the
liftoff?
A. A couple of years ago I
would have said the landing
because the ascent scheme
involves the very simplest type
of rocket engines. Yet, we've
had more trouble with develop-
ment of the simple ascent
engine than with the descent
one. The descent is a good bit
more difficult, it's true, than
the ascent, but you have more
ways out of difficulty should
you encounter it. I'd have to
give them about an equal
—balance. 
Q. What do you think you'll
be thinking as you go out that
hatch?
A. I would say that my
concern will be with the
rudimentary problems of main-
Wiling body control and being
able to get my feet on that
ladder successfully.. If there's
any difficult part, it's getting
out the hatch and over the
corner of the porch down onto
the ladder. I think we know
how pretty well, but it's a fairly
tricky maneuver and I think all
our thoughts are going to be on
doing that job at that time.
Q. You once said you wanted
the whole crew remembered,
instead of your being remem-
bered as the man who set foot
on the moon first.
A. It's more than that, it's a
national effort—but there are a
few thousand who have been
there working till midnight
when the rest went home at 5
or 6 o'clock...dedicated, doing
300 per cent of their share.
They're the ones I hope will
share equally in the credit.
Neil was appointed the first
civilian astronaut in 1962. In
1963 their home here burned
destroying all their pictures of
their lost daughter and all of
Neil's carefully saved flight
magazines from the drugstore
where he worked as a kid in
Wapakoneta.
Worked for Lessons
That boyhood already has
become well known—Eagle
Scout, the inscription under his
picture in the high school
yearbook: "He thinks, he acts,
'tis done," the blunderbuss of a
baritone horn he played in the
school jazz combo, the work in
the drugstore to pay for the
flight lessons at what is now
Neil Armstrong Airport.
INTO THE WILD, WILD YONDER— It's a fainll
yid well-rehearsed picture: three space-suit
astronauts leaving training headquarters for thi
'Buzz' Aldrin, Who Seemed To Have Every
By H.D. QUIGG
SEABROOK, Tex. (UPI)—
The young man seemed to have
everything in his chosen
profession—West Point honor
graduate, Distinguished Flying
Cross with oak leaf cluster, 66
combat missions in Korea with
two .MlGs shot down and one
damaged—but at the age of 33,
his blond hair already thinning
alarmingly, he was back in
school. Space had him hooked.
It was 1963. Buzz Aldrin—the
nickname came when he was
born in Montclair, N.J., and one
of his sisters called him baby
buzzer instead of brother—was
in the famed Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, boning
for a doctorate.
His late mother's maiden
name was Moon. His cracker-
jack flying father had been a
pal of Orville Wright and a
pupil and friend of the great
Dr. Robert H. Goddard, the
fathag of modern rocketry who
took dead theoretical aim at the
moon. And besides, as his dad
says: "Buzz is a very
determined young man—but he
uses his brain."
Dissertation Dedication
Writing the dissertation that
won him a doctor of science
degree in astronautics, he
dedicated it to "the men in the
astronaut program.. .oh that I
were one of them." The
dissertation on manned orbital
rendezvous and docking became
a textbook for the type of
This is a rather gross
appraisal of Edwin Eugene
Aldrin Jr., 39, Col. USAF, DSC.
_MIS., honorary D. SC. Adol-
phus College and Clark Univ.,
elder and lay reader Webster,
Tex., Presbyterian Church,
Scout merit badge councellor,
holder of record 51/2 hours
outside a spacecraft (Gemini
12), 32nd Degree Mason—and
rendezvous used in Gemini-
Apollo, and if it doesn't work in
Apollo 11 the determined young
man will not be back on earth.
"Buzz must have been a test-
tube baby," says an acquain-
tance in the space program,
with a smile. "Everything he
does seems to run to a certain
prescribed formula. He can be,
after a time, a perfectly
reasonable person at a party—
if he decides to. But it's an
honest rendering he's giving of
his pedantic turn of mind if he
doesn't seem always to be one
of the guys. He is pedantic. The
other pilots call him Dr.
Rendezvous because of is
doctoral dissertation.
"Next, after pedanticisrn, is
the West Point disciplinary and
order thing. It's a good thing he
married the outgoing and
theater-oriented Joan—as a
balance. They are poles apart,
the brilliant actress and this
disciplined, orderly man.
"Buzz may not be part of the
camaraderie. But I'll tell you
something. He is one hell of an
engineer."
propietor of the finest scientific
brain that ever left this earth
At a party, he will stand
smoking his ever-lit corncob
pipe and looking amused. But,
as a friend says, "fellows
who've been around him know
that when old Buzz has a
couple of drinks he'll open the
hangar doors and he's the one
that starts the conversation..."
Buzz was voted "most likely
to succeed" by his Montclair
High School graduating class of
1947. At West Point, he was No.
1 in his class the first year. At
this point, says his father, Col.
Edwin E. Aldrin (USAF re-













































ILD, WILD YONDER— It's a familiar
earsed picture: three space-suited
wing training headquarters for their
launch vehicle. But this time it was for real; the moon
lay ahead. Left to right are Edwin Aldrin, Michael
Collins and Neil Armstrong. —UPI Telephoto
Poll* (9)
Everyone Was Pulling For 'Mike'
Collins Following His Operation
By H.D. QUIGG
SEABROOK, Tex. (UPI)—
The day before scheduled
Apollo 11 splashdown is the
first anniversary of an event
crucial in the life of Lt. Col.
Michael Collins, USAF, a
martini-fancying, practical-jok-
ing, former Army brat who
likes German shepherd dogs
and hybrid roses almost as
much as he does fishing and
handball.
On July 23, 1968, he
underwent an operation for
removal of a bone spur in his
spine. It was unknown what the
surgery might do to his career
as a moon-questing astronaut.
What it did do immediate*, was
scrub hlin-frOtii the crew of the
first moon voyage last Christ-
mas.
For three months afterwards,
he wore a high jury-collar—the
surgery Was on a neck vertebra
—and traipsed the manned
spacecraft center corridors
turning his whole body instead
of his head. On final recovery
he threw pimself into making
up time. lie did it.
Pull For Him
One thing is sure: Anyone
who knew him was pulling for
him. This becomes quickly
apparent when one enters the
space community here.
-Everybody loves Mike,"
says one acquaintance. "He and
his wife Pat are two of the
greatest. They are so close
together. He's a big family
man. And he whomps up some
pretty good gourmet meals
himself."
Says a woman acquaintance,
-If anybody ever put a
marriage on a blackboard—this
would be a model one. When
Have Everything, Hooked By Space
the finest scientific
rer left this earth.
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tired) of Brielle, N.J.—who at
73 still holds a flying license-1
suggested he slow down and get
better acquainted with his
classmates." So Buzz did. And
graduated only third in a class
of 475.
The father was proudest of
Buzz when he was 13 and
Colonel Aldrin was called to the
Pacific in World War II: "I
told him he was the man of the
house now, and he stood
straight and tall and listene-
d...and that summer he went
right out and got himself a
summer job.''
At West Point, Buzz pole-
vauled 13-feet-9 inches using the
now outmoded bamboo pole.
"He was slow growing up, and
he was always concerned with
building himself up physically,"
his father says. Buzz is now 5
feet 10, 165 pounds, blue-eyed—
a bald-fringe blond father of
three blond children, Michael,
13; Janice, 12 next month, and
Andrew, 11.
Aldrin is a compact chunk of
man with a very square jaw
who sits almost unbelievably
still when talking to you, his
already ruddy face flushing a
bit more when he laughs, his
steel blue eyes fixed directly on
you. He has a "pilot look"
countenance.
Three Rings
Occasionally, if he wants ,to
think about a response to a
question, he rests chin In hand
and then answers slowly and
deliberately. During a UPI
interview, he wore a West Point
ring on his left hand and two
gold bands on his right: "This
one was given me by Joan at
our wedding time, the other is
a 32nd Degree Masonic worn by
my grandfather Arnold Moon—
and then by my mother until
she passed away."
Q. How do your physical
capabilities match with Arm-
strong's, and have there been
any philosophical differences in
your approaches to training for
EVA (extravehicular activity—
moonwalking)? You go in for
athletics and he doesn't.
A. I think they seem to
match quite well. We've both
had difficulties performing cer-
tain tasks in EVA until we
learned how. And we've both
found certain tasks to be fairly
easy.
Q. Do you disagree over any
points?
A. We've worked together on
the Apollo 8 backup crew,
shared common concerns for
the way navigation was carried
out (and) the same sort of
concern in many points of
debate.. .we certainly support
each other in how to best
accomplish the flight.
The Aldrins have a large, fat
dog—but another pet, Pogo, a
monkey, died June 16, exactly
one month before launch date,
at the house of a neighbor who
was keeping him while the
family was visiting Buzz, in
training at Cape Kennedy.
Amateur,Actress
The Aldrins live in a two-
story red brick bungalow in the
Nassau Bay community, not too
far from the Mike Collinses.
Hickory, oak, and elm shade a
front yard that is occasionally
graced by a gray squirrel. To
that home one night a couple of
months ago, a friend says, Mrs..
Aldrin, a top actress of the
local Clear Creek Country
Theater amateur group,
brought a rollicking after-
theater party.
Buzz looked up from his work
in his study as they passed,
nodded hello, and bent right
back to work, the friend says.
A lunar flight was in prepara-
tion, and he's an engineer first
and last.
Joan A. Archer of Ho-Ho-Kus
N.J., had a master's degree in
drama, was pounding the
Broadway scene to break in,
and had had some television
bits before she and Buzz were
married—ending all that.
When Buzz is in town, which
is not too much, the way
astronauts train and travel, the
Aldrin family tries to do things
together. Buzz always manages
to take the children to a play
that Joan is in and takes them
backstage both before and
afterwards.
"If the kids don't understand
the plot," an admirer says,
"Buzz figures it out for them
with his slide rule."
"Everybody Lens Ube
Mike is home, they sit up half
the night in bed reading
cookbooks that Mike has
brought home, and giggling.
"He thinks she's the living
end, and vice versa. It's the
most companionable Marriage
ever. You 4sn't stay strained
very long the Collinses.
It's hospitality unlimited.
They're real people. The kids
are the nicest I've ever seen:
Y e s, m a'a m...please...thank
you."
After a lot of this, you began
to get the picture.
Collins will be 39 on
Halloween. He was born in
Rome, Italy, and can claim no
hometown because of the
travels of his late father, Maj.
Gen. James L. Collins. His
uncle is the renowned Gen. J.
Lawton Collins, former U.S.
Army chief of staff. His
mother, Virginia, of Washing-
ton, D.C., is a frequent visitor
in Mike's white brick, contem-
porary home.
"He's the most balanced one
of the (Apollo) group—comes
off more as a human being, has
a good sense of humor," says
Paul Haney, the former "voice
of NASA." "He likes a martini
—maybe three or four. His wife
is not only beautiful, she's a
beautiful person. She likes
martinis too.
Bright Boy
"Mike is a bright, bright boy
without being oppressively so.
His repartee as capsule com-
municator on Apollo 8 was
really brilliant. He's one of the
great people. He's the best
handball player. He held the
championship at Edwards Air
Force Base and then came here
and cleaned house with all
these guys. I don't think he's
ever been beaten."
Collins makes a wide-eyed,
palms-up, shrugging gesture to
emphasize a point when he's
conversing. He has a mobile
face and shows a sort of wry
humor coupled with an engag-
ing grin that deepens his slight
dimples.
Greatest Worry
In an interview with UPI, he
was asked what worried him
most about the upcoming
mission.
"Well, I guess man's greatest
fear is the fear of the
unknown," he said, "and I think
that's true about this flight. My
greatest fear is that there's
some detail that has been left
uncovered,,. that I have failed to
learn how to do something
properly. Some situation may
arise which I'll not be able to
give the proper response to.
"If I knew what it was, I'd
run out and study it and it
wouldn't exist anymore, you
see. All chains have some weak
link in them and when you start
pulling on a chain you don't
know which one it is. You just
have to wait and see."
How will he feel about
acclaim after the flight?
"I've really enjoyed this
program immensely. The job is
the most fascinating in the
world. On the other hand, I say
in all candor that I appreciate
remaining anonymous, and I'll
do the best I can to keep that
going. I- like tI3 live a normal,
private life, and my intent is to
take whatever action is neces-
sary to -insure that I can
continue to do that. ..I truly
enjoy my family. I get a big
kick out of staying home with
my wife and kids."
One of the sights of the
Collins neighborhood is Mike
training and playing with his
German shepherd, Dubhe, in
the front yard—teaching him,
and then letting him chase the
circled water from a garden
hose.
"They're not a pretentious
family. She's got a silver
station wagon; Mike's got a
little tan Volkswagen. Pat I;
conservative. She'll turn dOWn
invitations with the other astro
wives just to be a homebody—
be a good mother," a neighbor
said.
"Mike really likes people,
wants to meet people, especial-
ly  those recognized for their
talent. If I have occasion
to have any big executives from
my company in, Mike will be
right over."
The Collins' oldest child,
Kathleen, 10, a blonde who was
known as Kathy during the
Gemini 10 flight, tells you
briskly: "I'm Kate now." She
says that besides a rabbit,
Snowball, she and Ann, 7, and
Michael, 6, have two guppies
and one goldfish.
Fusses In Garden
Mike's mother says he was
raised an Episcopalian, but he
helps Pat dress up the children
like what one observer calls
"Princesses and prince" on
Sundays and they all go to
Pat's Catholic church. They go
out to dinner as a family
occasionally, to "Mike's Ren-
dezvous," a place for good
seafood and steaks. At home,
Mike spends a lot of time
fussing with his rose garden but
calls his lawn "the worst
looking around here."
"I'm sure that Pat has a lot
of apprehension about the
flight, but she doesn't show it,"
a friend says.
Standing at her front door
and looking past her trim,
tanned freckled body, clad in a
blue, vertical-white-stripe jum-
per and with white thong
sandals, you see a black-and-
white tile floor and to the left a
beautiful white-carpeted formal
living room.
"Are you nervous?" _
"Not yet," die aye, sod
adds, crinkling: "I like splash-
down best."
"This must be a trying time,
right now."
"Isn't it always?"
"Yeah," with a pleasant but
resigned snide, "pretty much."
SABINE E
THE LANDING SITE: TWO VIEWS—Marked at upper left is Landing Site 2,
where the lunar module Eagle is scheduled to land. Located in the western
portion of the Sea of Tranquility near the moon's equator, it is one of the
• .
- -
smoothest areas of the moon's surface. At right, the lunar landing 
vehicle
simulator at NASA's Lunar Landing Reserach Center sees its own shado
w cast
over a simulated moon surface, much as it will appear when the craft 
prepares to
touch down.
People, All Over The Earth, Watching US Moon Effort
By JOAN HANAUER
United Press International
All over the earth its people
are watching—and weighing—
the American effort to land the
first men on the moon.
Admiration for the individual
courage of the men involved is
universal, United Press Interna-
tional found in a world-wide
survey of public opinion but
there are some doubters, both
in the United States and
abroad, who wonder if the
billions spent on the moon
program might not be put to
better use for the improvement
of life on earth.
Among the most enthusiastic
Americans polled were the
oldest and youngest questioned.
Retired Rear Adm. Donald B.
MacMillan, %, of Provincetown,
Mass., the last survivor of the
first expedition to reach the
North Pole in 1909, said: "I
think it's wonderful, just
wonderful. I only wish I could
be going along."
The same kind of spirit came
from Debbie Ritchie, 15, of
Appleton, Wis., who called the
moon shot "just about the
greatest thing ever" and
added:
"We have to expand, we ha-Ve—
to explore what we don't know.
We're trying to prepare for
future generations, and we may
need the moon's resources."
Sees Benefits
Joyce Murphy, 36, of Louis-
ville, Ky., a teacher, looked
back on the benefits already
achieved through the space
program. Mrs. Murphy said:
"Just look at the things that
have been made possible by the
program—new ways of process-
ing food, miniature tools and
health gadgets and lot of
other things, all making life
easier for the everyday per-
son.''
Others, such as Joe Burns,
36, of Charlotte, N.C., a
railroad traffic manager,
looked at the Apollo moon
program as a "great stepping
stone for humanity." He said:
"It wasn't too long ago that
people were scoffing at the first
airplane flights or the first
cars. Now look at modern
transportation. Someday, proba-
bly not in my lifetime, we may
be able to use space flight to
find another planet which will
support life and possibly use it
to alleviate crowded conditions
brought on by the population
explosion."
Winning Point
American prestige and cold
war success are the moon
landing's most winning points
for some Americans, such as
Howard Laughlin, 54, a San
Francisco bank official, who
said:
"I'm glad to see we're going
to beat the Russians to the
moon. Just like everything else
during the cold war, we've got
to establish our prestige and
pre-eminence or else we could
be conquered."
Whether the project is worth
the money occupies the
thoughts of many, including
Polly Burden, 69, a retired
nurse from Philadelphia, Pa.,
who said: "It's such an awful
waste of money. And for what?
Nothing, when we need the
money here at home. Some-
times I wish the Russians
would have gotten there first so
they could have put up a sign,
'There's nothing here."
Among those who believe the
moon money shoUld have been
spent otherwise, there are
differences as to what should
hold higher priority.
--A- -.21-year-old member—et
Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) at George
Washington University, Wash-
ington, D.C., asked to remain
anonymous but said: "If this
capitalistic society were inter-
ested in furthering the needs of
its people—instead of big
business and industry—they
would be putting the money
into the ghetto and poverty
programs instead of building
super rockets and going to the
moon!"
Another view was expressed
by Jack Henry, 58, a Pittsburgh
stocks and bonds salesman,
who said: "I think too great
emphasis is being placed on a
voyage that may not pay off for
decades to come. While the
moon landing project is a
priority, other problems de-
mand more immediate atten-
tion—crime in the streets,
rising taxes and the fight of the
middle class for survival."
A reason given by some
people interviewed against the
moon trip was fear of disease.
Larry Taylor, 28, a Philadel-
phia chemical engineer, said
for instance, "They're crazy.
They're going to come back
with some kind of disease
nobody ever heard of."
Abroad, interest in the
American achievement runs
high and the gamut of opinion
wide—in both East and West.
In the Soviet Union the
normally cautious Russian
man-on-the-street echoes com-
ments heard in the rest of the
world, sometimes tinged with
regret that his country did not
make it first.
American Advantage
"We have been left behind by
the Americans who appear to
be stronger than us in this
respect," a 35-year-old Moscow
.construction engineer said.
"Possibly if there is any
military significance in lunar
conquest the Americans have
an advantage over us."
A Moscow housewife, 46,
said: "The Americans are a
brave and adventurous people
and they take risks when they
feel like it. I wish them success
even though I would have liked
it more to have one of our
cosmonauts get on 'the moon
first."
In Warsaw, scores of Polish
people daily have thrown
caution to the wind and filed
past watchful Polish police to
enter the American Embassy to
watch film presentations of the
space effort. Warsaw's Grand
Theater is drawing full houses
with a 19th century ballet in
which the hero, with the help of
the devil, becomes the first
Pole on the moon.
"In our situation," a 35-year-
old Polish dentist said, "we
look on the space race as a
competition between the Soviet
Union and the United States. I
don't think many people will be
sorry if the Americans reach
the moon first."
Commene Varries
Throughout the rest of
Europe comment was varied.
In West Berlin, East-West
politics were underlined by
outspoken comments such as
that of Heinz Schroeder, 43, a
construction worker, who said
simply-, "I am glad the
Americans will beat the Rus-
sians to the moon." Enthusiasm
in Frankfurt, Germany, was
tinged with doubt, as one 25-
year-old bank teller said, "It
would be better to find s cure
for the common cold than fly to
the moon."
In the Orient, reaction ranged
from sheer disbelief to great
admiration to a repetition on
the theme that the project was
a waste of money.
A 45-year-old pedicab driver
in Jakarta, Indonesia," said:
"It's impossible that man can
go to the moon. It is such a
faraway place. Being a devout
Moselin, I believe man can go
there only if God permits him."
Leung Po, 58, a Hong Kong
coolie, laughed when he was
asked about the moon landing
and aaid: "It is nonsense. How
can you believe that man can
land on the moon? The people
must be crazy ..."
The cold war was in the
minds of some on Taipei,
Formosa, such as taxi driver
Cheng Wen-ming, 31, who said:
"Of course, the United States
should get to the moon first
despite the costs. If they dont,
the Russians will and we in the
free world would lose face."
There was one thought that
was expressed all over the
planet earth, in the different
ways of its varied people. In
Pittsburgh, it was Mrs. Betty
Calhoun, a comptometer opera-
tor in her late '50s, who said of
the astronauts:
"I wish them God speed and
happy landings—both on the
moon and on earth."
THE STAR—AND A ROOKIE—Astronaut Neil Armstrong,
who will be the first man to set foot on the moon if the
Apollo 11 mission goes as planred, talks to geologist-astronaut
















































































































NASA Has Force Of 140,000 People Involved In Effort
To Land Three Men—Apollo 11 Astronauts—On The Moon
By CHARLES E. TAYLOR
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)—
Including suit man Joseph W.
Schmitt and tracking plane
pilot Raymond H. Traywick,
140,000 people will be involved
in the effort to put the Apollo
11 astronauts on the moon.
And then there are the
buildings and machines without
which no trip to space would be
possible—a $117 million vehicle
assmelby building so large it
needs air conditioning to keep
clouds from forming inside, in
addition to cooling it; two
transport tractor vehicles, at
$6.5 million each, so huge each
of their decks could accommo-
date a baseball diamond;
Saturn rockets with a price tag
of $183 million each; countless
items of hardware from screws
costing 10 cents apiece to
gadgets running into the
thousands of dollars.
On the money side, it would
be difficult to isolate precisely
what this one moon flight ,is
costing, but an estimated $23.9
billion has beer invested since
President John F. Kennedy on
May 25, 1961, committed the
nation to exploring the moon.
George H. Hage, Apollo 11
mission director, says this
about man's most ambitious
space venture:
"This Apollo program is the
biggest enterprise of its type
that I think has been underta-
ken anywhere in the world. At
the peak, there were some
400,000 people directly involved
and some 20,000 companies."
The production peak is past.
The buildings and machines are
ready. When the Apollo 11 crew
of Neil A. Armstrong, Michael
Collins and Edwin E. Aldrin
leave for the moon, George E.
Mueller, the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration's
associate administrator for
manned spaceflight, estimates
a force of 140,000 people strung
around the world will be behind
them.
Joe's A Part Too
Nobody in this vast force is
closer to the astronauts on
launch day than Joe Schmitt, a
graying, wiry native of O'Fal-
lon, Ill., who looks much
younger than his 52 years.
Schmitt works for the space
agency as a suit technician. He
puts the astronauts in their
space suits and extravehicular
activity suits; he puts on their
silver boots, he hooks them to
their portable breathing and air
conditioning systems. He straps
them into tteir space capsule.
Joe did the same for Alan B.
Shepard, who on May 5, 1961,
became the nation's first man
in space. He did it for John
Glenn, who made America's
.first orbital flight Feb. 20, 1962.
He did it for Virgil "Gus"
Grissom and John W. Young
when they made the first
Gemini flight March 23, 1965.
Schmitt was on vacation when
Grissom, Robert B. Chaffee and
Edward H. White were suited
up for the Apollo test in which
they burned to death Jan. 27,
1967.
He will be the lead suit
technician for Armstrong and
his crew. Schmitt will make his
final checks, give the men a
pat or a handclasp, and get out
of the capsule just before it is
closed.
NobOdy in the support force
















MOBILE QUARANTINE FACILITY (MQF)
35 FT
THE MOBILE QUARANTINE FACILITY for the Apollo 11 astronauts is loaded to the aircraft
carrier Hornet, the prime recovery ship. at Honolulu. On return from the Moon, they will
be quarantined in it until examined for contaminants.
afiti the crisp tension of the last
minutes of the countdown than
Maj. Raymond H. Traywick of
the U.S. Air Force. Traywick,
49, whose hometown is Maples-
vine, Ala., and his men will be
on the Cocos Islands, south of
Sumatra in the Indian Ocean,
parked on a runway-12,000
miles from the action.
Traywick is the pilot of one
of the Air Force's eight ARIA—
Apollo Range Instrumentation
Aircraft. These are military
versions of the Boeing 707 jet,
each stuffed with tracking and
communications gear, and
wearing bulbous, drooping
snouts which house the main
antennae that lock onto signals
from the Apollo spacecraft. The
planes carry crews of from 18
to 22 men.
Traywick's ARIA
ARIA planes were the first to
relay , to the world Apollo 8
commander Frank Borman's
laconic report on returning
home from the first moon
orbital trip, "we're okay," and
the first to pickup the signal of
Apollo 10 when it flamed back
into earth's atmosphere at the
end of the second moon trip, in
May.
Lt Col. David Woodward, 40,
Traywick's boss in the ARIA
group, said that being 12,000
miles away doesn't lessen the
sense of participation of the
ARIA crews.
"It's a funny thing,- said
Woodward. "The guys all
realize the odds are kind of
slight that they will get a piece
of the action. But you get them
out there, halfway around the
world, and they start acting
like the whole shot depended on
them."
Most members of the 144,000-
man support force between
Cape Kennedy and the Cocos
Islands are in the United
States, and most of them will
watch the launch on television.
They are the people who built
the stages of the great Saturn
rocket and the command and
lunar landing spacecraft at
plants in Downey, Seal Beach
and Huntington Beach, Calif.,
New Orleans, Bethpage, N.Y.,
and Huntsville, Ala., and the
sub-contractors' factories in
countless other towns. Their lob
is done.
The people active in the
launch itself number between
2,500 and 3,000 at the spaceport
here, those at the Manned
Spacecraft Center at Houston,
at outposts on the network et
ship and ground tricking
statioris such as Tananarive,
Madagascar, and on the fleet of
recovery ships headed by the
carrier USS Hornet. 
Most of them are here, and
they range from engineers
punching buttons on consoles
and monitoring the whir of
computers in the firing room
beside the assembly building, to
workmen with screwdrivers on
the launch pad.
Fqr some jobs, such as
screwing down plates and
panels on the rocket, the
protection against human error
is a human, not a computer.
"Our eyes and ears to make
sure that one man did his job is
another man, a quality control
man who checks out the work,"
says Paul C. Donnelly, launch
operations manager at this
spaceport.
Donelly and many of the
people who work under him
have been a long time in the
business of launching men into
space. But he says there is
something special about the
Apollo 11 mission to land men
on the moon.
'There's no doubt about it.
There is a sense of excitement.
Here at the launch site, we see
the astronauts and we feel we
are a part of it."
Houston Center
The job of Donnelly and his
people is done when the tall of
the Saturn booster clears the
top of the launch tower, its five
first stage engines pouring out
an incredible sheet of flame
with a roaring that rocks the
earth like a volcano. From then
until the homecoming splash-
down in the Pacific eight days
later, the mission is in the
hands of the Houston Control
Center. . .
Clifford E. Charlesworth, 37,
is the lead flight director of the
three at Houston who will call
the signals throughout the moon
expedition. He was flight
director for the Gemini 11
mission in 1966 and the Apollo 8
trip around the moon last
December.
The Manned Spacecraft Cen-
ter Control room is much like
the firing room at Cape
Kennedy—rows of consoles,
some with green, red and white
lights on them, some with
oscilloscopes and closed circuit
television screens inset on the
panels to monitor the data
constantly reported back from
the spacecraft. When the
astronauts are sleeping, Hous-
ton watches their heartbeats
make waves across a graph.
If something goes wrong, the
rooms off the control room are
where the schematic diagrams
of whatever component of the
spacecraft might be malfuncii-
oning will be unrolled and pored
over by the engineers who
conceived it, or where Charles-
worth and the men at the very
top of the program will
deliberate whether to give up a
moon landing in order to bring
the space adventurers safely
home.
John W. Young, when he
returned from Apollo 10s trail-
blazing flight around the moon,
summed up the meaning of
good ground support to, the
workers at Cape Kennedy:
"You know, the outside world
has very little realization of
whar goes on here. They watch
the thing on television and the
liftoff, the fire and smoke, and
it's beautiful from then on.
'They don't know about the
vehicle checkout in the vehicle
assembly building . . . they
don't know anything about the
potential hazards of propellant
loading and how dangerous that
can be.
"I guess the point of all this
is this: The difference between
mediocrity and greatness is this
launch test team . . ."
PASADENA, Calif.—The
pressure of sunlight on a
spacecraft can alter its path in
space thousands of miles and
must be allowed for in launch and
trajectory correction maneuvers,
according to the National




electronic device, small enough
to pass through the eye of a
needle, holds promise in the field
of medicine to measure blood
flow in humans. It was developed
by the Electronics Research
Center of the National






MIRRORS ON THE MOON — The
La er Ranging Retro-Reflector held
by test engineer is an array of preci-
-aiun optical railer-tars that will serve.
as a target for Earth-based laser sys-
tems.
v
SUN MONITOR — Apollo 11 Astronaut Ed-
win E. Aldrin, Lunar Module Pilot, sets up the
s3lar.wind eLperitnent during a lunar landing—
practice session at Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston.
MOONQUAKE TEST — Ed*In E. Aldrin,
Lunar Module Pilot, has just deployed the pas-
sive seismometer as, he will on the surface of
the moon. The instrument will relay seismic
information for up to a year.
Astronaut Neil Armstrong's Walk On The Moon Surface
Will More Likely Be Hop, Hop, Hop, If All Goes Well
By EDWARD IC DELONG
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI)—Hop Pause to look
round. Hof). It's a strange
world out there. Hop. Pull a
lanyard to start the most
fantastic live TV show the
world has ever seen. Hop.
Check that last long step. Hop.
The moon is an inch away . .
After 9 hours 48 minutes on
the moon, a snack and a four-
hour nap—all snugly inside his
moon capsule—Neil A. Arm-
strong has come to the moment
of truth as he backs out the 32-
inch square front door of his
Apollo 11 lunar landing craft on
his hands and knees, headed for
the lunar outdoors. Inside the
cabin, Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin
helps guide him through.
On the tiny, corrugated front
porch of the !ander Armstrong
pauses to make sure he can get
back in. Then he starts down a
nine-rung ladder with the slow-
motion grace of underwater
ballet, hopping down feet
together, two rungs at a time,
facing the ladder.
His last backward hop—
probably his fifth—lands him on
the silvery, dish-shaped footpad
of the landing craft's front
ledge. He pauses again to make
sure he can get back up to the
first rung of the ladder, a
distance of slightly more than
two feet.
The Step
Then facing the ladder and
grasping it for support, his
right boot set firm on the 37-
inch diameter footpad, he
swings his left leg out over the
moon and stamps the first
human back—a bootprint six
inches wide and 13 inches long
with zig-zag tread—on the lunar
surface.
The date—July 21, 1969. The
time-2:19 a.m. EDT.
That, assuming all goes well,
is how space planners envision
the opening minutes of man's
first walk on the moon.
They have a good idea what
it will be like because, over the
past few years, they have
worked out each step with
painstaking care in a number of
unique training devices at the
Manned Spacecraft Center.
Moving about over the lunar
surface Armstrong and Aldrin—
who is scheduled to follow him
out of the moon lander—may
feel almost like they have been
there before.
The harsh sunlight and inky
black shadows; the weak moon
gravity that lets their earth-
developed muscles perform
wonders; the earth marbled
blue and brown and white,
hanging 67 degrees above the
lunar horizon in a velvet black
sky—all these will have been
duplicated time and time again
at the astronauts' home base in
Houston.
If the rules allowed it,
Armstrong could start his
historic moonwalk by leaping
four feet or more off the
ground. They do not.
No Jump For Joy
Instead, he will spend his
first five minutes performing a
series of calesthenics to find
out how far he can reach and
Jos,
ERECTING THE ANTEN-
NA — Apollo 11 Spacecraft
Commander Neil A. Arm-
strong makes ready the
antenna in the event the
lunar module antenna
proles inadequate.
bend without losing his balance
and how steadily he can walk—
verifying the earth-based train-
ing.
Still near the foot of the
ladder, he will unstow a sample
collection bag on a pole handle
—it looks like a butterfly net—
and scoop up about two pounds
of moon dirt. He will remove
the bag from the pole and drop
it into a pocket on the left leg
of his suit to make sure he gets
back to earth with at least this
"grab" lunar sample.- -- • -
Aldrin will pass down a
cmera on a line-and-pulley, and
Armstrong will photograph
Aldrin's descent to the surface.
Then they will take the
television camera—which will
have recorded Armstrong's
first step on the mcon—and set
it up 30 feet from the landing
craft where it can survey the
rest of their moonwalk activi-
ties.
But first, Armstrong will
telecast a complete panorama
of the bleak site on the arid
lunar sea of tranquility—
stretching a mile and a half out
to the horizon on all sides—
back to earth viewers. The first
50 minutes of the 2 hour, 40
minute excursion have passed.
The first stroll Armstrong
and Aldrin take across the tan
moonspace is likely to look like
the hopping of kangaroos. That,
or a slow-motion lope, turns out
to be the best way to travel on
foot in the weak lunar gravity—
one sixth that of earth.
Earth-type walking will not
work on the moon.
Clad in their bulky moonwalk-
ing suits and wearing back-
packs which contain oxygen
tanks and radios, Armstrong
would dress out at 360.1 pounds
on earth and Aldrin would
weight 361.6 pounds — 187.6
pounds for each man's white
padded suit and equipment, the
rest for each man's own
weight.
Instant Diet
On the moon, with the same
suit and gear, Armstrong will
-weigh" 60 pounds and Aldrin
will weigh 60.2 pounds. If they
tried normal walking, their feet
would just paw the sandy lunar
soil because they could not
develop enough traction to
move themselves.
Should one of them stumble
and fall forward, he could catch
himself on his gloved fingertips.
He would fall feather-soft, like
a slow-motion movie. A good
pushup would put him back on
his feet.
If he fell on his back, he
would merely roll to his hands
and knees and shove himself
upright. ,.-. -
After seting out the, TV
camera south of the landing
craft, Armstrong will return to
the right-hand front corner of
the lander and unpack his lunar
tools and rock boxes while
Aldrin takes pictures.
The spacesuit, ballooned like
a deep-sea diver's outfit under
3.7 pounds per square inch
pressure, keeps an astronaut
from reaching unaided to within
less than 72 inches of the
ground. So the tools—a geolo-
gist's hammer and a scoop that
looks like a tiny steam shovel
bucket — have an extension
handle that fits them.
Armstrong will scoop up 60 to
70 pounds - of rock and dirt st
random.
Dumping it into a bag on a
spring scale, he will seal this
bag and put it in a shiny box,
locking the box shut with four
steel straps that seal the moon
vacuum in with 2,000 pounds of
pressure.
Then he and Aldrin will
jointly walk all around their
landing craft, photographing it
and checking it out, like pilots
inspecting an airplane before
flight.
An hour and a half into the
moonwalk they set up two
scientific experiments—a seis-
mometer to record moonquakes
and a precision bank of 100
reflectors that will later help
measure the exact earth-moon
distance—out 70 feet to the
north of the Lander and set
them up. Equipment for the
experiments, carried folded up
in a bin in the back of the
landing craft's bottom half,
must be unfolded and aimed
toward the earth. These exper-
iments will 'function after
Apollo 11 leaves the moon.
For the final 35 minutes of
their moonwalk—a period that
could be cut down if they get
too tired or start running out of
oxygen—the astronauts will
turn geologists, something for
which they trained long and
hard. They will select the most
interesting rock samples, do-
cument them with color stereo
photographs and stow them in a
second rock box.
They may move up to 300
feet from the Lander in this
rock hunt, with Aldrin picking
up each chunk of moon
material with 12-fingered tongs
and putting it in a small,
numbered bag in Armstrong's
hand. Armstrong will seal each
little bag and drop it into a
large sack strapped to Aldrin's
waist.
Back at the landing craft,
Aldrin will climb the ladder and
perch on the front door.
Armstrong passes up the rock
boxes and a solar wind
experiment—an aluminum foil
windowshade unrolled at the
start of the moonwalk to trap
solar particles and rolled up at
the end of the walk—up the line
and pulley into the cabin.
Is to take 20 minutes. —
Then Armstrong goes up the
ladder, one rung at a time on
the way up. He pauses on the
porch to look back at the 3-by-5
foot American flag he planted
on the surface when the walk
started.
Then he, too, crawls through
the square hatch and slams it
shut. The time, if all has gone




scattered over the Earth, have
been found to originate from a
meteor &pact on the Moon at the
site of the crater Tycho, ac-
cording to scientists at the
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sion coverage of the Apollo 11
moon-landing by the three
networks will be the most
extensive they have ever given a
planned event.
Beginning with the scheduled
blastoff of the spaceship at 8:32
a.m. CDT July 16, the American
Broadcasting Syste, the
Columbia Broadcasting System
and the National Broadcasting
Company will cover the flight of
Apollo 11 pretty much as
they've covered past flights, with
daily visual reports from the
craft.
But Intensive nonstop
coverage is planned for the
moon-landing itself.
The schedules call for at least
30 consecutive hours (CBS lists
31) of focussing on the landing
of the lunar module on the
moon, and the walk-around by
two of the three astronauts on
July 20 and July_.21. This is the
longest all the networks will ever
have concentrated on a
scheduled happening.
Camera on Moon
The key to the telecasting of
the moon-walk will be a video
camera lowered to the moon's
surface from the landing module
as civilian astronaut Neil A.
Armstrong becomes the first
man to set foot on that planet,
followed by the Air Force's Col.
Edwin E. Aldrin Jr.
The moon touchdown is
scheduled for 3:23 p.m. July 20,
lasting 22 hours. The "moon
walk" is to begin at 1:19 a.m.
July 21. Transmission from the
moon camera will be in black
MOON pif CAMERA—This is
the television camera (black
and white) astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin Al-
drin will set up on the Moon.
Holding it at Cape Kennedy
is Westinghouse camera pro-
gram chief Stanley Labar.
and white, although all seven
transmissions from the
command module and much of
the coverage of the entire
venture on the three *networks
will be in color.
While there will be more
extensive telecasting from
Apollo 11 than on any other
space flight, the networks'
coverage will be dominated, as
usual, by simulation of activity
"out there" through the use of
Two Earthlings To Aid In
Telecast Of Moon Landing
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — A
couple of well-known earthlings
from show business have been
recruited by the television
networks to take part in the
programming surrounding
man's scheduled landing on the
moon.
All of the networks will have
continuous programming of the
Apollo 11 mission during the
critical phase July 20 and 21,
during which time the landing
by astronauts Neil Armstrong
and Edwin Aldrin is expected to
take place.
And just in case that's not
interesting enough, Duke Elling-
ton and Orson Welles will be on
hand to help things along.
Ellington Commissioned
ABC-TV announced Thursday
that it has commissioned
Ellington to "compose and
perform an original piece of
music to mark man's landing
on the moon." It will be
presented during the July 20-21
period, at ABC-TV Apollo 11
headquarters in New York.
The network says the music
will be for piano, bass and
drums. It will take about 10
minutes to perform, and there
will be a vocal segment which
will be sung by the Duke, who,
of course, will also play the
piano.
CBS-TV, meanwhile, an-
nounced Thursday that Welles,
whose radio broadcast of "War
of the Worlds" scared a lot of
Americans 31 years ago, will
narrate a science-fiction film
during the July 20-21 period.
Welles, who will appear live
from London with CBS-TV
European anchorman Mike
Wallace, tie r_ discuss the
relevance of "War of the
Worlds" at a time when "the
work of science fiction writers
appears to be becoming as
much fact as fiction."
Classic Science Fiction
"War of the Worlds," of
course, is a classic science
fiction tale, as a story and
motion picture as well as that
famous radio broadcast.
Oldtimers, and maybe some
youngsters, will recall that
when the radio show was
presented in 1998, many per-
sons were so frightened by the
apparent reality of the program
that they thought earth had
actually been invaded by
another planet. There was a
jam on switchboards across the
nation.
The conversion of science
fiction into fact also makes it
interesting that one of the
analysts on hand with anchor-
man Walter Cronkite will be
Arthur C. Clarke, a leading
space authority and author of
"2001: A Space Odysse," the
brilliant film by Stanley Ku-
brick.
models of Apollo 11, the moon
module and the moon in special
studios of the three networks.
ABC news, which will
administer the world-wide
television pool for this venture,
will even have two.men with the
proper equipment prepared to
act out what Armstrong and
Aldrin are actually doing on the
moon. The gear of these "studio
astronauts" will include a replica
of the pack into which the moon
visitors are to place lunar soil fOr
later analysis. Simulation by the
other two networks also will be
more realistic than ever before:,
First Color Pictures
NBC expects that the first
live color pictures from the
command module will be shown
at 6:32 p.m. July 17, about 34
hours after the beginning of the
mission. Altogether, eight
transmissions, including the
moon phase, are anticipated
before Armstrong, Aldrin and
Lt. Sol. Michael Collins of the
Air Force are due to splash
down at about 11:49 a.m. July
24 near the Pacific's Wake
Island, practically in the lap of











p.m.—Surface views of Moon
from lunar orbit.
July 20, 12:52-1:22
p.m.—CSM and LM flying
formation after separation.








Daryl Griffin of ABC News,
over-all pool producer, said that
an estimated 225 million viewers
will watch the Apollo 11 mission
in Europe, 60 million in Asia
and Asia Minor and 20 million in
South and Central America.
In addition to the United
States and every country of
Oct Mins Et' roptc the-.
international television coverage
will include Japan, South Korea,
Israel, Okinawa, Australia,
Puerto Rico, Panama, Mexico,
Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Peru,
the Philippines, Thailand and the
British Isles.
CBS News has planned
remote camera setups
throughout the United States,
on both sides of the Iron Curtain
in Europe and in Southeast Asia
to report reactions to the flight.
The broadcasting chiefs will
be familiar to followers of space
flights—Walter Cronkite at CBS,
David Brinkley, Chet Huntley
and Frank McGee at NBC and
Frank Reynolds and Jules
Bergman at ABC. CBS has hired
ex-Miolloman Walter M. Schirra
Jr. to comment as an expert.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—
Weather satellites, launched by
the National Aerenautics and
Space Administration and
operated by the Environmental
Science Service Administration,
have detected and tracked every
tropical storm since 1966.
Pago (13)
'MODULARIZED EQUIPMENT STOWAGE ASSEMB-
LY'—That's what this moonbound package is called. The
camera is in the rack with- other tools that Neil Armstrong will
deploy by pulling a D ring that drops a side panel. All but the
lens is initially covered by a thermal blanket. Armstrong will
remove the camera to show astronaut Edwin Aldrin's exit
from the Lunar Module, and then place it on a tripod 30 feet




UPI—Some of the language from
the lexicon of space you are likely
to hear during the Apollo 11
mission to the moon:
Ags, or "Aggs"—For abort
guidance system, the system
aboard the Apollo lunar landing
spacecraft the astronauts would
rely on to steer back to a ren-
dezvous with the command craft
if something went wren*:
Apocynthion—The farthest
point from the moon's surface in
the orbit of an object launched
from a body other than the moon.
Apogee—The farthest point
from the earth in the orbit of the
moon or other earth satellite.
Apolune—The farthest point
from the moon in the orbit of an
object launched from the moon.
Bmag, or "Beemag"—For
body mounted attitude gyro, a
gyroscope mounted on the lunar
vehicle for use in emergencies.
Cislwiar—Referring to space
between the earth and the moon.
Deda or "Deeda"—For data
entry and display assembly, the
instrument panel the astronauts
use to control and monitor the
Ags.
Delta V—The measurement
of velocity change, statec in
feet per second.
IMU—Intertial measurement
unit, part of the guidance
system used both on the
command spacecraft and the
lunar kinder which measures
and records changes in velocity
and direction.
Heliocentric — Any space
phenomenon which is centered
around the sun, such as the
orbit of the earth and the
planets.
LM, or "Lem"—Originally,
for lunar excursion module, the
lunar landing spacecraft which
is now called simply the lunar
module, or LM.
LOI—For lunar orbit inser-
tion, the point at which the
Apollo command spacecraf t—
with the moon lender still
attached to it--decelerates af-
ter its journey from earth to





to the moon's surface in the
orbit of an object launched
from * body other than the
moon.
Perigee—Closest point to the
earth in the orbit of the moon
or other earth satellite.
Perilune—Nearest point to
the lunar surface in the orbit of
an object launched from the
moon. ........
Pipe, or "Pippa"—• For pulse
integrating pendulous accele-
rometer, a device in the IMU
which measures acceleration by
converting the movements of a
pendulum into pulses and
feeding the signals into a
computer.
PISS, OR "Pliss"—For por
table life support system, the
backpack oxygen, air condition-
ing, communications and power
system the astronauts use
during their moon walk.
Selnographic—Relating to the




SLA, or "Slah"—For space-
craft lunar module adapter, the
section at the front of the third
stage of the Saturn 5 booster
which houses the LM during the
ride into space.
SPS—For service propulsion
system, the system which fires
the Apollo Comma D ship's
main engine to put the craft
into lunar orbit, and fires it
again to kick the astronauts out
of orbit around the moon and
sent them back to earth.
TEI—For translunar injec-
tion, the point where the SPS
fires to start the astronauts
away from earth orbit toward
the moon.
Terminator—The line mark-
ing separation between the
lighted and dark portions of
celestial bodies—the "night and








By FREDERICK H. TREESH
UPI Senior Editor
Consider what's happened
since Columbus set foot on the
New World in 1492.
In what context, can you
believe that once man achieves
the capability of reaching the
moon he will not put it to some
use?
Perhaps even colonization?
Barron Hilton, the hotel
magnate, talks about living
long enough to preside at the
ribbon cutting at the Moon
Hilton.
Airlines have thousands of
names on waiting lists for the
first commercial moon flights.
Space farms. Space factories.
Space mines. Such possibilities
.ao longer are the exclusive
doman of science fiction
Writers. They are under investi-
gation by scientists of serious
repute.
Before astronaut Neil A.
Armstrong attempts man's first
steps on the lunar surface, such
exotic thoughts of future uses
of the moon may appear
premature. But are they in an
age in which manned flight has
progressed from the Wright
brothers adventure at Kitty
Hawk th the threshold of the
moon in 60 years?
Lunar Activity
Rocketeer Werhner von
Braun paints this portrait of
activity on the moon in 2069:
"Voyages to the moon are
routine and permanent bases
house sizeable scientific colo-
nies. The moon bases are
pressurized and air conditioned,
closely resembling the earth's
atmosphere. They feature large
picture windows to do justice to
the magnificent view of the
heavens and earth. Portions of
the bases have been designed to
attract more tourist traffic, in
addition to the priority cargoes
of technical operating personnel
and supplies.
"Reduced fares for a round
trip ticket to the moon have
been made possible through the
improved transportation sys-
tems. Because of the lesser
gravity, honeymooning couples
dance lightly to popular music
beamed from earth.
"Invalids whose physical
condition can be improved n
the low lunar gravity travel
here for treatment.
"Let's recall," Von Braun
suggests, "a statement attribut-
ed to Jules Verne: 'Anything
one man can imagine, other
men can make real."
Hostile is the word most
frequently associated with the
moon's environment: There is
no life-supporting atmosphere,
temperatures range from 250
degrees above to near absolute
zero, the desert-like moonscape
is bombarded by solar radia-
tion. There is no known surface
water.
Wonderous Plans
Yet, beyong proving once and
for all that he is capable of
landing there, there are some
wonderous things man has in
mind for the moon. For
example:
—Free of wind and water
that have eroded the earth, the
moonscape may be virtually
unchanged from the time of its
creation billions of years ago.
Geological and biological exper-
imenting there could unlock
secrets of the origin and nature
of the earth and the universe.
—Since it has no atmosphere,
no clouds and no air pollution,
the moon should provide an
unexcelled location for study of
the heavens by astronomers.
From the moon, radiotelescopes
as well as optical instruments
should yeild views of the solar
system not possible from earth.
—Having a gravitational pull
only one-sixth that of the earth,
the moon may prove to be an
ideal station for launching
future interplanetary and, some
day, even interstellar space
probes. It likely will prove lest
costly to transport heavy space
vehicles and life-support sys-
tems to the moon in pieces for
a.s.sembly and launch into
distant space than to launch
such weight and bulk directly
from earth.
—Experiments to determine
whether water can be extracted
from either permafrost beneath
the moon's surface or rocks
from its crust. Water, if
extractable, can be separated
easily into oxygen and hydrogen
which ave vast applications for
space craft propulsion and life-
support.
After Apollo 11, if it succeeds,
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
hopes to launch nine more





"The prize scientific objective
of these early manned missions
will be the carefully collected
samples returned to the earth,"
said Dr. John E. Naugle,
associate administrator o f
NASA, in testimony to a Senate
committee in May.
"We will age date the lunar
rocks to compare lunar events
with events of similar age on
earth; the isotopic composition
of the lunar samples will
provide the first clues as to
whether the, moon did come
from the same chemical
crucible as the earth; the
textures and mineralogy of the
rocks will indicate some of the
condition of their origin; and
the extent of alteration of the
lunar surface by unknown
chemical or physical processes
and the interaction of the solar
wind with the lunar surface will
be assed more fully."
After Apollo, if NASA gets the
necessary funds, comes much
more extensive lunar exploring
and experimenting—first in a
variety of moon vehicles to
extend man's mobility and
finally in an evolutionary
progression of shelters to
extend scientist-astrorauts' stay
time on the moon from a few
days to a year or more.
Dr. Rodney W. Johnson of
NASA's Office of Manned Space
Flight has drawn up a design
for lunar exploration culminat-
ing in the establishment of
lunar bases over a time period
of 2IJ years. Although the need
for moon bases has thus far not
been proved, Johnson said,
"Considered opinion reflects an
intuitive concusion that bases
on the moon are justifiable and




postulates, would be carried out
by Apollo-type manned space-
craft and lunar orbiter flights./
Staytimes would be short—a
few hours for Apollo, a few
days for manned orbiters—with
return samples and remote
sensing dominating the scienti-
fic payload.
A followup system Johnson
foresees, perhaps by 1974,
might involve two Saturn V
launches, one transporting an
unmanned shelter carried by a
LM-truck and another carrying
an Apollo LM-taxi that would
land astronauts on the moon.
Carried with the LM-taxi would
be a one-man roving vehicle to
operate within a range of five
miles the initial landing point.
Automated instruments would
be placed on the moon to
measure heat flow, seismic
activity and atmospheric phen-
omena. _
The next generation mission
Johnson perceives—say in 1978
or 1979—would land a mobile
laboratory followed by a LW—
taxi carrying two and possibly
three astronauts sent to the
moon for periods of up to
several months.
Then, about 1962 after man
has acquired a rather compre-
hensive understanding of the
moon, Johnson proposes the
landing of a 4-to 6-man shelter
laboratory followed by a
personnel Lander. Later cargo
trips would' deliver additional
equipment and expandable shel-
ter-maintenance modules.
This constitutes an elementa-
ry form of lunar base at which
scientists might be stationed
for periods of six months.
By about 1990 Johnson envi-
sions the creation of semiper-
manent bases to accommodate




said, "requirements for exploi-
tation of lunar resources may
have been identified with a
parallel impact on increased
surface capability, staytimes
and manpower levels."
Unce astronauts reach the
moon there probably will have
to be a way for business to
make a profit out there if space
voyages are to become com-
monplace.
Enter now the service indus-
try. -
Hilton keeps mentioning ho-
tels. One airline refers in its
moon flight literature to the
rent-a-mooncar option "for
those who wish to discover
many pleasant and unforgetta-
ble surprises not usually
experienced on ordina7 tours."
If the mooncar is a Madison
Avenue put on, establishing
hospitals in space is a serious
possibility. Low gravity is
especially beneficial to heart
patients. And there is the
matter of sick or injured
astronauts.
General Electric thinks in
terms of nuclear power plants
on the moon„ McDonnell-
Douglas and IBM, among
others, are studying the sale of
communications and observa-
tion services from space. These
Include meteorological data,
navigational aides for airlines
and shipping companies, chart-
ing of currents and the
movement of fish in the oceans,
photography and sensoring to
locate natural resources on
earth and even in studying
population density and land use
for irban planning.
The Big Step—Three Views
- STEPPING INTO HISTORY — Apollo 11 Astronaut Neil A.
Armstrong, Spacecraft Commander, demonstrates how the first
man will set foot on the moon during a lunar landing practice
session at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. His right
foot is in the lunar module footpad.
BEST LEFT FOOT FORWARD--• Apollo 11 commander Neil Arm-
strong. slated to be the first man to put his foot down on
the Moon, pi actices the coming event at Cape Kennedy.
He descends that ladder from the Lunar Module simulator
and his left foot will get the honor.
2"
FIRST MAN ON THE MOON D
SPACE MAIL—The die for this stamp will accompany the
Apollo 11 to the Moon. and the stamp will be issued in
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By FREDERICK H. TREESH
UPI Senior Editor
If ever man took a trip to the
unknown, the flight of Apollo 11
is It.
Not until Nil A. Armstrong,
or some subsequent astronaut,
takes his first steps on the
moon will anyone know what's
really there.
Until man is exposed to the
moon's extremes of tempera-
ture, absence of atmosphere
and bombardment of solar
radiation, he can only guess
about the stresses and danger
of lunar exploration.
Studied by telescope for three
centuries and, in the last few
years, photographed and probed
physically by spacecraft, the
moon remains cloaked in
mysteries that far exceed
human knowledge of it.
When the Italian astronomer
Galileo viewed the moon in 1609
through the world's first
telescope, he saw smooth, dark
areas on the near side and
decided they were water. He
called them maria, Latin for
seas.
Man now is confident there is
no water on the crater-pocked
lunar sorface. But there is no
assurance about what is there.
Nothing is for sure until man
goes to the moon and proves it
to be so.
On the eve of the Apollo 11
mission, the paramount ques-
tions that remain unanswered
include:
—What is the moon made of?
—What force or forces caused
its craters? What leveled its
maria?
—Does it have volcanoes Cr a
molten- Taira --core 11U—the
earth?
—Does life of any kind exist
there? Dit it ever?
Finding answers to these and
other questions about the moon
are of inconceivable impor-
tance. It is possible the moon
harbors answers about the very
nature and origin of the earth
and the universe.
Among the major bodies in
the solar system, the moon is
one of the few that is believed
to be preserved in nearly its
original state. Free of the wind
and water that so eroded the
face of the earth in its
estimated 4.5 billion years of
existence, the lunar landscape
almost certainly will hold
important clues relating to the
origin of the solar system.
If traces of life, or former
life, are found, they could
embody answers about.—tha___
origin of life on earth.
Prof. Harold C. Urey of the
University of California, among
the world's foremost moon
scientists, considers it possible
that as long as 4 billion years
ago the moon may have drawn
so Olbse to the earth that
immense tidal waves occurred,
splashing water and protozoa
from earth onto the moon.
Time and erosion have erased
all forms of such primitive life
on the earth but possibly not on
the moon.
The moon is a hostile and
forbidding place for man; that
much is known. Not for an
instant could a human survive
outside a space suit that
provides for him an entirely
artificial environment...
The temperature on the
moon's surface ranges from
above the boiling point of water
(212 degrees) to more than 200
degrees below zero.
The moon has little or no
atmosphere: that is to say
there are at most minute
quantities of gases on or near
the lunar surface. The gas
oxygen is a requisite for
supporting life as humans know
it.
Lacking atmosphere and
clouds, the moon is subject to
unfiltered bombardment by
solar radiation—deadly ultravio-
let, gamma and X-rays.
Simplest proof of the lack of
atmosphere is the occulation of
the stars—their passing behind
the moon. Their sharp imge
disappears instantly and reap-
pears clearly and instantly at a
precisely predictable time. If
gas molecules existed in the
moon's vicinity, they would blur
the image of the star as it
disappeared and reappeared.
The moon's gravitational pull
is one-sixth of 'that of earth.
Roughly, that means a man
who could jump two feet on
earth could leap 12 feet on the
moon. But walking or running
likely will be strangely different
from earth. Some scientists
suggest man's fastest means of
locomotion on the lunar surface
might be hopping like a
kangaroo. That's how Arm-
strong is to do it at first.
Scientists long have debated
the nature of the moon's
surface, the theories ranging
from hard rock to dusty
material perhaps 50 or more
feet deep. Soft,landings and soil
probes by the Surveyor space
craft now suggest that the
moon surface is fine, gray,
granular material that is
somewhat cohesive like loamy
garden soil.
At least at the points where
the Surveyors lauded — one
crash-landed and bounced—the
lunar surface will support the
weight of a spacecraft and
presumably therefore a walking
man. This does not, however,
totally rule out such possibili-
ties as deep dust or hollow
places below a crusty surface
into which a man might sink.
The depth of the soil is not
known. Some theories suggest
that the maria especially were
once deeper depressions that
now are partly filled with
pulverized material up to
possibly hundreds of feet in
depth.
Side By Side
Viewed from earth, the moon
is silvery and black. About 40
per cent of the moon's visible
side—it presents only one side
to the earth--appears dark and
smooth. These are the maria,
the so-called seas, that are
lower in elevation and relative-
ly flatter than the surrounding
areas. Some scientists believe
they may have consisted
originally of molten lava.
Surrounding the maria are
the so-called lunar continents—
highlands, including 10 towering
mountain ranges, that reflect
sunlight to give a bright,:
silvery appearance. Moonlight,
of course, is only reflected light
of the sun.f The 14,650,000
square feet of the lunar surface
are pocked by craters, like a
field of battle after hours of
shelling. The moon's near side
contains more than 300,000
craters,- varying in width from
a few inches to about 150 miles.
The back is even more heavily
cra tered.
The largest craters are like
circular plains surrounded by
walls or ramparts as much as
three miles high.
How these craters occurred,
possibly billions of years ago, is
a question astronomers have
debated and puzzled over since
the telescope brought the moon
under close surveillance. There
are two principal theories:
—That they originated from
volcanic activity.
—That they were created by
the impact of crashing meteo-
rites or asteroids.
Accounting for the hugeness
of some of the craters is the
hypothesis that the high tem-
perature generated by the
impact of meteors would have
caused vaporization of the
surface material and the
vaporization, in turn, resulted
in explosions that produced the
giant craters.
Some scientists now believe
that both volcanos and impact-
ing meteors contributed to the
torturing of the moonscape.
Vsible, too, on the lunar
surface are rays that flare
from some of the newer
craters, especially Tycho.
These rays of bright, sun-
rlecting substance extending as
much as hundreds of miles
from certain craters may be
matter thrown out when the
crater was formed.
Also of uncertain origin are
the meandering, canyon-like
rills on the moon. Seemingly
originating at craters, the rills
possible are the result of
ancient lava flows.
Since the ancient Babylo-
nians, man has speculated and
written about going to the moon
and what he would find if ever
he reached it.
Soon, now, we may know.
.1
HERE MEN FROM THE PLANET EARTH
FIRST SET FOOT UPON THE MOON
JULY 1969,`A. D.
WE CAME IN PEACE FOR ALL MANKIND
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MOON PLAQUE—This is the plaque the Apollo 11 astronauts will leave on the Moon. It
will be fastened to the side of the Lunar Module's descent stage, which will be left behind.
Tremendous Benefits Tv-Mankind
From National Space Program
By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The
young man of talent but modest
means gets a college education
under a grant from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
A man in his middle years
extends his productive years,
by wearing a tiny electronic
heart pacer.
The housewife is perhaps just
a bit kinder to her husband
because of the frying pan made
of stuff to which things won't
stick.
These are random samples of
myriad ways in which mankind
has benefitted, and stands to
benefit far. more still, from
America's program to fulfill the
dream of visiting the moon.
Dr. George E. Mueller
(pronounce it Miller), associate
NASA administrator for
manned spaceflight, discussed
these "spinoffs" in an interview
with UPI.
"There are just large lists of
benefits," he said. "I class
communications as being per-
haps the biggest single collec-
tive influence on mankind.
Second would be the meteorolo-
gical satellites."
He mentioned all those
pictures the astronauts have
taken from space.
"That Gemini picture book,"
he said, "has done more than
most other things to make
people take another look at how
you do prospecting.
"Everybody had a view of the
world they hadn't seen before."
After ticking off various other
examples of the impact the
space program has had on
virtually every facet of Ameri-
can life, Mueller summed up:
"Basically it's that kind of
permeation of our society that
is really bringing benefits. The
real product of the space
program has been not only
training some 400,000 people in
new ways of doing things but
creating the technology they
were trained in."
Then the NASA official turn-
ed to the future:
"Literally the greatest benefit
to mankind is going to occur
after we take this next step of
getting what I call the space
shuttle into being."
That's his pet project now,
with the Apollo program going
"The national space program
does not, and will increasingly
affect the lives of all of us."—
Dr. George E. Mueller, chief of
manned spaceflight.
smoothly and time to plan
beyond. He envisions orbiting
space stations around both the
moon and earth, with reusable
spaceships shuttling back and
forth with the men and
equipment to develop what he
suspects may be a lode of lunar
natural resources.
As for the present, Mueller
stresses the impact this bur-
geoning technology has had on
education. He disucssed it in a
recent speech:
-While it can, generally be
stated that all major research
and development programs
raise the educational level of
our schools and universities,
there is no doubt that the
national space program surpas-
ses anything previously done in
this regard."
Because of the widely varying
needs of the space agency, he
added, "a broad spectrum of
studies were affected, from
biology to agronomy, from
electrical engineering to radio
astronomy . "
He _prefaced another speech:
-"lite national space program
does now, and will increasingly
affect the lives of all of us . . .
no previous national effort has
so stimulated technological
development as has our nation-
al space program—except a
major war."
Developments in the program
are coming so thick and fast
that NASA has a special
division just to keep track of
them—the office of technology
utilization. All this wealth of
information and know-how, with
the exception of certain classi-
fied matters, is made available
to science, business, industry
and the general public.
To catalog all the benefits
listed by NASA would take just






strides in miniaturization of
electronic components that
have revolutionized television,
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